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~ B S ~ R ACT 

The scope and coverage 0: this thesis can be ~ivided 
into two dis~inct parts. The first na~~ e}=8~i~es and 
reviews the various alternative accounting systems which have 
been proposed in the literature and recognisec as al~ernatives 
~o HCA; the second part is a case study, based on the exper
lence of Dutch companies who have implemented one of the 
alternative accounting systems - RCA. The literature survey 
shows that each of the alternative accounting systems has 
strengths and weaknesses but that RCA, or CCA as it is known 
in the UK, is the system which commands most support. 
However, very little is known about the use to which manage
ment will put this information or its effect on reported 
profit. 

In the chapters dealing with the Dutch experience the 
Dutch literature was examined to see how similar or otherwise 
their system of RVA is to CCA. It was found that the original 
theory implicitly assumes identical replacement but that in 
practice the system is very similar to CCA. The replies to 
the questionnaire that was sent to companies participating in 
the survey showed that:-

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

RC rates were used to evaluate divisional and 
group performance; 
RCs were used in the compilation of budgets and 
standard costs; 
the accuracy of the RC data was open to question 
because of the lack of available and reliable 
indices; 
very little account was taken of technological 
change and changes in a firm's product-mix. 

In the chapter which examined the effect of RCA on 
reported profit it was shown that the effect on individual 
companies varied sub~tantiall~. The effec~ of RCA on ~i~e 
ratios was also examllled. Wlth the exceptlon of the dlvldend 
cover there was very little change in the rankings of the ratios 
when these were compared on a HC and RC basis. The last 
relationship that was examined was between each company's share 

,'price on three different dates, and shareholders' . funds on 
both bases. It was found that the null hypothesls of no 
difference between the various combinations could not be 
rejected. The results of this ~urvey have formed~the~basis of 
a larger project, now underway, lnto the use and e~fecv of 
RCA on companies in the United Kingdom. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The l"dea .l.~or tJ..~l"S +hes;~ came w~cn the wr;~~ _ v ~_ ~ ... '- ~\..I-::::::' was 

as a Se~io~ Research Office:::' for Professor Wa~~2r Rei~ 

preparing material for him in connection with his ~~~i~s as a 

member of the Government sponsored Sandilands Comni~tee. 1 

At a very early stage in my research duties it became "rIe:"''Y 

clear that it would be extremely difficult to write a 

theoretical thesis as a vast amount of literature was already 

in existence. However, what was not in existence, was very 

much empirical evidence about the various suggested systems 

of income measurement and asset valuation. It is to this 

problem that the writer directed his attention. 

As a result of the combined efforts of Sandilands, t~e 

Inflation Accounting Steering Group 2 and the Accounting 

Standards Committee 3 most of the larger companies will soon 

have to publish some form of current cost informa~~o~ In 

their arillual reports. The introduction of some form of 

current cost accounts (hereafter referred to as CCA) has 

proved, as most people in the financial world expected, to be 

very controversial. Whilst most people have accepted the 

need for CCA the precise form has still to be decided. 

Although such considerations are very impor~ant very little 

attention has been paid to such questions as:-

a) the use of CCA in decision TIaki~g aJC perfor~~~cs 

evaluation; 

b) the exte~t to which suc~ information will be use~ 

by the various uSer groups; 

c) the various methods and problems of est~a:iJg 

replace~e~t costs (current costs); 
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d) the extent to which CCA wl'l_~ a~fec~ d ~ v =eporte 

profits and the raakings (in terms of return 

on equity etc) oi companies. 

With the exception of (d) these questions were ex~ined, 

though with little rigorous analysis, by the Sandilands 

Committee. 4 They considered these questions under eigLt 

major headings, they were:-

1. Resource allocation and investment decisions 

2. Investment in net assets 

3. Return on capital employed 

4. Pricing 

5. Dividends 

6. Sources·of funds 

7. Wages and salaries 

8. Efficient allocation of resources through 

the Capital Market 

Obviously some of these are related. ?urthermore these 

eight headings are really particular instances of (a) and (b). 

The questions raised by (c) concern the accuracy of the CCA 

figures. The Committee's views on the use of CCA in the 

context of decisions relating to the above headings 1 to 7 

are considered briefly below. 

2. SAND I LANTIS AND THE USE OF RC INFORMATION 

2.1 Resource al~ocation and investment decisions 

Sandilands recognised that CCA was not relevant to 

decisions regarding new investment projects, bu~ argued ~~a~ 

iJ relation to existing p~cje2ts an accounting i~for~ation 

system should show t~e ~elative profitability of each activity 
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on a baslS useful to management. A laudable objective. 

The introduction of CCA, no doubt in common ~i~h a n~Jer of 

other accounting systems, would provide useful i~:ormation 

by:-

i) indicating the extent to which t~e returns on a 

particular project consisted of holding gains; 

ii) indicating to management that a particular project, 

whilst currently profitable, will not continue to 

be profitable when the existing assets are either 

retired or exhausted; 

iii) providing information useful to management in 

appraising divisional performance, in particular 

by the segregation of operating profit from 

holding gains; 

iv) removing the distortions of HC profit. By not 

segregating holding gains the trend of profits 

may not be indicative of operating ~er=ormance. 
~ 

Drake and Dopuch ~ show that the dichotomy between 

holding gains and operating profits can be arbitrary and so 

the reporting of holding gains may introduce new distortions. 

The distinction also depends on the view you take of the 

company. If you take the voyage approach and consider each 

investment as a voyage the distinction is artificial, as the 

business mayor may not continue in the future. On the other 

hand if a gOlng concern view is taken, for want of a better 

term, the distinction becomes more meaningf~l. ~e answer as 

to which view should prevail is a normative one and inevitably 

a 'political solution' will prevail. 
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2.2 Investment i~ net assets 

Management, it was argued, ~eeds to know:-

i) the amount and relative size of ~he investment l~ 

has made in the various assets under its cCL~r2~; 

ii) the extent to which these are financec.. by S::--_2~:

and long term funds. 

HC does not show the 'value to the business' of a 

company's assets and so gives little indication of the cu~rent 

value of the resources it controls. By showing assets at 

their 'value to the business' the accounts may i:liicate :;0 

management/shareholders that their investment is excessive 

In relation to the results being achieved. In this context 

it should be pointed out that in any evaluation of perfor3ance, 

whether ex-ante or ex-post, the resale value of tte assets 

controlled by management is also relevant as it i:liicates ~~e 

opportunity cost of investing i:l those aS3ets. 

2.3 Return on capital employed 

CCA would be more useful for analysing performp~ce. It 

was ascertained that the CCA figures would be of conside~able 

benefi t and in particular, to the extent tha-s m~.:1age::len-: 'iJ3.S 

unaware of the impact of changing prices , it l,'lould leac. to 

decisions aimed at securing better returns. Presumably, one 

might add to this, whether the business shou~d continue ~o 

produce the product or whether investmen~ should be cna..L2:e:led 

into other products. 

us what fur"cher benefi-::s mig:;.t accrue f:::-OI!l ~he ac.op:;iC)!l 0: C:';' .• 

Such an oversigh~ is unfortuna:;e in :;iat it makes the ~~~PJS~-

-riDn so difficult, if net imposs=--ble, to verify empir~ca~ly. 
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2.4 Pricing 

Where prices are estimated on a cost plus Je.sis :.. -: ~,<tas 

asserted that eeA would provide more useful i~fo~a-:ic~. 

might also lead ~o pricing oneself out of t~e ~~~et. 

Surely prices should reflect ~istorical costs and not 

hypothetical cost? 

2.5 Dividends 

Sandilands suspected that a number of companies, by not 

incorporating CCA adjustments in their accounts, we~e making 

capital distributions. It was argued that some directors 

were not aware of this and that some had recommended distribu-

tions they would not have made had they known the facts. 

Businessmen, unlike accountants, have been dealing with the 

effects of inflation for many years. The assertion made by 

Sandilands amounts to saying some busi~essmen are idiots - a 

difficult proposition to test. Sandilands asserted that eCA 

could lead to reduced dividends which in the long run could 

be beneficial. This proposition is easy to make but much more 

difficult to substantiate. 

2.6 Sources of funds 
, 

The Committee thought many companies were over-geared; 

this had arisen because of the perceive~ advantages of borrow-

ing in a period of in£lation. CCA by not r'ecognlsll..g 

'purchasing power gains' would not mislead management. To 

this extent yes, in another way no. CCA inev~ta~:Y reduces .... 

a company's gearing ratio; it could lead them ~o borrow 

additional sums and as a result, possibly overcommit ~~e~selves. 
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3. RESEARCH PROGRA11I1E AN]) THE THESIS 

The research was directed towards answering some of the 

questions raised by points Ca) to Cd) above. 

methodology followed is set out below. As very few ~g~ish 

companies published some form of CCA information when the 

research was first started it was decided to use as a case 

study companies who publish some form of RCA in the 

Netherlands. The case study approach was used because it 

transpired that only a few companies actually publish some 

form of RCA information. Management was selec~ed as the 

user group because the Institutional Market is not as developed 

as in the UK and most companies are predominantly equity 

financed. It was decided to send a questionnaire to companies 

publishing some form of RCA to ascertain the p~eclse use they 

made of the RCA information and to ascertain the me~hods used 

to assess replacement values. The reasons for asking 0he 

latter questions was to get some idea of the accuracy and 

reliability of the data as it is self-evident that inaccurate 

and unrealiable data could be counter-productive. From this 

survey it was hoped that some insight would be provided to the 

questions and issues raised under headings 1 to 8 above. The 

section which examines the effect of RCA on reported profits 

and the rankings of the survey companies will also examjne 

i) their financial characteris~ics; and 

ii) the relationships between shareholders' :unds 

and stock market prices. 

Having briefly reviewed the questions ~o which ~~lS 

thesis will be directed and the research :::lethodo:o€j '.·:~_ic::-:' ',<fill 

h ~ t· ·11 consl.·der the or~~isation 0: be followed t e ~exv sec lon Wl -

the thesis. 
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The literature review will focus on ~~e five main 

accounting systems which have been proposed 

as alternatives to ECA. These are:-

Replacement cost accoun~ing 

Current purchasing power accounting 

Continuously contemporary accounting 

Cash flow accounting 

Present value accounting 

Some of the alternatives such as:

Flow of funds 6 

'Events' 7 

., ~ -era~'''''''e - - v v '-"-'-

RCA and CPP combined (although this will be 

referred to in the chapter which examines t~e 

work of Edwards and Bell) 

Maintenance of the company's investment purchasing 
8 power 

are not reviewed here. These systems have not been 

sufficiently recognised in the literature or by the professional 

bodies 9 and Government Committees such as Sandilands 10 as 

being practical alternatives to ECA. 

The thesis will not consider in detail the lssues raised 

by measurement theory 11, the information needs of the varlOUS 

user groups and the relative ability of different measuremen7 

models to satisfy these needs, 12 nor the extent to 'Il~:'ch c..ebt 

financed holding gains are dist::-i butabl e. 13 The ::-easo:::. ·.1::'Y 

only passing references will be made to the first two, 

measurement theory and the ability of measur9~ent models GO 

satisfy users' needs, is that this t~esis is conce~~et ~itt 

what data is 1J.sed by management and "the effect or: reported 
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profits of using such data. It lS not 

theoretical issue of whether the requirements of ~easure~en~ 

theory have been satisfied, or with whether the RC ~odel lS 

able to satisfy the information needs of the users. 

be assumed that if people in companies use RC jnforma~ion 

they must find it relevant and useful for the purpose for 

which they use it. In relation to the issue 0: whether 

holding gains are distributable this questio~ was not 

addressed because:-

i) it is strictly not part of the theory and practice 

of Dutch RCA; 

ii) the Dutch capital market is not as developed as 

in the UK and companies have to finance large 

projects from mainly internal sources of finance. 

Th . h' -, . t t . th .... h' .C' h 1S approac lS a-.:.. so conS1S en W1 V.l. ... e Vler,V-S 0-". ~.l. e 

Sandilands Committee. Gynther 

it is only necessary to make an adjustment In respect of net 

monetary assets or liabilities. However, as this is a con-

troversial issue which has not yet been resolved in terms of 

the practical implementation of CCA it was decided that 
. 

this V1ew was not unreasonable. 

Chapters 2 to 6 will.consider the alternatives to ~CA. 

Chapter 7 will describe the background to t~e reporting of 

replacement values in the Netherlands and in pa2:'tic-ular the 

contribution of Limperg and Burgert. Chapter 3 will 

describe the accounting policies of companies illCl'~c.e~ ~ Y"\ 

'the SU.T,rey and the results of the <;.uestionnai::'e. 

will report and discuss the statistical fi~dings. 
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Chapter 10 will conclude by discussing the malL f~:ld:'~gs c: 

this thesis and the areas where furthe~ emp~rical ~ese~c~ 

is needed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is noticeable that as the pace 0: inflation quic£e~s 

the clamours for some form of infl~tion accolL~ting lncrease. 

This type of assertion implicitly assumes that RCA lS 

inadequate for the needs of the vario~s users in periods of 

inflation. Section 2 addresses this question by examining 7~e 

deficiencies of RCA in an inflationary e~vironment. Sec~ion 3 

describes the main features of current purchasing power (cpP) 

accounting, a price-level adjusted HC system. Section ~ will 

discuss the main advantages and disadvantages which have been 

claimed for the system. Section 5 will conclude the chapter 

by reviewing the main discussion points of the previous 

sections. 

2. LIMITATIONS OF RCA 

2.1 Deficiencies of RCA 

Most people would agree with the assertion that when 

prices are stable RCA provides a satisfactory basis for 

evaluation an organisation's performance. However, when 

prices are changing the usefulness and relevance of RCA 

information is more open to question. In particular it is 

argued that:-

i) fixed asset values In the balance sheet are too 

low and this implies that the charge for deprecia

tion will be insufficient to fund replacement of 

those assets; 

ii) 'stock profits', that is, the differ3nce between 

the acquisition cost of stock and its RC at t~e 

date of sale, are inc~uded in profits; 
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iii) the burden of debt, to the sxte~~ that i~ is n00 

reflected in highe~ interest charges, tecli~es; 

while the interes~ charge appears in ~~e accoun~s 

the gain on the debt does not-, 
iv) holders of cash and other monet~~ assets lose 

command over resources but this is not reflected 

in the accounts; 

v) apparent growth trends in sales, profits, etc are 

overstated because no allowance is made for changes 

in the purchasing power of money. 

It is then argued that unless accounts are adjusted to 

take these limitations into account it will be extremely 

difficult, in a period of rapid price inflation, to assess 

the performance of a business. In particular comparisons 

of:-

i) firms within an industry, 

ii) how a firm has perfor~ed over time. 

Whilst RCA has these defects they do represent ~o a 

large extent the actual costs that have been incurred by 

the business. To this extent they are objective and to a 

large extent limit the number of judgements thaT have to be 

made in the preparation of final accounts. It should be 

pointed out that Chambers 1 and other academic accountants 

have put forward the view tha~ even under a histo~ical cos~ 

accounting system a substantial number of jucge~e~ts sti:l 

have to be made. It is a fact that the number of ~·~d.~e:rrel::-s 

involved in preparDlg historical cost accounts are c2~si~e~ably 

l -] -+-h de the al ~er:lative accounti::~ svv s~e:::lS s~c::. ~s sma_.:..er '"' an un r _ 

cpp and Re accounting. 
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It is necessary to examine the extent of these deficiencies 

before assessing whether account should be taken of them. In 

this section of the chapter, two of the above de=iciencies 

will be discussed - depreciation and 'stock profits'. Later 

in the chapter the other deficiencies will be discussed. 

2.2 Depreciation 

It was stated above that the depreciation provisions 

would be insufficient to fund the replacement of fixed assets. 

Surely this depends on the following factors? 

i) the rate of return being earned by the firm on the 

sums set aside for depreciation; 

ii) the physical growth rate of the asset category. 

If the firm is expanding the depreciation charge 

will be increasing and will be available to 

replace worn out assets acquired in earlier years. 

It is by no means clear that the aepreciation provisions 

will be inadequate to finance replacement of existing machinery. 

Even if it is accepted that depreciation is inadequate, 

so what? In developed economies with reasonably efficient 

markets a profitable project will not want for lack of 

finance. As a result it does not matter whether a firm has 

sufficient assets to finance replacement if the project is 

sufficiently profitable. 

In relation to (i), if the following assumptions are 

made:- 2 

i) that the asset has a thirteen year life - this 

is the average life of fixed assets in this 

century; .' 
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ii) that over the life of the asset . , 
-::-18 

line depreciation provisions are reinves~ed at 

8% net of tax; 

iii) that ove~ the life of the asset its ~r~~e l~creases 

at a compound rate of 4% per annum. 

Chart 1 illustrates the price history of capital goocs 

and shows that for most of this century depreciation prov-

isions invested at such a rate would have been sufficie~~ 

to fund replacement. 

CHART 1 

ASSET REPLACEMENT COSTS 

300 

200 

£165 

[100 

1910 

Cost of replacing 
~ £100 of assets 

after 13 years 

.a. 
Depreciation 
break-even time 

1930 1950 1970 

£300 

[200 

£165 

r100 

Whilst these figures are highly aggregate~ and mask 

differe~tial effects of fixed asset costs 2~O~gS~ :i~s, 

do highlight 

not as great 

the poi~t tha~ 'the deprecia~ion prcblec' 

as some ' ... Ti ters hav-e sugges~ed. 3 

2 7 'Stock Profits' . ./ 
Where t~e stock turnover is \~ery rapi~ ::::ere "\.r-i II ...... -

lS 

De 
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very little difference betwee~ acquisi~io~ cos~ ?~~ ~eD_ace-

ment cost. Subs~an~ial differences usually o~ly occ~ ~2e~ 

there is a marked lead time 

as is the case v,-i th certain types of work-i::::,-p~2g~ess. 

The Sandilands Committee 4 thought tha~ no acjust~e~~ 

to the cost of sales figure would be necessary if 0he ~ate of 

stock turnover was in excess of four, ie less 

This suggests that because of the ~ature of t~e produc~ion 

process the magnitude of 'stock profits' will vary considerably. 

For supermarkets they are likely to be small and for teavy 

engineering (with a long lead time) substantial. Tab~e 1 

shows that even when inflation rates are modest, 5.49'0, the 

stock appreciation or depreciation element is not insignificant 

at 11.3%. Sandilands 5 estimated that 'stock profits' 

amounted to 50% of profits in 1974, 't-Ihen the inflation rate 

was in excess of 20%. 

The implications of this analysis are:-

i) the incidence of 'stock profits' varies between 

businesses and depends on the nature of their 

productive process; 

ii) even when inflation rates are modest, the 'stock 

profits' element of those busjresses affected can 

be substantial. 

It follows from (i) and (ii) ~hat ~he ~ee~ for an adcus~-

ment to reflecT 'stock profits' is greater in so~e inius~~~es 

than others. 



TABLE 1 

YEAR 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 

PROFITS, STOCK APPRECIATION AND PRICES 

STOCK 
STOCK APPRECIATION/ PERCENTAGE GROSS TRADING DEPRECIATION APPRECIATION/ CHANGE IN PROFITS (1)(2) AS A SHARE OF DEPRECIATION RETAIL PRICES GROSS TRADING 

PROFITS 

£ million £ million % 

4610 -293 6.4 
4663 -171 3.2 
5275 -458 8.7 
5143 -583 11.3 
5279 -884 16.7 
5756 -834 14.5 
6584- -1057 16.1 

(1) Before providing for stock appreciation and depreciation 

(2) Including United Kine;rlom branches and subsidiaries of non
resident parent companies 

GOURCE National Incomes and Expenditure Blue Book. Central 
Statistical Office 

% 

3.9 
2.5 
4.7 
5.4 
6.4 
9.4 
7.1 

~ 

j 

~ 
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3. CURRENT PURCHASTITG POWER ( CPP) ACCOUNTING 

To overcome the difficulties of HCA ~d yet retai~ ~ts 

advantages it has been suggested 6 that tr...e HC figu::-es s~-:s'J.=-d 

be adjusted by a general index. This would have t~e ef:ect of 

converting the pounds of many different periods i~to pounds 

of a uniform general purchasing power ie it would remove the 

distortion attributable to changes in the general price leve2.. 

The main features of this system are set out below. 

1. Each item in the profit and loss accounts is 

adjusted by the average change in the general 

price level for the year. 

2. A distinction is drawn between monetary and non-

monetary items, the former are obligations which 

remaln fixed in monetary terms. These items, 

whilst affected in real terms by price level 

changes, remaln unaltered in nominal terms. In 

times of rising prices borrowers gain at the 

expense of lenders, since the real value 0= the 

debt declines. If during an accounting period 

a company has an excess of monetary liabilities 

over monetary assets, there will be a gain to t~e 

equity shareholders if the prlce level rises. 

Examples of monetary items are cash, debtors and 

creditors. 

3. Non-monetary items are regarded as items of wealt~, 

such as fixed assets and stock. 

has been argued, 7 are not at 

These ite~s, so i~ 
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monetary risk so there is nei~her a gain no= a 

loss in purchasing power by reason or~y o~ changes 

i~ the general price level. 

4. When converting the historical cost accounts i~~o 

current purchasing power terms :or the supplemen

tary statement, the monetary items in tLe balance 

sheet remain the same. With respect .J- .J- • 

i...O vLe non-

monetary items, these are increased in proportion 

to the amount of in£lation since their acquisition 

or revaluation. The converse would be applied in 

times of deflation. 

5. The owners' equity is adjusted by changes in the 

general price level and so the reported CPP profit 

figure is the profit after maintaining the purchas

ing power of the owners' equity intact. 

This section would not be comple"Ce without some iiscussior: 

of the treatment of the gain on long-term debt. CPP accoun-v-

ing has been supported by the professional bodies of 

accountants in the United States and United Kingdom. 8 The 

provisional Accounting Standard in the UK recommended that the 

gain on long-term borrowings should be treated as p~t of the 

profit figure available for distribution. This treatment was 

justified on the grounds that the interest charge III the 

accounts is proportionately higher during periods of inflation. 

This is because lenders will require an amount ~o compensate 

them for t;he capital depreciation they ~!rill suffer. Since 

the full cost of borrowing is written off in t~e profit sta~e-

ment, if the above argumen~ is accepteQ, it is log~cal to 

include the monetary gain on long-term mCLet8L~ liabilities ~~ 
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the profi~ figure. ~~is recommenda~ion was fiercely cri7i:

ised in both business and academic circles. 9 3~S~2essmen 

argued that the gain was unrealised and should 

, f" 10 
In pro l~. The most cogent of the academic ar~~e~7S was 

that put forward by Gynther. 11 

'So called gains on long-term borrowing in times of 

rising prlces do not constitute a profit to the 

entity itself and should not be included In profit 

determination - even in supplementary financial 

statements. ' 

He took the view that such galns accrue to equity owners 

at the expense of debt owners and should be reflected in the 

relevant prices of securities on the stock market. Such 

gains were irrelevant for corporate reporting, which should 

be concerned with the affairs of the comp~~y as a separate 

entity and not with the affairs of the shareholders. 

'To endeavour to account for shareholders within the 

company's accounting system produces a con£used hybrid 

from which misleading financial reports can floW.' 12 

Support for the provisional Standard's view has ~ecently 
1~ been advanced by Kaplan / who developed a model based on 

interest rates which incorporated expected rates of inflation 

ie the Fisher effect. This model showed that much of ~he 

apparent purchasing power gain on debt is due no~ to real 

purcha.3ing power gains but to gains associated wi~h ::r:.e reduc

tion in the market value of dect because of unanticipated. 

inflation. When changes in the market value of outE7,ani=-:l~ 

debt were explicitly recognised, a sig~ifican~ part of tie 
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purchasing power gain on debt could be viewed as an offset 

to the nominal interest charge to arrive at the rea: i~~e~es~ 

expense. 

4. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF cpp ACCOlIT~TING 

4.1 Arguments in favour 

1. It removes the distortions to conventional accounts 

caused by inflation. 14 

2. By investing in a business the investor foregoes 

consumption opportunities in the hope of obtaining 

greater consumption opportunities at a later date, 

by either selling his shares or liquidati~g the 

business. 15 This implies that the investor, at 

periodic intervals, will want to know the amount of 

consumption possibilities, in the form of lncome, 

that the firm has generated in order to monitor t}~e 

progress of his investment. If accounts are ~awn 

up in money terms no account is taken of changes In 

its value as a result of changes in the general 

level of prices. Adjusting the accounts by an 

index which represents these changes removes this 

distortion. 

3. By using an externally imposed index cpp accoUJ~ing 

is more objective than other systems, such as ~CA, 

which use specific indices and give mo~e scope ~o 

those managements who wish to manipu:a7e ~heir 

results. 

4 S · 1· .~ and costo CPP, unlike RCA, only ~ses • lIDP lClGY 0 

one index to adjust stock and fixed assets. 
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5. Inflation adjustments remove from ~is~o~ical cos~ 

accounts the potential to increase ~~e ex~re~es 

of t~e trade cycle. 16 

6. An advantage claimed by the professiona~ oo~ies is 

that CPP calculations can be independently verifie~ 

by auditors once an agreement is reached on the 

general index to be used. 

7. The use of CPP accounts as a tax base would remove 

from the tax charge the monetary profit whic~ is 

recorded in historical cost accounts solely as a 

result of inflation. Tax would be charged only 

on the real profits and hence ~eal earning pO\-ler 

would not be impaired~7 
8. CPP accounting does not requlre any ass~~tions 

about the way in which the resources of the 

business are to be spent. ~~is view is based 

the claim that replacement cost accounting 

necessarily requires assumptions to be made about 

how assets will ultimately be replaced. Advocates 

of replacement cost accounting do not accept this 

vie,.; • Replacement costs are viewed as a measure 

of the current cost of acquiring resources and are 

not the costs of ultimately replacing those 

18 resources. 

4.2 Arguments against CPP 

1. CPP accounts add unnecessary complex~7Y to f~ancial 

reporting, and may confuse users. It may be 

preferable to have a relatively s~p~e set 
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which have been preparec In a way that most peODle 

understand. 19 

2. It is doubtful what significance can be attacbed 

to the non-monetary asset figures in t~_e balance 

sheet, such as stock and fixed assets. These 

figures will represent historical cost adjusted 

for changes in the price level since the assets 

were acquired. Where there have been changes in 

the general price level, it will only be by chance 

that the restated figures in the balance sheet 

will represent either the replacement cost or the 

net worth to the business. 

3. It is difficult to explain the meaning of the 

numbers attached to asset values in CPP accounts, 

particularly to non-accountants. liT''le 4='-igures ~__ .l. ..J... 

represent neither the amount that ~.\Jas paid In 

mo~ey nor the current value of the item. This 

argument was advanced by Stickney and Green 20 

, ••• users might be confused as to the meaning 

of the adjusted statements.' They do admi t , 

however, that 'An educational program could help.' 

4. CPP accounts do not show the amount that a business 

can distribute to its owners without cepleting its 

operating capacity. It may still be necessary to 

set aside a reserve for the increased cost of 

replacement. 21 Accordingly, there is a danger 

that companies may pay dividends a~ ~evels Ntic~ 

deplete operating capacity without a fall apprecla-

22 tion of the implications of their action. 
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5. Users do not believe that in£ormation i~ ~its of 

general purchasing power would ~e more help:~l ~~~ 

in£ormation in units of money. Th9 resul~s of 

several surveys 23 support this view. cO'\'leve~, 

those who participated had not had extensive 

experience with the use of general purchasing 

power in£ormation, and it is a matter of speculation 

what their responses would have been if they had. 

6. Changing to units of general purchasing power does 

not make any difference to the rankings of 

companies. 24 

7. People are interested in information in terms 0: 

money, not general purchasing power units. Revsine 

and Weygandt 25 implied agreement citing 'the 

objective of cash flow projection ••• ' in rejecting 

general purchasing poi.ver information. 

8. General price level indices are not sufficiently 

reliable. In the US, Stickney and Green found: 

'substantial uncertainty regarding the accuracy 

and reliability of the price indices seeems 

warranted. ' 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

It lS clear from this reVlew that RCA is deficient in 

periods of rising prices. However, the need for some 

alternative system does not necessarily arise 
~ . , !ro:::J. ~ne 

inadequacy of HC depreciation, or the increased cost of 

replacing stock, ::'ather it must stem :::-orn t~e :ail'J.:',? 0:: ~':--_9 

HC figures to provide users with reliab:e i~for~ation about 
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past managerial performance. This it clearly fa~:s to do o 

The strengths of CPP are that it retains the objectivi~y 

inherent in RCA and is relatively simple to produce. Its 

weaknesses greatly over-shadow its strengths. Per2aps the 

most serious deficiency is the lack of significance ~,'J"~ici Ca.:l 

be attached to the restated figures for non-monetary assets. 

The other major weakness is the potential confusion that 

could arise in connection with the unit of account. CPP uses 

purchasing power units whereas society still uses money units. 

It is not surprising. that CPP has been rejected as an 

inflation accounting system by three English speaking 

d . tt 26 Government sponsore COmml ees. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the economic concepts of income and 

capital will be discussed. This will provide a ~e:e~e~ce 

point for evaluating the suggestion that ~as been 2ade i~ 

the literature that the annual accounts shoulc be based 

exclusively on expected present values. In Section Two 

of this chapter the economic concepts of income and capital 

will be described and reviewed. In the t~ird Sec~ion the 

practicalities of reporting expected present values will be 

examined. Section Four will conclude by briefly reviewing 

the main discussion points of the previous two sections. 

2. ECONOMIC CONCEPTS OF INCOME AND CAPITAL 1 

2.1 The Classical Economists 

The concept of income has been a focus point of economlC 

analysis ever Slnce the birth of the subject as an academic 

discipline. Adam Smith 2 in his classic treatise wrote 

extensively about the nature of capital and the need for 

calculating the expense of maintaining capital before arriv-

ing at net revenue. He defined net revenue as the stock of 

wealth which can be consumed without encroac~ing upon capital. 

This approach to defining income as the gain in 11teal th, as 

the surplus after maintaining capital intact, established the 

approach for the writings of later economists. 

inclusive concept of income stresses the notion of ihco~e as 

the gain in wealth after maintaining capital intact. Sub-

sequent classical writers added very little to the ideas 

developed by Smith. For example, Marshall was co~~ent to 

follow Smith and felt that economists had no choice bu~ ~o 
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follow well-established business customs. 3 He stated that 

business income was found by deducting from gross revenue the 

outgoings that belong to its production. The classicists, 

however, did not have an entirely clear concept of income in 

mind and their discussions, as can be seen from Marshall's 

comments, tended to be con£used by the pragmatic practices 

of business. 

2.2 Irving Fisher 

The main theoretical contribution to the notion of 

income dates from the work of Fisher 4, who sought to develop 

a concept that was free from ambiguity and capable of measure-

mente As we shall see his notion of income, which he 

developed as part of a theory of interest rates, bore very 

little resemblance to the notion in everyday use. Fisher 5 

thought of capital as 'a stock of wealth existing at a given 

instant of time'. His idea of income as a flow concept was 

developed in terms of events. In the first instance these 

events were not financial but psychic. Financial trans-

actions merely preceded final human enjoyment and Fisher 

concludes that 'It is only what we carry out into our homes 

and private lives which really counts. Money is of no use 

until it is spent. The ultimate wages are not paid in 

terms of money but in the enjoyment it buys. The dividend 

cheque becomes income in the ultimate sense only when we eat 

the food, wear the clothes, or ride in the automobile which 

are bought with the cheque.' 6 Although Fisher's concept 

of income is based on consumption, it is not measured by 

reference to the amount of money spent during the period on 

durable or non-durable goods but the amount of money spent 
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on the services actually consumed or enjoyed d~ri~g the 

period. Fisher's concept of income is effective~y equ· ~ • , ::. va_ e:c. ',.I 

to the monetary value of the amount of services CO!ls~e,d 

during a period. Kaldor 7 has poin:-ed out -:ha.t .,,"<:1ils"t Fisl:er's 

approach has the virtue of being simple and unambiguous it 

does not accord with the everyday notion of income as as s~ch 

it only solves the problem by eliminating it. A :'l.l.:"'ther 

problem raised by defining income in terms of consumption 

services is that another term would be required for what otier

wise would be called income and the problem would still remain 

as to how to define the latter. 

2.3 Lindahl 

Fisher's concept of income and capital has been developed 

by a Swedish economist Lindahl. 8 From the notion that lnc8::J.e 

is a flow of wealth through time, 

possible to look on lncome as a cOlltinuous appr'eciation in the 

value of capital goods due to the time factor. Income can 

be regarded as the product of the capital value existing at 

the start of the period and the ruling interest rate during 

the period. This appreciation arises because the discounted 

services come nearer and nearer in time. The rate of i~terest 

therefore measures the rate at which the value of capital 

goods increases through time. 

If future events could be accuratelJ foreSee:: anc.. 

uncertainty was absent, income could be ihferred fro~ ~arket 

prlces. This is because the undermentione~ condi~ions 9 

would prevail. 

'1. A single interes~ rate tha-: could. be use2.. -:0 

discount the f-:..:.ture ne-: income s"t:'ea::lS aC2:"-':"2.ne;: 
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to all capital goods. 

2. At anyone point in time the value of these 

capital goods could be ascertained by computing 

their present value. 

3. Differences in present value would be attributable 

to the discount factor: where necessary an approp

riate adjustment would have to be made for with

drawals during the period. 

4. The rate of interest would measure the rate at 

which the stock of capital goods would increase 

over time if none of the benefits which accrued 

from these goods were utilized for personal 

consumption. 

In the real world these idyllic conditions do not pre

vail and so income ceases to be objectively measurable. In 

addition account must be taken of. 

1. At any point in time the~e are many rates of interest. 

Rates, for instance, differ according to term structure 

because of the uncertainty as to future rates. Further 

adjustments are needed to take account of lenders' and 

borrowers' risk profiles. From this it must be deduced 

that each asset category will have a.different market 

rate of interest attached to it. This is not necessarily 

the case; the market value of an asset is the product 

of its expected future returns and the discount factor 

applied to these returns. As a result, to find the 

discount factor it is necessary to know the future net 

income stream which underlies the market value. Com-

parison between asset yields becomes dangerous as it is 

not possible, for instance, to quantity differences in 
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yield due to such things as risk and uncertainty. 

Even if the correct market rate of interest applicable 

to each asset could be found, income defined as the 

product of an asset~ interest rate and its market 

value would no longer be adequate as a measure of the 

psychic income to their owners, relative to their money 

rerurn, than assets with a high yield but with a large 

risk element. 

2. The concept of income as interest over a period on 

an asset's capital value at a particular point in time 

is an ex-ante concept of income, or put in another way, 

it can be thought of as the income expected for the 

coming 'period'. For the reasons listed below the 

income actually realised over this period can differ. 

Before listing these reasons it is necessary to explain 

the notation that will be used: the letter Ct) stands 

for time aud the subscript relates to the period covered: 

i) if the actual returns in Ct.) were greater or less 

than expected returns; 

ii) if expectations concerning returns future periods 

are different at the end of Ct,) than they were at 

the beginning of t. ; 

iii) during Ct.) the rate of interest changed; 

iv) if expectations about future rates of interest in 

(t 2 , t
3

, t~ ••• t~) are different at the end of the 

first period from what they were at the beginning. 

From market data the income that can be measured, or 

observed, is the actual change in the value of assets over a 

period. Where appropriate, adjustments can be made for 
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dividend payments. bcome c.efi:l8':" as Consump:-ion plus 

Actual Capital Accumulation can be measured. This concept 

absorbs all the possible changes ~en~ioned in (i) - (iv) 

above and so includes revisions of cs.pi talisatioI2.s ,:"ue to 

changes in expectations (or in uncertainty) relating to 

future. Most economists and accoun~ants would then 

argue that the element of capital appreciation which is 

attributable to changes in expectations should be separated 

from the element of capital appreciation which represen~s an 

accrual. That is, the capital appreciation which would have 

taken place if both actual events and predicted states of 

mind had been correctly anticipated at the beginning of the 

period. 

It lS only the latter which is a continuous flow i:l time 

(ie so much per month, per year); t~e for~er lS the resul~ of 
10 a revaluation occuring at an inst~~t in time. 

This concept excludes ~,vinc.falls attribu~able to changes 

in expectations but cannot be observed from ~arket data 

because:-

i) it lS necessary to know what asset values would 

have been at the beginning of the period (~I) if 

events had been correctly foreseen; and 

ii) if the states of mind relating to t z , t~ ••• t~, 

had been the same at the beginning of the period as 

at the end. 

Income, on this defini~ion, is the difference betwe9n a 

hypothetical capital value at the begi~ing 0: the period and 

the aCGual value at the end of t~e per~od. T- :night be 

t~oug~t that ex-post i:lcome co~ld be calculated by 
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multiplying the capital value at the end of the perioQ by 

rate of interest that has prevailed during that period, 

ie looking backwards. This approach is not helpf~~l as 

interest ex-post can no more be inIerred from marke~ Dr~ce 

, . 
~::e 

than ex-ante interest. In both cases the concept is dependent 

on hypothetical valuations: the expected value of assets at 

the end of the period in the case of the latter, and in Lhe 

former the 'revised value' of the assets at the beginning of 

the period. 

2.4 Mathematical summary 

The various relationships discussed above can be 

clarified by examining the various algebraic formulations 

implied by the above discussion. These are set out below. 12 

Notation 

Let K, = the actual value of assets at the begi:ming of 

the period, and 

K2 = the actual value of assets at the end of the 

period. This value might need adjusting for 

interest or dividend payments made during -1-. 
vDe 

year. 

K' = the expected value of assets at the end of the z 

period, as viewed at the beginning of the 

period, and 

K' = the revised value of the assets at t~e begir~ing , 

of the period, that is, the value assets woulQ 

haole possessec.. had the expectations at t::e 

end of ~he pe~iod bEen the same as a~ ~~~ 
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beginning and if the events occu=ing , . 
,.....~, 'T""I-' ~..--

\...,..l.4.....I..~J.....J..= 

the same period had been correctly :oreseen 

at the begi~ing 

· la = ex-ante rate of interest 

· lp = 

Yp = 

Ya = 

Ya = 

Y -p 

la = 

lp = 

perfect 

· la = 

Y = a 

ex-post 

· lncome 

· lncome 

K' 2 - K, 

K2 - K' I 

Kd - K \ 
K, 

K,2 - K' , 
K' 

I 

rate of 

- ex-post 

- ex-ante 

interest 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

foresight Kz = K' 
~ 

· lp 

Yp X l 
P 

1 . 
+ lp 

and can both be written K2 - K, 

which represents the actual appreciation in capital as 

measured by market values. 

In all other cases, neither ex-ante nor ex-post income 

can be objectively computed from market prices because both 

d K ' K' h·"\.--"j.-, concepts epend on a hypothetical value, :l or I w lC~.!. ~ ... as 

no definite meaning where peoples' . expectations are no~ 

homogeneous. There is an exception to this general rule 

in the case of risk free short-term loans made for a s~andard 

lncome period, eg one year treas~~ bonds, where a year lS 
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assumed to be the standard pe~iod. The possibi:~~ of a 

windfall loss in the second period r~les out t~e calculat~o~ 

of income for a two year bond. This statement c~ Je ge~-

eralised to the case of a bo~d with n years befo~e redemptio~. 

Hence the exception referred to above. 

2.5 Hicks 13 

Hicks' definition is by far the mos~ celebrated and 

misused concept of income. He defined a person's income as 

'the maximum amount which he can consume during a week, and 

still expect to be as well off at the end of the week as he 
14 was at the beginning.' It should be pointed out that 

Hicks was suggesting a concept of income that would serve as 

a prudent guide to the amount a person could consume \'li thout 

impoverishing himself. He was not suggesting, contrary to 

some ideas expressed in the literature, a defi:c.i tion 1,<rhicn 

could be the cornerstone of any accounting measure of income. 

If the rate of interest was expected to remain constant, the 

income of a period would equal the interest on the capitalised 

value of the prospective receipts and in effect the latter 

represents a perpetuity. 

Let V = Capitalised value of prospec-si7e receipts 

r k = Interest rate - where r lS expressed as a 

percentage andk the subscript represents 

a constant 

y = Income 

y = Vrk 5. 

Where the ra-:e of interest lS not expected to rerr.al:l 

cons~ant equation 5. La longer holds. ~at is, iJco~e no 
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longer represents the interest on the capitalisec va2ue of 

prospective receipts, or the amount =e~ai~~ng af~er . , . 
ma~n;:;aln-

ing the capitalised value of the prospec~ const~~. 

cannot be described at all, except in te~s of the prute~~ 

guide and as a result Hicks concludes that 'we snaIl be ,.,e:;"l 

advised to eschew income and saving in economic dynamics. 

They are bad tools which break in our hands.' 15 

Hicks' definition differs from Fishers' in two respects:-

1. It includes savings and so includes the amount that 

could be consumed whether or not consumption ac~ally 

takes place. 

2. It excludes over-spending by maintaining the original 

capital. 

A more fundamental point about Hicks' definition is that, 

in contrast to the work of Fisher and Lindahl, it eschews any 

connection betwee~ the notion of income and capital. Usin5 

the Hicksian approach the source from which the income is 

derived disappears and capital only appears as the capitalised 

value of a certain future prospect. Income therefore becomes 

the 'standard stream equivalent of that prospect'. As Kaldor 11 

points out capital and income become two different ways of 

expressing the same thing, not two different things. 

The condition under which this 'standard stream equivalent' 

notion has no meaning is where the income derived from a given 

. d h t· 17 capltal is expecte to c ange over lme. Even i:l ~ic;'-s' 

terminology this involves a contradiction in ~erms. Inco:c.e 

cannot be expected to change; all changes are ~~licitly 

absor-oed in the calculation 0: the s~andard strea::l equivalent. 

This calculation cannot be effected where the change in i~come 
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over time has causes other than the acc~ula~ion or co~-

sumption of capital. For the economy as a whole~ where 

productivity is increasing and there are expecta~~Jns of 

rising income it is not possible to express t~is improve

ment in terms of a constant perpetual stream since i~~erest 

rates are reflections of these yields. 

Another problem with Hicks' concept 1S that it is not 

clear how he would treat a change in actual receipts relative 

to expected receipts. That is, an unexpected change in 

receipts rather than a change in future receipt expectations. 

Kaldor 18 clOtes the exam~le of a h . ~ man w 0 recelves an unexpected 

sum in a particular week, which did not affect his expecta~ions 

for the future. The amount which he can spend during the 

week 'without impoverishing himself' depends on whether we 

regard his state of wealth before or after the accrual of 

those receipts. The man could clearly spend t~e total 

amount and still be 'as 'veIl off at the end of the week as ne 

was at the beginning.' If he does spend this amount he 

cannot expect to be able to spend the same amount in each 

succeeding week as in that particular week. The reasons 

for these difficulties are that income and capital are 

interrelated and that neither can be given a meaning wit~ou~ 

considering the other. 

The concept of 'maintaining capital intact' is also 

fraught with difficulties. For instance, from the indi vic..~~al' s 

point of view expected diminutions in t~e market value of 

resources have the same significance whether they are 

attributable to physical ~epreciation, foresee~ ch~ges -r 

demand or some other specified change. This does not ~ean 
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that any expected change in earnlllgs could be allowec :or 

in the depreciation provision, irrespective ~: whether it ~s 

reflected in physical productivity, o~ ~he market va:ue of 

the individual's assets. Since the concept of c~pital 

'maintaining capital intact' is subject to these :imitatio~s 

it also implies that the income concept will be deficient, 

given the interrelationship between the concepts of lncorne 

and capital. To overcome th~se difficulties Hayek 19 

suggested that the maintenance of capital should be refined 

in terms of the maintenance of income. The pitfall of this 

approach is that it involves circular reasoning. It lS not 

legitimate to d-efine income as what is left after maintaining 

capital intact and then to define the latter as what is required 

to maintain income intact. 

Another problem raised by the Hayek-nicks approach concerns 

the treatment expectations. If, for instance, people expect a 

general fall ln interest rates, is the resulting 9)~ected 

appreciation in capital value part of income? In a text book 

world an expected fall in interest rates would mean a fall in 

the expected yield of resources. A fall in interest rates 

would, as in the case where there is a fall in the general 

yeild on capital, lead to a fall in capital values. In the 

real world asset values and interest rates can change 

independently and so a change in interest rates does not 

necessarily reflect any real change in the income derived 

from the economy's capital ~esources. Where people expect a 

general change in interest rates the ex-ante/ex-post me~~cd 

of calculating income does not succeed in exc~uding elements 

which represent revaluations and not accruals. T~e 
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expectations approach only measures real increases In 

'resources' when the general price level is expected ~o 

constant and when expectations concerning changes in t~e 

level of interest rates reflect nothing else but c~anges ln 

the yield of resources generally. 

2.6 Alexander 20 

Before considering his concept and comparing it to 

that put forward by Hicks it is necessary to modify our 

notation to facilitate this comparison. 

1. K, - the capitalised value at t. as anticipated 

2. K' - the capitalised value at t.1. as anticipated 2 

3. R, - the receipts at t z as anticipated at t, 

4. K' - the capitalised value at t. seen at t2, , 

5. K2 - the capitalised value at t"2 as anticipa~ed 

6. R2 the receipts at ~ as received at .J,... - VI. °2 

1 . 2. and 3 contain information on which an ex-an""Ce 

at 

at 

at 

t, 

t, 

.J,... 1,.,2, 

measurement of income lS based whilst 4. 5. and 6. contain the 

additional information needed for an ex-post measurement. 

Income ex-ante = R, + K' 2 - K, 6. 

In the absence of a price level change this """'::'''''''Y',::.sent c 
..I- '-"1:""- '-" ...... 

the amount that can be spent whilst still retaining the same 

prospect as before. 

Where K K' R lOS equal to ex-ante and ex-pos~ 
I = " I 

income 

Where an allowance has to be made for 

the expec~ed changes in the 

capital value of +-' vile ~:-:cc:ne s~rean 

Income ex-post = R1. -+- K2 - KI" 7. 
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Where K2 = K:, R2 becomes equivalent to income 

K2 I KI' ex-post and adjustmen-: :::::1.:.st be 

made to the actu.al receipts ::...n 

respect of the interest on the 

difference 

Hicks argues that the change in expectations Kk - K~ 

has to be thought of as raising income for future time periods 

by the amount of interest on them, rather than as entering 

into the calculation of income. 

Alexander suggests not a standard income stream but a 

variable one. His measure of income is:-

8. 

that is, the actual receipts of the period plus the expected 

changes in prospect. He "argues that future receipts are 

uncertain and so to impute hind-sight values, as in equation 7. 

to t~e beginning of the year equity is unreasonable. It 

follows that he does not have any regard for the argument 

that the change K: - K, is a saving that relates to an earlier 

period. The concept of variable income is justified on the 

basis that each year's net receipts are a quantity subject to 

chance fluctuation. The difference between the two concepts 

is that Alexander maintains capital at K\ , whereas 

(ex-post concept) maintains capital at K~ • 

Hicks' 

Having considered the ideas on income put forward by these 

two writers the question remains as to which of these ideas lS 

21 
the most suitable for measuring .ex-post income. In 

appraising the writings of these two wr~ters it lS necessary 

to set up a criteria by which to judge their contributions. 

In this context any satisfactory concept of meas~i~~ ex-post 

income must be theoretically sound and be capab~e of ge~eral 
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application. This does not mean that ~hese two yarcst~cks 

are separate and it lS likely that where a conce?~ is capab~e 

of general application only theoretical i!lcO!ls~.s~e:r:cies it.'"i:l 

also arise. Alexander specifically adapted his co~cept of 

variable income for the ~'1~oses of general ,.~. 
l:'----l:' app~lca I..IlO!:.. 0::: 

this basis it seems convenient to deal with bis ideas firs0. 

R, I , the actual receipts for the period will be the change 

in net tangible assets over the period before taking into 

account any distribution. These receipts will be augmented 

by K~ - K\, the expected changes in the firm's Valuation 

between the two points shown in the subscript. Alexander 

would also include certain unexpected changes where they are 

attributable to managerial activity, such as unexpected good-

will, which is generated internally. He would, however, 

exclude unexpected changes that were due to external forces, 

such as changes In the interest rate to be appliec in dis-

counting future receipts. The inclusion of u.~expected gains 

or losses, attributable to managerial activity, is justified 

on the grounds that they are similar to increases in the 

value of shares attributable to dividend restriction. This 

begs the question - should expected changes in the value of 

goodwill arising from external factors be excluded, or should 

they be included merely because they are expected? =~ seeIIlS 

that Alexander would include expected changes due to factors 

other than managerial activity on the grounds that they are 

expected, whilst he would also include unexpected changes tha~ 

are a result of managerial activity. In the context of 

measuring ex-po st income the ql:estion ::'emains as :-0 · .. the~~e:::, 

expectations and managerial effort can affect the level 0: 
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consumption, whilst maintaining the level of capital. 

Alexander 22 in this context argues that 

'Because differ9nt interpretations are possib=-e, a.::.d 

because any concept of income can be jus~ified onlY 
u 

by reference to the use to which it is put, t~e only 

criteria by which a choice may be made among various 

methods of measuring income is the relative effective-

ness of the different methods in serving the purposes 

for which the concept of income is to be used.' 

Applying this criteria Alexander's concept of variable 

income suffers from three defects. These are set out below. 

1. The concept lacks consistency. For ex amp 1 e, the 

treatment of expected changes in the value of goodwill 

not attributable to managerial effort and the treatment 

of unexpected changes in goodwill that are a resul~ 0: 
managerial activity. It would seem difficult i~ ~he 

. 
case of unexpected changes in gOOd1'lill to ascertain the 

causes of the change. A further difficulty would 

presumably arise in the case where unexpected changes 

in goodwill were the result of both internal and external 

factors. Separating the components would be an 

extremely difficult, if not impossible task. 

concept in this respect is internally inconsistent and 

it is difficul t to faul t Hicks' point tha-c account s::o'~ld 

be taken of changes in the closing prospec0 as the lat~e~ 

represent changes in the future income s~ream. ~J.ese 

changes shoulc be recognised and the cause shoulc be 

identified where -:)ossible but this should :10:: infl'...:.ence 

whether such changes are incorporated in a general IDeas~~e 

of income. 
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2. A more fundamental flaw is his capita~ 

base, K, , rather than K~ • It seems contradictcry ~o 

include in an ex-post measurement 0: inc8~e ac~a' 

receipts and then to maintain capital at a :ie;u::'e -, .. T~:ich 

lS known to be wrong and to measure capi~al acc1J=ulati8~ 

by reference to another figure which is also known 00 be 

wrong. As a consequence Alexander's variable i~come 

figure will be of limited value to the investor as a 

guide to the firms expected future profitability. In 

this context it would seem more justifiable to base 

the measurement of ex-post income on later rather than 

earlier figures. 

Having examined Alexander's ex-post concept we now 

turn to the question of whether Hicks' ex-post concept is 

superior. In addition ~o the limitations discussed earlier, 

Hicks' conceut has two further defects. These are discussed 

In some detail below. 

1. In a world characterised by uncertainty the ~seful-

ness of a concept which produces a standard stream of 

income is questionable. In effect Hicks' concept lS 

an adjusted version of income as interest. Whilst 

an investor is interested in total income over a period, 

he is more interested in periodic income in order that 

he can make his own judgement as to fu~re income. 

In addition, as many writers have pointe~ OU0, t~e 

accuracy of forecasting future receipts is likely to 

vary inversely with time. If what he is to~d is t~e 

result of applying an interes"t rate to uncer:-ai.:.:. :'..:~re 

receipts i"t seems highly questionable as to 't;hat use :-:-~:..::: 
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in£ormation will be to him. It tells him 

about the probability of achieving those receipts or 

for that matter when they might ar~se. 

2. Hicks' concept of income can involve a certain 

circularity. This arises as a result of a~jus~i~g 

opening capital difference K~ - K, • As was noted 

......... O"""Ic ...1---

earlier, this creates an ever changing gain or loss a~ 

the date when the company was incorporated. In e':fect 

this creates a figure for good1:rill which would originally 

have been inserted had what is known now been known then. 

If this had been the case higher receipts wo~ld have been 

expected and a higher income stream realised. T~is 

capital gain lS really income and McDonald 23 suggests 

that the circularity stems from measuring income in terms 

of value which itself is another measuremen~. 

It is clear from ~he above Q' ~ se" s s~ 1"'\.,., -+-"h!:l t -+-n' ;:> ~Tar-;ous '..L '-"- ~v~ 1.1.1. ... '-'- '''.i.~ V ~ 

economic concepts of income and capital are unsuitable as a 

basis for reporting an organisation's periodic lncorne. This 

should not surprise us as the various writers' "'v~lews that 

have been considered in this chapter were addressing other 

problems. For instance, Fisher's notion of income and 

capital was formulated as part of his theory of interest 

rates, Lindahl's concept was developed as part of a theory 

of capital and employment, whilst Hicks' concept was an 

appendix to a path-breaking book on value ~d capi~al theo~y. 

These authors did not address themselves to the p~sblem of 

an appropriate measure of income for accounting p~'poses ~~ 

should not be judged on that basis. ~ad econo~ists been 

asked this question i ~ is interesting to specula--ce \-l!1e-:~-:er, 
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like Keynes 24, they would have 

'decided to take refuge in the practices of the Income 

Tax Commissioners and, broadly speaking, to regard as 

income whatever they, with their experience, choose 

to treat as such. For the fabric of their decisions 

can be regarded as the result of the most careful and 

extensive investigation which is available, to interpret 

what, in practice, it is usual to treat as net income.' 

3. PRESENT VAlliE ACCOUNTING 

Whilst the above discussion has highlighted the weaknesses 

of the economists' concepts of inco~e and capital there are a 

number of writers 25 who regard the reporting of expected 

present values as an ideal concept for accounting but usually 

qualify this by saying that because of the difficulties 
-

involved in calculating present values, surrogates have to be 

used. To date, only one writer 26 has published anything 

about the form it could take in published accounts. His 

calculation of income is based on the product of the discount 

rate and the opening EPV. In his article he does not deal 

with changes in expectations, the discount rate, or differences 

between expected and realised cash flows. The reasons why 

this system (or perhaps it would be more appropriate to refer 

to it as a suggestion) has been both neglected and rejected 

are set out below. 

1. The calculations are based on expectations of the 

future, rather than statements of fact about achievements 

to date. An estimate of the future can provide a norm 

or target, but it can give no idea of the progress or 

position at any particular point in time. 
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2. The calculations are based on expec~atic~s a~ a 

particular point in time and so cannot take into accoun-c 

subsequent changes in expectations, tbese ~ay 

a result of relative price change, tastes and othe~ 

demand factors. 

3. A change in expectations will change the capi~al 

value of the business. This will be repor~ed to the 

shareholders at the year end; what won't be reported lS 

the cause of the changed expectations. In short the 

balance sheet of the company over time will report 

management's state of mind, rather than account fo~ the 

affairs of the business. 

4. Investors and inter-firm comparlsons. Suppose 

accounting statements were based on present values as 

estimated by management, there is no ;;ray in which 

investors can have any assurance that tl-:e value c~ be 

compared, or that they are feasible. It is well known 

that management vary in their degree of optimism. 

Even the same person may have different degrees of optiEism 

about different projects, or about the same project in 

different circumstances. The presence of auditors will 

be of no assistance to the investor, because t~ey can 

only check the arithmetic accuracy of the managements' 

figures and not the authenticity of the underlying 

forecast. 

5. What is known as the aggregation problem. I-c is a 

relatively simple matter to calculate the present value 

of ~ asset if in isolation it yields an ~~come. 

arise when an asset yields an income only in combina~ion 
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with other assets. This can be illustrated by 

reference to an example. Suppose cash, plant and 

materials are used in the project. How do these 

individual assets affect the expected income over the life 

of the project? As all three are necessary it 

follows that the absence of anyone would diminish the 

project's present value to zero. This would mean that 

the present value of each of these assets would be equal 

to the present value of the whole project; the total 

present value of the three assets would be three times 

the present value of the whole project. 

valuations are unrealistic. 

Clearly these 

6. If users need to know individual asset values some 

other basis of accounting is required. Separate asset 

values are needed to appraise amongst other things, asset 

replacement, liquidity, solvency and gearing. I1anagers 

for example need to know the market value of individual 

assets, in order to calc~ate the present value of new 

projects where it would necessitate liquidating some of 

the existing assets. Investors also need the same 

information in order to appraise the benefits of liquida

tion and to evaluate alternative investment opportunities • 
. 27 7. Bromwich has used the economic concept of consumer 

surplus to show that investors will generally value 

differently any given security and so a single estimate 

by management of the present value of the assets under 

their control cannot serve all investors under all cir-

cumstances. The surplus arises because investors will 

differ as to their consumption preferences and views 
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concerning risk. As a result each investor will 

have a different rate of ~ime preference and so the 

reporting of a single presen0 value is inapp~s?~~ate. 

Similar arguments to these have also bee~ advance~ cy 

Peasnell. 28 

Summary 

Sufficient has been said to show that this kind of 

accounting is a calculation and does not report actual states 

of affairs or results. The figures represent valuations of 

a specific future configuration of events and as such disregard 

the possibility of short term adaption. In addition the 

figures in the balance sheet are subjective and unreliable at 

the time the values are calculated. When making forward 

calculations of discounted values it is appropriate to assume 

regularities. However , it is not necessary for users to kno~/: 

how good past calculations have been, it is more i~portan~ 70 

report past trading performance. This report shou~d take 

into account all the irregularities, deviations from plan 

and unforeseen events that have put the firm into the position 

it is in at the date of the financial report. 

4. CONCmSIONS 

Section Two of this chapter showed tha~ the eC0no~ists' 

concepts of income and capital were of li~tle use to the 

accountant in trying to measure an organisation's ~Jco~e and 

capital. However, the concept of presen0 value, which fea0ur~~ 

prominently in the economists' discussions iJ ~~is co~tex~, 

was a more robust concept. TJhilst this basis is re~arde~ ~y 

a number of accountants as the 'ideal' basis, the ar~e~~s 
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against reporting present values were numerous. I7 must be 

concluded, as did the Sandilands Committee 29, tLat PV~ is 

not appropriate for the needs of users of accounts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Con~inuously Contemporary Accounting (COCOA) is closely 

associated with the writings of i~s 30st arde~t and longest 

standing supporter, Chambers. 1 This system of accounting 

has found little support in the UK but in the US it has bee~ 

advocated by Sterling 2 and a large international accounting 

firm, Arthur Andersen and Company. 3 The most systematic and 

comprehensive explanation of COCOA can be found in Chambers' 

widely acclaimed book 'Accounting, Evaluation and Economic 

Behaviour' •4 In Section Two of this chapter the main features 

of his system will be described, together with an explanation 

of why Chambers and Sterling support this system. Section 

Three will review the criticisms that have been made of the 

system: Section Four will report the results of several 

empirical studies which have tested certain aspects of COCOA. 

Section Five will conclude by briefly reviewing t~e maln 

discussion points of this chapter. 

2. THE MAIN FEA.TURES OF COCOA 

2.1 The main features 

In essence, all the assets and liabilities in the 

balance sheet would be valued at their current realisable 

prices ie the prlce at which assets could be converted into 

cash and liabilities discharged. For this reason the more 

embracing term 'current cash equivalent' is often used as it 

mO~9 ~eadily includes monetary assets ~d liabilities which 

do not have sellihb prices as such. The relevant selling 

prlces are those whic~ rela~e to the disposal of assets in 
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the normal course of business, rather than on a forced 

liquide.tion. 

The firm's initial non-monetary assets are valued at 

selling prices prevailing at the beginning of the period, 

whilst the closing ones are valued at year end prices. It 

is not necessary to distinguish between physical assets and 

marketable securities as both are valued on the same basis 

throughout. In the case of inputs, such as stock, the 

initial entries will be the prices paid. Any changes in the 

prices of inputs the firm purchases are incorporated in the 

books immediately. The relevant entries are as follows. 

Suppose the stock of a particular material consists of 100 

units at £1.0 each and that another 50 units are acquired at 

£1.10 each. The value of the 100 units in stock will be 

£1.10 per unit. The balance on the materials account will 

be 150 units at £1.10 per unit. The difference (100 ucits 

at 10p) is credited to a price variation account. At the 

end of the year the stock will be valued at its resale selling 

prlce. If this value exceeds the book value (which is based 

on current purchase prices) the excess will again be credited 

to the price variation account. Where the book value exceeds 

the amount shown on the resale price schedule, the latter 

will still be carried forward in the balance sheet and the 

necessary adjustments will be effected by debiting the prlce 

variation account with the difference. As stated above, 

monetary asse~s and liabilities are valued at their current 

cash equivalent or realisable values. 

Current income represents the increase in the current 

cash equivalent of net assets over ~he period and is made up 
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of two components - operating profits and holding gains. The 

latter are included because they represent an increment in 

current spending power over goods and services in general. 

Capital is considered to be a fund of financial resources 

and is valued at its current cash equivalent. Income is 

calculated by deducting from the closing cash equivalent, 

the opening cash equivalent after maintaining the purchasing 

power of the shareholders' equity. As such COCOA cap~es 

both types of price change. Changes in relative prices are 

incorporated in asset values whilst changes in general prices 

are incorporated in shareholders' funds. 

A fundamental characteristic of COCOA,which is not present 

In all the other systems, is the complete rejection of the 

realisation concept for measuring periodic profits. As non-

monetary assets are revalued when their price changes this 

means that holding gains or losses are recognised as they 

accrue, rather than when sold. The critical point in the 

operating cycle is acquisition and not disposal. This can be 

contrasted with RCA which only recognises operating profits 

when the assets purchased for resale are sold. 

Because holding gains or losses are recognised as they 

occur it is difficult to separate holding gains from operating 

profit. This distinction has little meaning for operating 

assets. For example, is the profit margin on inventories 

held for resale, a holding gain or part of operating profit? 

As retailers only trade in goods with a reasonable prospect 

of a profit margin the holding gains must be considered as 

part 0: operating ~~come. Zowever, whilst in many cases +-' . villS 

dichotomy is b~urred, the distinction is not important as 
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holding gains are part of profit. The distinction is more 

crucial in RCA where holding gains are regarded as part of 

the firm's capital. 

2.2 Sterling 5 

He supports the use of current selling price oecause 

this 'one bit of information is relevant' to the largest 

number of decisions. 'Other bits • • • are relevant to one 

or more, but not all decisions , 6 Elsewhere, he states • • • 

that Command over Goods (COG), that is, the proceeds that can 

be obtained by selling assets to obtain goods 'is the relevant 

attribute.' 7 

2.3 Chambers 

Because of space constra;nts this section must be short. 

As a result it will not be possible to do justice to Chambers' 

work. Most of his ideas are contained in what has become a 

classic accounting text 'Accounting, Evaluation and Economic 

Behaviour,.8 His starting point is based on an empirical 

observation he made as an accountant to the effect that 9 -

'The idea of a firm which went on doing the same things 

year by year, or which set up plans and stuck to them -

an idea which many describe as the going concern concept -

did not match the observable behaviour of the business 

community. Changes in the environment and in the 

expectations of businessmen constantly obliged business 

firms to respond, sometimes aggressively, sometimes 

de:ensively. ~t became clear that the fOIm which 

adaptation took depended in part, often a crucial part, 
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on the means at the disposal of a firm. Knowledge 

of the present facts, in particular the p~esent financial 

facts, of a business was a necessary condition 0: i~ormed 
adaptation. P~d as adaptation is continuous, knowledge 

of the financial facts must be continuously brought up-
, 

to-date. 

Chambers then gave this casual empirical observation an 

impressive underlying theory. This theory encompasses human 

behaviour, management and the role of accounting information. 

The latter, he argues, should satisfy four criteria: the 

overriding one of these four is relevance - 'the property 

by which information 1S serviceable in the adaptive process 

at a point in time'. 

components:-

Relevance is seen as having two 

i) to contemporary and future action in markets. 

For this purpose the information must be widely 

interpretable and result from methods which have 

substantial uniformity and are up-to-date; and 

ii) the information must be objective in the sense of 

producing comparable results when subjected to 

independent review. 

This second component rules out anticipatory calcula~ions, 

such as budgets, as these eannot be objective. 

For Chambers, the only relevant in£ormation which can be 

useful to the process of adaptive behaviour is that which 

focuses on the opportunity cost of holding assets. TI:is is 

measured, he argued, by their 'cash equivalents' or market 

resale prices. In the nex~ section the criticisms that have 

been made of Chambers' work will be reviewed. 
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3. CHAMBERS AND HIS CRITICS 10 

3.1 The use of current resale prices in respect of fixed 

assets implies that it is intended to sell the~. 

Chambers: 

A shareholder can look at the buyer's quotation for ~is 

shares day after day vlithout any intention of selling them 

on a particular day. He simply vlant s to know how his 

investment stands. If he concludes at some time that he 

will be better off by taking the price offered and doing 

something else he will sell his shares. But wat~hing one's 

position, like watching the financial position of a firm, 

is preparing oneself for what one might do when better 

opportunities arise. 

3.2 The quoted resale price is not a guarantee that this 

sum could be realised if the asset was sold. 

Chambers: 

It is not the intention of the system to predict with 

a high degree of accuracy what would be obtained if any 

goods were sold. The intended function of the balance 

sheet is to indicate the current financial relationshin 

of the firm with the rest of the world. Quoted prices, 

or approximations to them, indicate the extent of the 

firm's claims against all other goods and services. 

Resale prlces are not the oplnlons of the firm or its 

officers alone, as many figures in traditional balance 

sheets are admitted to be: they are prices or approxlma

tions which others in the community are prepared to pay, 

or are currently paying. This quality of the system is 
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particularly important as far as outsiders are concerned. 

If the management of a firm, or its accountant, reports 

the internal values placed on the assets iL i~s 

statements there can be no assurance that t~e statemen~s 

fairly indicate the firm's financial position. 

may be pessimistic or optimistic. 

Insiders 

3.3 Baxter 11 

He has raised the following points:-

1. the chances that a healthy firm will swap the assets 

it needs for everyday production are small. 

2. Additional ventures are usually financed by liquid 

assets or borrowings, or some combination of the two. 

Potential lenders and investors tend to be more impressed by 

the prospect of high and sustained earnings than by scrap 

values. The latter can be comfort; ng background i:llormati'Jn 

3. The range of t~e term 'sale price'. It could cover 

a variety of situations, from a leisurely sale in the 

ordinary course of business, to a sale :Ln di.stress circum-

stances when the sale could take place at almost any price. 

If the assets will only be sold in improbable circumstances 

the realistic valuer should take these into account. 

However, the question then is, what would be the least 

improbable circumstances that would lead to the f~xed 

assets being scrapped? Obviously near-bankruptcy is one 

situation, but if this is assumed ~he underlying causes 

have to be taken into account, such as a general crisis 

w~ieL implies a slump in worlt prices. O ..... .....,. . nee v ...... lS 1.S 

admitted there is no end to the possible catastrophies the 
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valuer must take into account. Baxter cites the case 

of a plano: it could be argued that the most plE.."'J..si"ble 

sale price is the prlce it will fetch as firewood d~ri~g 

the next ice-age; this information is of little use to 

a current balance sheet. 

4. The practical difficulty of determining realisable 

value for many assets. Some may have no known marke~able 

value (eg goodwill and some plant and machinery) or which 

in their present form are not readily resaleable (eg semi

processed inventory). This criticism should not be 

overstated as a case study by McKeown 12 has shown. 

5. In the case of highly specific assets often 

referred to as non-vendible durables, the sale price will 

be substantially below the purchase price. As a result, 

the sale price is a bad indicator of 'size' and leads to 

an excessive earnir-gs/asset ratio. The aosurdities can 

be seen i~ the context of income measurement. If the 

firm must write-off the difference between a new asset's 

cost and its sale price, the accounts may show a loss if 

a company buys useful but specific assets, and a profit 

if it buys unsuitable machines with a high resale value. 

In the same context Solomons 13 has said: 

'Such assets would generally be highly specific to a 

particular business but might, of course, be excellent 

investments nevertheless. Since these assets have no 

alternative use outside the business, ~olding them involves 

no opportunity cost, and in Chamber' view, recognition of 

their zero resale value must force the cus=-r..ess to recog:llse 

a loss of residual equity as soon as such as asset has been 
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bought. Yet clearly the asset would not have been bo~gbt 
I 

if the business had thought of the purc~ase as involv~~g 

a loss. The use of resale prices in this situation l2ads 

to what I can only regard as an absurdity and a flagran-: 

failure to measure up to the criterion of correspondence 

with the economic events which are being recorded.' 

In a later paragraph he argues: 

'The absurdity of having to record a presumably sound 

investment as if it were a loss of capital, simply because 

the assets invested in have no resale value, results from 

the refusal, which runs through Chambers' discussion, to 

recognise, for accounting purposes, that values depend on 

expectations. The defence of historical cost as the 

valuation base for fixed assets has traditionally rested 

on the argument that such assets are held for use, not 

s~le, ~~d that therefore their resale prices are 

irrelevant. If the argument had stopped there, it would 

have been sound enough. Where it went wrong was in the 

conclusion that historical cost was relevant. The right 

conclusion, in my view, is that it is 'value to the 

owner' that is relevant. If this falls below resale 

price, a rational owner will sell. An asset w~ich is 

not held for sale must, therefore, be worth more to its 

owner than its resale price. The failure to recognise 

that the owner of an asset which is no~ for sa:e does not 

directly suffer if its resale price drops, unless this 

price change lS associated with some change in his 

expectations (as indeed it may be, indirectly, or ~~ t~e 

long-run) must be regarded as a serious fla~:l in Chambers' 

theory. ' 
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14 
Chambers has replied to this cri~icism In the 

following terms:-

'The way irl which the fi:!:TIl' s affairs are reported ~~..:-:s 

investors on notice of several things. First, it indica7es 

that the firm has a high rate of return on the sum o~ mOJey 

it can invest in any alternative; an infinite rate of 

return even if the net income is only $1, for the sum it 

could invest (apart from retained income) lS zero. 

Second, it indicates that the firm has no means of 

securing a continuing income, if the asset becomes 

exhausted or obsolete, other than by retaining and reln-

vesting some of the cash generated each year. If the 

asset were shown at cost less amortization, investors 

would be entitled to suppose that the asset (by association 

in the balance sheet with other money-like asse~s) is 

salable and th~t continuity of the firm's income xay be 

secured otherwise than by retaining profits. Third, 

it indicates that the firm has no property-base for 

borrowing, though it might be able to borrow on the 

strength of its expected earnings. If the asset were 

shown at cost less amortization, there would 'seem to be 

a property-base for borrowing when in fact there is.not. 

Fourth, it indicates that the firm's original cash is now 

locked in. Investors will be p~epared to pay less for a 

share in the firm than in other firms having salable 

assets and ~he same income expectat=-ons, because of this 

lack of asset-coverage. Wh h h OIl 
.I. atever t ey pay t ey Wl. ~ 

know they are paYlllg for their s~~e in ~he fi~'s income 

prospects only. 
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3.4 COCOA as compared to other accounting systems 

Chambers has claimed other virtues for his system. 

These are set out below. 

1. HCA is often justified on the grounds 0: 

objectivity; the underlying reasoning for this asse=tion 

usually takes the following form. The accounts contain 

the original entries of the transactions as they occurred. 

The final financial summaries do not contain the ~~od

ified results of manipulating those entries; the events of 

the year will have necessitated many of these entries. 

As the accounting system contains them they can be checked 

in their original form in the course of any audit of the 

accounts. Auditors are able to give assurance that no 

unauthorised or lmproper usage of the firm's funds has 

occurred. 

Chambers argues that his system mee~s these requ~rements 

and so satisfied one of his four criteria for accounting 

information - objectivity. 

2. Price level adjusted accounting is justified on 

the grounds that it avoids the addition of unlike quantitieE 

and that it takes account of changes in the purchasing 

power of money. 

specifications. 

The proposed system also satisfies these 

In the course of deriving the final 

figures there are additions and subtractions of ~ifferent 

pounds. But the overall corrections, the price variation 

adjustments and the use of current prices at ~he close of 

the year, have the effect of incorporating into the final 

statements homogeneous pounds. 
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3. The use of current prlces lS one of the advantages 

claimed for replacement price accounting. The system 

prop?sed also uses current prices by making the price 

variation adjustments and in deriving the financial 

position at the year end by reierence GO current prices. 

Though the proposed system uses different current prices 

(selling prices) from those of the replacement prlce 

proposals, it does use current prlces. 

4. Present (discounted) value accounting lS said to 

be necessary for forward-looking estimation. But it 

pre-supposes that reported present values are reliable. 

The system here proposed requires no such assump~ion: 

no future estimates are free of the biases and guesswork 

of those who make them. The system goes as far as it is 

Dossible to go by giving the best indication of the actual 

state of the firm at each reporting date. It therefore 

meets the criteria that the information should be useful 

for forward-looking estimation, without committing readers 

of financial statements to the optimistic or pessimistic 

forecasts of managers and accountants. 

5. Other practical consequences. The financial 

statements can be analysed without committing the solecism 

of relating figures in unlike pounds. The figures in the 

balance sheet and the net income figure are all in pounds 

of the closing date. If all firms used the same system, 

as they would if it were generally adopted, interfirm 

comparisons would be realistic and mathematically valid. 

This is not true at the moment. In particular, inter-

period comparlsons of ~atios would be valid; as succeSSlve 
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financial statements are pure numbers, or percentages 

and are thus comparable with like numbers, or percentages 

of other years. In addition, the figures woulc be inte~-

pretable as they are all in reasonably up-to-date puxc~asi~g 

power units. 

4. EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF COCOA 

Whilst Chambers 15 has written prolifically abou0 his 

system very little has been publisned about the problems or 

otherwise of implementing COCOA and the effect it would 

have on such things as reported profit and asset values. 

Four of the five studies have tried to show, in one way or 

another, that COCOA is more objective than cost-based 

generally accepted accounting principles. The fifth lS more 

interesting in that it examines the effect of COCOA on 

repo~ted profits and the return on equity. 

The first empirical study of COCOA was by McDonald 16 

who examined the dispersion of depreciation charges based on 

net realisable values with those based on HC. Automobiles 

were selected for investigation because they are classified 

as a fixed asset in the balance sheet and data is readily 

available on market values. A questionnaire was sent to 

respondents who were asked to select a depreciation pattern 

for a car fleet. The resulting depreciation provisions 

were then compared to the depreciation charges based on net 

realisable values. He found that the degree of dispersion 

in the HC charges was grea~er than those based on net 

realisable values. 
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In a later study by Sterling and Radosevich 17 the 

variance of market based values was found to be greater than 

those based on cost. It could be tha~ this fiLding is 

attributable to the instructions given to the respondents, 

who were asked to 'take a guess at the fair ~arket value 

as of today'. It is very questionable whether responde~ts 

would have used this procedure in preparing their financial 

reports. However, the authors 18 felt able to conclude that: 

'In general, we would expect current values to be 

more objective for types of assets which have well 

established ~arket price indicators, such as automobiles. 

For a. class of other assets with markets that are not 

so well defined, the current values would be less 

objective. ' 

McKeown 19 , using a case study approach, found similar 

results to McDonald's. ne applied exit-values to a med.ium-

sized road construction company and founa that 75% of the 

fixed asset items had a lower depreciation dispersion using 

net realisable values, than if they had used generally 

accepted accounting principles. 

In a more recent study, Parker 20 has compared the 

comparability and objectivity of exit-value with current 

financial accounting practice. His measures of these two 

f I ··· d J d" 21 attributes were based on the work 0 Jlrl an ae lCKe 

and the asset used In this study 22 was a printing calcula-

tor. Exi~-values for the asset were ascertained from 

dealers in office equipment. Book values were ob~ained by 

a ques~ionnaire to 400 holders of maintenance contracts 

on the printing calculato~. From the resul~s he felt able 
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to conclude that:-

1. Exit-values exhibited greater comparability than 

did book values. 

2. Exit-values were more objective than book val~es. 

3. The major cause for the lack of objectivity in 

book values was dispersion in accounting estimates 

- not accounting methods. 

Gray 23 has applied Chambers' system to the accounts 

of Richard Costain Limited, a multinational company based in 

the UK, for each year over a four year period from 1969-

1973. His results are set out in TABLES 1 and 2. 

It is evident from these tables that:-

1. The range of adjusted profits (£9.5million to 

£3.1 million) is greater than the published range 

(£4.9 ill - £1.9 m) 

2. This was also true of retur~ on eq~ity: ~he 

adjusted rates were 43.2% - 6.41% whilst the 

published range was 31.42% to 19.87% 

He also noted that:-24 

'An examination of the results for individual years 

reveals that 'conventional' profit calculations beth 

overestimate and underestimate the actual situation 

given that 'continuously contemporary' accountiJg is 

an accurate reflection of the impact of price changes 

on business fortunes. IJ 1969-70, 1970-71 and 1971-

1972 the published profi~ figures are an unde~estimate 

in con~rast to the adjusted results (bu~ note, ~n 

contradiction, that in 1971-72 the publis~ed rate of 

return figure is an overestimate). However, in 1972-73 



TABLE 1 COMPANY PROFITS: A STATEMENT AND RECONCILIATION (£OOO'S) 

~--.-

a b c d e 

PUBLISHED ASSET PRICE EQUITY CHANGE INFLATION ADJUSTED PUBLISHED PUBLISHED 
PROFIT GAINS/LOSSES AT MARKET VALUE ADJUSTMENT PROFIT DIVIDENDS RETENTIONS 

NOT RECORDED (a+b) (c + d) 

1969-70 +1902 +3755 +5657 -1116 +4541 396 1506 
I 

1970-71 +3044- +7890 +10934- -1760 +9/174 816 2228 

1971-?2 +4940 +7066 +12006 -2477 +9529 1021 3919 

1972-73 +4828 +2869 +7697 -4608 +3089 885 3943 

........ 
-1= --- -------- ---- -- - - -- ~-~---------- - -- ---- --- -- --

SOURCE: GHAY S J Accounting for price changes: a case study of a l"lu1 tinational company 



TABLE 2 

SOURCE: 

PERFORMANCE COM PAR ISO N S 

RATE OF RETURN ON OPENING EQUITY 

I 

I 

PUBLISHED ADJUSTED I 

, 

J 
I 
i 

1969-70 19.87% 29.75% 

1970-71 27.20% 43.20% 

1971-72 31.42% 27.35% 

1972-73 23.58% 6.41% 

GRAY S J Accounting for price changes: a case study of a 
multinational company 

~ 
\Jl 
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the position is reversed; the pub~ished result lS 

an overestimate. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

From the above review it is difficult to avoid the 

conclusion that whilst Chambers has made a major contribution 

to accounting theory, his system, COCOA, is not appropria~e 

to the needs of investors and managers. Whatever C~~r::.bers, 

might say his system undoubtedly assumes that the business 

is going into liquidation. As most businesses are going 

concerns this is a serious defect. The most telling of the 

deficiencies have been exposed by Baxter and in the case 

of ~on-vendible durables, Solomons. Although he has replied 

to Solomons' criticisms the replies are far from convinc~~g. 

Whilst COCOA has serious theoretical deficiencies it lS 

d~fficult to make any conclusive pronouncemen~ until Iriore 

empirical evidence about the system is available. Fro~ a 

practical viewpoint, until the deficiencies referred to above 

are resolved and more empirical evidence is available COCOA 

is not likely to galn acceptance amongst both practising and 

academic accountants. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cash flow accounting is supported by those who feel 

t~at the problems of asset valuation and ~~co~e 

are so formidable ~hat an alternative accounting sys~em 

must be devised, which avoids these problems and yet provides 

a reliable guide as to how a company has performed i~ the 

past and how it is likely to perform in the future. It is 

claimed by those who support cash flow accounting, that this 

system of accounting satisfies these requirements and that 

companies should include in their annual report a compre-

hensive cash flow statement. As implied by its name, 

under a comprehensive cash flow accounting system entries 

would only be made in the books of account when cash was 

actually received or paid out. This means that fixed 

assets and materials purchased for either resale, or 

further processing, would be charged in ful~ to the year 

in which they were acquired, irrespective of when the benefits 

from acquiring these assets will accrue. From a purely 

book-keeping point of view, historic cost accounting is 

very similar to cash flow accounting, except that the 

latter would not incorporate any valuations and would 

19nore funds items such as debtors and creditors. 

The development of cash flow accounting, in both 

professional and academic circles, is closely associated 
1 . T 2 with the work of Professors Lawson ailG ~ee · 

2. E~ LAWSON SYSTEM 

It has been argued by Lawson 7~at his sys7em 0: cas~ 

flow accoULti~g provides an anal~ical framework :or l~~~{~~~ 



TABLE 1 

FRAMEWORK FOR A TOTAL CASH-FIDW FINANCIAL SYSTEM 

End Year 1 2 3 etc. etc. 
(1) IncrealC or decrease in bank balance or overdraft + + + + + 
(2) Net operating cash-flowl + + + + + 
(3) Corpontion taxel on (2) 
(4) Capital expenditwe (including portfolio investment) 
(S) (0 cash grants; and + + + + + 

(ii) tax rebates resulting from tax depreciation aUowances on (4) + + + + + 
(6) Long term debt flows (in and out) including interest payments on debt + + + + + 
(7) Tax rebatel on debt interest payments + + + + + (X) 
(8) External equity fmance + + + + ... I\.) 

(9) Sales of lurplus assets + + + ... ... 
(10) Tax rebatel on existing assets and losses brought forward + + + + + 

(11 ) Diltributable equity cash-flowl DIH-d) D2(1-d) D,(1-d) etc. etc. 
(12) Less External equity finance El E2 E, etc. etc. 

(13) Shueholdeu' cash-flow stream D. (l-d) D2(1-d) D,(l-d) etc. etc. 
-E. -~ -E, etc. etc. 

ap.,..r/nf/ cltlh-flow Ufltwn6nr (subheading (2)} 
End Year 1 2 3 etc. etc. 

(i) Sales receipts ... + + + + 
(ii) Materials 
(Hi) Labour 
(iv) Wod'ioverhead 
(v) Administntive overhead 
(vi) ScUin, overhead 

Tnnlfer to (2) above + + + + + 

Wo" 
D1(l-d)-E. D1 ( l-d)-E2 ... 

O+k)l 
+ ... 

(l+k) 

Notlltlon. Wo • objective function. k - cost of capital. d· personal tax rate of shareholders. El, E2, En .. new external equity finance. 
D 1,02, On = distributable equity cash flowi. 
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past, present and future financial performance. This 

ambitious framework is made up of two interlocking cash 

flow statements which are shown in 'TA3LE 1. 

It is evident from this table that the two sectio~s 

making up the cash flow statement are similar in fo~ and 

content to the conventional balance sheet and profit and 

loss account. The top half of the statement can be 

likenea to the balance sheet, and the operating cash flow 

statement to the profit and loss account. This similarity 

goes deeper in that both the conventional balance sheet 

and profit and loss account and the cash flow statement 

represent outstanding balances at a particular date and 

that these balances have accrued over tLe same period of 

time, ie the accounting period. This similarity lS more 

apparent than real because, as is well known, the conveJ

tional statements are a mixture of cash and accr~als, whilst 

the balances in the cash flow statement are made up of only 

the former. What is the time period to be covered by these 

statements? At the moment between five and SlX years prlor 

to the current period and the forecast for the future should 

cover between seven and ten years. 

The next point concerns the shareholders' cash flow 

stream which is a residual that remains after deducting 

new equity finance raised during the year and retentions 

from the distributable cash flows. This figure is 

then inserted for each year covered by the statene~t, ~nto 

what is referred to in his writings, as an objective fanc~ion 

and c.iscountec. by the company's COST of capital. 2'\\-son 

claims ~~at by making an allowance for ~~e time value 0: 
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money, his cash flow model 1S consistent wi.7.h economic a::lG. 

financial theory. 

3. THE LEE SYSTEM 

Although there are similarities between the work of 

Lawson and Lee there are also important differences. Lee 

argues that utility and relevance should govern the measure

ment and communication of accounting information. ~e 

criterion for deciding the relevance and utility of 

accounting information is that it shoulQ satisfy the infor

mation needs of the potential user, or more specifically, 

it should be capable of influencing his decisions and actions. 

Users would still receive the conventional historic cost 

accounting, but their role in the financial reports would be 

ttat of authenticating managements' stewardship. I~ is 

the~ asserted by the author that stewardship information 

appears less relevant and useful to the investor than cash 

flow information. This assertion is justified on the 

grounds that cash 1S a key resource of the company and lS 

vital to the company's continued existence. In addition, 

since the value of shareholding or potential in~erest is 

linked to the company's continued existence it is argued 

that users should receive information about the company's 

past and future, which is cash flow orientated. A s:-rJ:lger 

argument for users receiving i~formatio~ about future cash 

flows, which was also put forward by Lawson, is that it 

would enable users to form an opinion on the level of fu~re 

dividends. 1:- is difficult to iaul~ -::hese arg:;i1e::.:-s and 

clearly users' decisions abou-:: al :-ernati Y"e i:lyest:nents would 

be helped considerably i: this in.:ormation ".,ere available. 
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This raises a more fundamental ques~ion as to how 

this information could be provided. The author asserts 

that cash flow forecasts should be as formal and creiible 

as possible and that uninformed guesswork must be avoided 

at all times. Whilst the latter statement is true, it is 

not very helpful, because it does not tell the compiler how 

forecasts could be made as formal and credible as possible. 

To be fair, whilst the author does not discuss this latter 

point in detail he does suggest general guidelines to be 

followed by compilers of cash flow forecasts. These state-

ments should satisfy amongst other things three main needs 

which are to:-

1. Predict dividends and other benefits receivable 

by him from a company. 

2. Predict its future s-c.::.::".-i'ral, maintenance or 

expanslon. 

3. Predict the degree of risk and uncertainty cO~L~ected 

with an existing or potential investment in a 

company. 

Whether cash flow statements based on forecasts can 

satisfy these three needs adequately is an empirical question 

but given the present state of the forecasting art it seems 

very doubtful. 

As mentioned earlier Lee's suggested scheme of fin~cial 

reporting would retain the conventional historic cos~ accoun~s 

for the purpose of satisfying the s~ewardship function. IL 

addition there would be a number of individual cash flow 

statements, the balances 0: which would be taken ~o wha~ Lee 

refers to as a 'statement of total cash flow'. The separate 
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statements would analyse cash flows relating to specific 

aspects of the company's business, such as operations, 

taxation, extraordinary items and also financial ~G caDi~al 

transactions. These forecasts would eventually cover a 

four to five year period at the most, although Lee sugges~s 

that at the moment only a three year forecast would be 

possible. This information would be subject to continuo~s 

reassessment and so account would be taken of significant 

events which have affected the original forecast. Howeve!' 

one must inevitably question whether information relating to 

such a time span could be provided with any degree of 

accuracy and reliability. 

In support of cash flow statements mentioned above, Lee 

recommends that there should be a statement which outlines 

in general terms the assumptions underlying the cash flow 

forecasts. These would cover such things as the compa2Y's 

sales pulicy, its pricing policy and the economic, political 

and social conditions the company expects to face in the 

period covered by the forecast. 

A further statement would also be prepared that explained 

the material variations between actual and forecasted cash 

flows. This would be divided into those factors which were 

outside the company's control, and those factors '1!~1ich '~ere 

within the company's control. Un£ortunately no gQideline 

is given about the criteria to be use~ in deci~i~g 

category a variance falls into. 

It was stated above that separate cash flow sta~ements 

would be prepared for each aspect of t~e co~~any's activities. 

The balances on each statemen~ would then be taken ~o a 
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statement of total cash flow. .An example of a sta~e-

ment is shown in TABLE 2 overleaf. 3 

Lee argues that these statements and i~ particular ~~e 

total cash floiN' statement, ~'lill enable the user to:-

1. Assess whether the compru~y can generate sufficien~ 

cash resources to survive in the long run. 

2. Judge whether the company will be able to accumulate 

sufficient cash resources to pay satisfactory 

dividends, in addition to its interest obligations. 

3. Compute the company's interest and dividend cover 

which can be calculated by comparing 7 and 8. 

4. Calculate (from 2 and 3 above) figures for 

distributable cash per share, as well as distributed 

cash per share. As a.performance measure this 

would enable co~paris0ns to be made with alternative 

investments. 

5. Compare the contribution made by cash generated 

from operations and externally to meet capital, tax 

and dividend requirements. 

4. THE ADVANTAGES OF CASH FIDW ACCOUNTING (CFA) 

1. Managements' view of the future will be projected. 

~nis is of considerable importa2ce to investors who are 

concerned with evaluating the desirability of being 

of that future. It is difficult to fault this argument 

since what Lee is a..:'gu.ing for is information ~'r~icl1. we do 

not currently receive. Such a plea for more informa~ion 

about the fut~re is to be welcomed and encouraged. 

2. The 'price/disco~ted flow' .. 0 

ravlO. TIlis is computed 



TABLE 2 STATEMENT OF TOTAL CASH FLOW OF COMPANY 

STATEMENT OF TOTAL CASH FLOW YEAR TO 31 JULY 1971 

CASH FLOWS APPENDIX 1<)67 1968 1969 1970 1971 TOTAL 1972 1973 1974 TOTAL 
F A F A F A F A F A F A F F F F 

1 • Bank and cash balances + + + + + + + -I- + + + + + + + + 
brought forward 

1 2. Operational + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
transactions flow A 

3. Exceptional + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
transactions flow B 

4. Financial + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
transactions flow C 

5. Ccq)i tal D + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
transactions flow 

6. rl'axation E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
transactions flow 

7. Net distributable + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
flow 

8. Interest 8nd rlividends F 

9. 11 n rl i ~J t r i lru !; e d l) a n k D n d + + + + + + + + + + + I- + + I- ... 
C CJ. Bli ba 1 all(: e s 
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by dividing the stock market price pe~ share by ths 

discounted cash flow per share. The latter figure '.vould 

be the net figure whicn remains after the shareholder ~ad 

discounted back the projected cash flows to p::-ese:::t -v2.~U2S, 

at a rate of interest regarded as reasonable for that 

type of company. It is argued that this rate woul~ be a 

more reliable investment indicator than the present 'p~ice/ 

earnings' ratio, because of the arbitrary alloc2.tio~s used 

to compute the present earnings per share fi~~~e. ~~ite 

what significance the price/discou:lted cas~ flow per share 

is intended to indicate the author does not discuss and it 

is difficult to see what purpose would be achieved if this 

ratio were computed. If the market's expectations a2d 

capitalisation rate equalled both the comp~"'1.Y' s estimate of 

its future cash flo1.v and the rate of inte!'est regarded by 

the in7estor as reasonable fo::, the cOwpany, this ratio ':Jol~2.d 

equal one. 

3. Cash flow accounting would avoid all the arbitrary 

allocations currently made in historic and replacement 

cost accounts. Although this is true it solves the problem 

by walking round it. A correct measure of income is 

important both from the viewpoint of monitoring the economic 

progress of a company and also because in a mixed economy 

there is a need for a yardstick which society can use ~o 

judge the success or otherwise of a particular ::;usi!:ess. 

Income measures are important because they are a 2~~~e ~o 

now the company has per:ormed 

likely to perfo~ in the future. 

the past and how it is 

Cash flow accoun~i~g 

tells the investor very little abcut pro:i~ ma::-gins, ~ow 
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quickly assets are being turned over, gearing 

times interest is covered. These ratios are ~ 

guide to performance. 

4. Cash flow accounting retains money as the ~~it of 

measurement and so automatically incorpora~es specific 

price changes. This is quite an important advan~age as 

certain of the suggested alternative accounti~g systems, 

for instance current purchasing power (cpPJ, use different 

units of measurement. 

5. Investors could see from the projected cash flows 

the ability of the company to pay its way in the future 

and also its planned financial policy. Too much emphasis 

must not be placed on the availability of cash, since 

capital market theory predicts that if the ultimate 

profitability of the project is sufficiently high, a 

compar:y could al"vays fund any short term cQn17i~gency. 

Having said this, it is clear that such in:or~ation would 

be of considerable use to the investor and whilst it is 

obvious that this is one of the strong points of cash flow 

accounting, its importance does need modifying. 

5. DISADVANTAGES OF CASH FIDW ACCOUNTING 

1. The ability of management to make accurate fore

casts III conditions of rapid technological and economic 

change. Since this point has been discussed earlier, 

no further elaboration seems necessary. 

2. 7.he interest rate to be used for discounting. 

The author suggests III o::,c.e::' to retain o'::)jecti\.-i~y, 

~anagement should be required to disclcse a rate of 
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interest necessary to at least maintain its financial 

position. This rate will approximate the acticipated 

deterioration in the general purchasing powe= 0: ~o~ey. 

Investors would then make a separate evaluation basec. 

on their expectations of the business' potential, over 

and above the minimum necessary to maintain its financ~al 

position. It would seem that these calculations are 

unnecessarily complicated. If the company publishes its 

co st of capital using capital-asset pricing techniques no 

problem arises. This is because the company's cost of 

capital will reflect the risk free rate and the risk 

premium for the project or projects it undertakes. 

3. The danger of giving competitors information about 

the company's plans. This statement can be turned on its 

head if it can be established that the overall allocation 

of resources would be improved. L€e i~plies t~is in a 

subsequent sentence, but it seeIDS that an important poi~t 

has been missed. If all quoted companies were required 

to disclose this information, our overseas competitors who 

would have full access to this information would be given 

an unfair advantage. If cash flow forecasts were intro-

duced, there would have to be exemptions for companies who 

had substantial overseas interests, or who competed wit~ 

imports on the home market. Apart from the po""Cential harm 

to the persons referred to in the p=evious sentenc2, i~ is 

an empirical question whether ove=al: resource a:location 

would be improved if these forecasts were manda""Co~'y 8~C. i~ 

seems that arguments could be advanced eit::'e= ·,\"2.y as -:0 

whether resource allocation would be j~proved. 
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dangers of publishing th:"s i::::lfol.'lilatiO!l ml:S~ :;e ::ec 0 g:::.i. sed , 

it can hardly be regarded as a major disacv~~age 

may III fact be ~o society's overall be~efi~. 

4. Management might try to influence ~heir ~~Le~ 

by over or under estimating expected fut~e cash flows. 

Whilst the market would become aware of systematic ove!' :)r 

under stating of future cash flows when reno!'ted cash 

flows become known, in the intervening period it co~:d 

mislead investors. To some extent the objectivity 0: the 

forecast could be verified, as the author states, by 

experts as regards the non-accounting part and professional 

accountants as regards the accounting part. There would 

still be a grey area although this disadvantage should not 

be overstressed. The information which the market uses 

to estimate future cash flows comes from a numbe:: of SO~~8es 

and so the cash flow forecast, al t~ncugh i.:::po::-: a..."Ylt, ~:lould 

only be one of the sources ~sed by the market. WhilS-:7 

the market'S rating of a particular share could be alte::'ed 

in the shor~run,as new information became available to the 

market the share price would move accordingly. 

5. The difficulty of using this type of financial 

i::::lformation to assess managerial efficiency. c.;.e::E: lS no 

yardstick by which to judge whether cash flows are 

attributable to managerial ac~ion or :o!'t~itous 

circumstances. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion it can be said tha"t it :.s c..iffi':'-l:-=- 'Co 
Ll 

disagree with t:le Sandilands Commi~tee corements on cash 
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flow accounting, which were to the 
--~""'c. '-'-""-- '-' 

was much of value in the cash flow aCColJr:.""C:"~~ nri!:ci:'J:'e 'S"'-1-: - - -
doubtec whether such a fundamental change 

to British companies at the presen~ time. 

III this promising area should concentrate on both ~~e -:~eore

tical and empirical aspects of cash flow accounting. As 

has been shown in thischapte~the theoretical basis lS :~ 

from satisfactory and if cash flow accounting is to be made 

operational one priority must be the development of satisfac

tory performance measures ~Thich would facilitate both inter-

firm and inter-period comparisons. Having said this it is 

difficult to see how such measures could be devised, since 

cash flow accounting, as implied by its n~~e, focuses on 

liquidity, rather than on in00me measurement. As suc11, cash 

flow accounting would be of considerable use to iLvestors in 

helping them assess future performance, but i -: ',\'culc.. be of 

little use in appraising past performance. ~owever, a correct 

lncome measure would enable the investor to make reliable 

Cash flow judgements on past and inter-firm performance. 

accounting and income measurement, therefore, answer two 

different though related questions and should-be regarded as 

complementary, rather than alternatives, to each o~her. 

On the empirical side 4 neither Lee nor Lawscn has to 

date published any findings on the effects or o~herwise of 

cash flow accounting. 

has been done on the alternative accounti~g sys~ems which 

have been suggested, s~ch as current rep~acemen-: cos~ 

accounting and market value ~ccounting. I: cash :~\Yd 

." ..... 1 mo ...... e """"-c.- he k::::.()''''~ a::.o';."': accountiJb 1S to vecome operavlona, ~ ~~~~ u 
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the problems of introducing it and how ~t will affect -""".0 vJ.. ............ 

decisions of both investors and managers. r ..... v·' r1 :...s ::.cpe>-6. 

that further research will take place into cash f~ow 

accounting, especially on the lines suggested i~ this 

paper, since this particular system of accounting has 

considerable potential as yet unrealised. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Support for Replacement Cost Accounting (RCA) amo~gst 

academic accountants is closely l:"rk-ed to the majo::' theo::etica2 

contributions of Edwards and Bell 1, Solomons 2 a2~ Revsi2e 3. 

Whilst there are similarities in t~eir writings each A~iter 

has made a distinctly separate contribution. In t:-~e next 

section of this chapter these contributions will be reviewed. 

Although their writings have been extremely influential, 

important contributions have also been made by B~er 4 , 

Mathews 5 and Gynther 6. These contributions will not be 

reviewed as to a large extent they follow the major theoretical 

contributions. The Third Section will examine the criticisns 

of RCA and in'particular the problems of technological change 

and the dichotomy between operating profits and holding gains. 

Section Four will review the advantages and disadvantages of 

RCA to the extent that they have not been specified ~n the 

section dealing with the ffiajor contr:"butions. 

will conclude by briefly reviewing the main points of each 

section. 

2. THE MAIN THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

2.1 Edwards and Bell 

Probably the most quoted book in accounting theo~, is 

the seminal work of Edwards and Bell. 7 Their book bri~~s 

together the economists' subjective view of income a:ld ~~le 

~ccountants' insistence on verifiab~e meas~rements. 

see accounting as having two :\mctior_s:-

i) to provide useful i~=oI'satioJ of past busi~ess 

decisions; and 
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ii) the provision of data for a sound and equi~able 

basis for taxation. 

This review will concentrate on i). Edwards and 3e~: 

reason that the results of past business decisions are 

studied by management in order to improve subsequent decisions; 

and by outsiders such as shareholders to evaluate manageme~~. 

They recognise that no single concept of profit is best 

for all possible uses, or even for the limited uses suggested 

by the functional view of accounting. Consequently, their 

theory concentrates on relatively few basic components of 

profit, which can be aggregated in various combinations to 

measure differently defined profits. 

The two main profit concepts developed by Edwards and 

Bell were realisable profit and business profit. The former 

was based on opportunity costs - exit prices and the latter 

on current costs - entry prices. Exit prices v.Tere rej ec-:ed 

on three grounds and these are set out below. 8 

1. Their use lead to anomalous revaluations on acquisi-

tion because of transport costs, installation and removal 

charges, and imperfect access to markets. Immediately upon 

the purchase, delivery and installation of a new ~ac~i~e or 

truck its net realisable value is no~ally substantially 

less than acquisition cost. 

2. Their use i~plies a short r~ approach to business 

operations posing, as they do, dispositio~ and li~~ida~ion 

values for the positions statement. A positive rea~isable 

pro':i t only indicates that it loS wort~ staying in c~J.si~ess 

in the short r~, not that it lS worth replac~g asse~s 8~d 

inputs ~d staying in business over the longer term or as 

long as current price relatio~ships conti~ue. 
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3. Their use leads to the anticipation of operating 

profit before sale by valuing finished goods, and possibly 

nearly finished goods, in excess of the current costs 

incurred in their production~ 

Current costs were chosen as the entry price because 

they represent the costs of providing the inputs included in 

the output at the point of sale. This enables management and 

shareholders to appraise the profitability of a business on 

the basis of costs at the moment of sale, rather than based 

on some outdated cost such as HC. The difference between 

sales and the current cost of the goods sold was labelled 

current operating profit and the difference between the He 

and current cost of the goods sold was labelled a holding 

gain. 9 Taken together these two gains were referred to as 

business profit. Edwards and Bell 10 justified this 

dicnotomy on the fol~owing grounds:-

'These two kinds of gains are often the result of quite 

different sets of decisions. The business firm usually 

has considerable freedom In deciding what quantity of 

assets to hold over time at any or all stages of the 

production process and what quantity of assets to commit 

to the production process itself. The opportunity to 

make profit through holding activities, that is, by holding 

assets while their prices rise, is probably not such an 

important alternative for most business firms as is the 

opportunity to make profits through operatiJg activities, 

that is, by using asset services and other i~puts in the 

production and sale of a product or servlce. ~e 

difference between the forces motiva7i~g the business :i~ 
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to make profit by one means rather than by another and the 

difference between the events on which the two methods of 

making profit depend require that the two kinds of gai~ 8e 

carefully separated if the two types of decision in'v-Jl ved 

are to be meaningfully evaluated.' 

Another, though somewhat related, ~eason for segregating 

these two types of gain is set out below. 11 

'Even if the primary or sole objective of the business 

firm is to make a profit through its operating activities 

alone, it is still necessary to isolate the effects of 

holding activities, incidental though they may be. If 

this is not done, the effects of these holding activities 

will be confused with the effects of the firm's operating 

activities, making any meaningful evaluation of the firm's 

production decisions difficult if not impossible. Suppose 

for example that a fi~m expects to make $100 in ~he absence 

of price changes by pushing a group of inputs through the 

production process to final sale. If, during the period 

necessary for production to take place, the prices of the 

firm's inputs (already acquired) and outputs rise, the 

final profit reported according to present accounting pro

cedures will be partly a result of holding activities and 

only partly a result of opera~ing activity. The apparently 

favourable results of the production decision may lead the 

firm to make si~i:ar production decisions for the future. 

b this case, however, :price changes may not occur, and 

gains from holding activities will not in£late reported 

operating pro:it.' 
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To summarise, business profit was eoual to:-. 

Business profit = current operating profit + realisable cos~ 
savings 

or where applicable 

= current operating profit + cost savl~gs 

and capital gains 

The use of current costs in the profit and loss account 

implies that fixed assets and stock will be reported at 

current cost, which in most cases will be current replacement 

cost, in the balance sheet. The realisable (or for that 

matter realised) cost savings have often been referred to In 

the literature as holding gains (RGs). 

Edwards and Bell 12 claim that the concept of current 

operating profit (COP) not only facilitates a realistic approach 

to current profitability but also enables management to assess:

i) whether the firm should continue i~ the long-run: 

a firm will only continue to produce in the long-run 

if current operating profits are greater than the 

interest on the current cost of the firm's assets 

at the beginning of the year; 

ii) the relative profitability of alternative production 

processes; 

iii) future p~ofits of existing production if conditions 

are expected to remain the same: they do concede 

that in many cases this will be an unrealistic 

assumption; 

iv) future relative profitability of alternative 

production processes unless there is a substantial 

change i~ the underlying processes in the future. 
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In terms of external appraisal the authors claim that:-

i) the extent that securi~ prices are based on 

long-run profit considerations COP is a more real

istic indicator than say realisable profit, or 

HC profit; 

ii) potential entrants will be able to realistically 

assess the relative profitability of an industry if 

current operating profits and net assets are both 

reported at current cost; from the potential entrants 

point of view COP is an indicator of long-run 

profitability and the current cost of the net assets 

an indicator of the capital needed to enter the 

industry. 

Edwards and Bell then argue that for tax purposes, dividend 

policy, wage claims and inter-temporal comparisons account has 

to be taken of chaLges in the general price leve~. As the 

COP figure is in current purchasing power terms it is only 

necessary to adjust the holding gains and shareholders' funds. 

The resultant combination of COP and adjusted holding gains 

lS referred to by the authors as 'real business profit'. 

Their book converted many academics and their influence 

can be seen in a research study by Sprouse and Moonitz 134 

on basic principles and the American Accounting Association's 

statement on Basic Accounting Theory.14 Predictably 

15 Chambers has c~iticised their work. His principle c~~lic-

ism is that COP takes no account of the varlOUS possib~e 

alternative uses to which the inputs incorporated in sales 

could be put. Most of the article ~s devoted to a ~efence 

of realisable profit which Chambers supports and which Edwards 

and Bell reject. 
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2.2 Solomons 

Whereas Edwards and Bell focus their attention on tne 

income statement, Solomons 16 focuses on asset valuation. 

This implies that in the Edwards and Bell framework the 

balance sheet is very much a secondary statement whereas 

Solomons places more emphasis on the balance sheet and the 

income account as a derivative of the former. 

The centre piece of Solomons' contribution is the concept 

of value to the owner. He argues that the concept of value 

to the owner was first put forward by Bonbright 17: he 

defined it as 'The value of property to its owner is identical 

in amount with the adverse value of the entire loss, direct 

and indirect, that the owner might expect to suffer if he 

were to be deprived of the property.' Solomons 18 then 

asserts that in general this loss will be equal to an asset's 

expected net present value: after noting the subjectivity 

inherent in this value he then asserts that the concept would 

be too subjective, (following Solomons) 'if it could not be 

quantified objectively, at least within tolerably close limits'. 

These 'close limits' being, on the upper side, replacement cost 

and on the lower side, net realisable value: the underlying 

logic being that an asset cannot be worth less to its owner 

than he could sell it for and that the loss he would sustain 

on deprival could not be greater than the cost of replacing 

the asset, or its services. 

Solomons 19 then examjned the siX possible relationships 

between RC, NRV and PV 
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1. NRV ) PV ) Re 20 

2. NRV> Re ') PV 

3. PV > RC > NRV 

4. PV > NRV) RC 

5. Re > PV > NRV 

An asset should be retained for use only if its 

PV > NRV; consequently cases 3, 4 and 5 above form a 'use' 

group and 1, 2 and 6 for a 'resale' group. All NRV's were 

eliminated from the 'use' group as irrelevant (sale is not an 

option which would be chosen) and all PV's were eliminated 

from the 'resale' group as similarly irrelevant. An upper 

limit on the value of an asset to the owner is set by its 

current replacement cost, assuming that immediate replacement 

is possible, for the loss from deprival cannot exceed the cost 

of replacement. The measured loss fro.m deprival in the six 

cases can now be simplified as follows 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Use 

RC 

RC 

RC > PV 

Resale 

1. 

2. 

6. 

RC 

RC 

Re "> NRV 

In case 5. the asset would not be replaced if lost "and 

so its value to the firm is its PV. In the case of 6. the 

asset would not be replaced and NRV was selected. This 

leads to the following valuation rule: 

Value to the firm = Re, except where Re ) PV or Re) NRV, 

when value to the firm = PV or NRV, whichever is the 

greater. 

Solomons 21 concluded that i~ most cases current 

replacement cost will be the relevant measure of value to the 

firm. 
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This analysis has been accepted, though sometimes with 

t o 22 b reserva ~ons y a number of leading academic and practic-

ing accountants. These reservations have centred around three 

main issues. 

1. The value of assets which are an indiSJ;>ensable part 

of a larger asset; Bonbright 23 cites the case of one glove 

in relation to a pair of gloves. Solomons 24, Edey 25 and 

Baxter 26 have referred to a number of railway analogies; 

these have usually involved considering a small part of a 

railway system, eg a tunnel or a specialised engine spring; 

the value to the owner of such assets should they render the 

line unworkable, is the income attributable to the line. 

Clearly if every asset of the line were valued o~ this basis, 

the total would be a meaningless aggregate. 

2. A refinement of the aggregation problem 27 referred 

to In the previous sentence. The problems raised under 
. 

this heading are discussed briefly below:-

i) The meaning which can be attributed to a balance 

sheet total for any particular category of asset: 

for instance, if plant and machinery is considered, 

the balance sheet total may be a mixture of, or 

combination of, realisable values, replacement cost 

and expected net present values. Further, the 

aggregate value will depend on the level of aggrega

tion - the value at the individual level will differ 

from the collective value of all the firm's assets. 

ii) Staubus 28 has made the point that if net realisable 

value and replacement cost are used as surrogates for 

an asset's expected present value, the addition of 
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these different measures makes adjustment for 

systematic bias more difficult. 

IJoiri 29 has shown that one o ..... ~ the ° _ requl.rements of 

a number system is that it should be mathematically 

consistent; this is used to support the hypothesis 

that only historic cost accounts meet this require

ment, as the numbers it generates are of the same 

vintage, whereas the other systems use numbers of 

various vintages in the aggregation process. Amey ;0 

has pointed out that mathematical consistency does 

not of itself imply economic consistency; as it is 

the latter most accountants are concerned with, it 

is not a necessary condition that the nUI:lbers it 

generates should be axiomatically consistent, although 

this would be a desirable feature of any number 

system. 

3. Chambers 31 has examined Bonbright's original treatise 

and definition in some detail: he has made the following points. 

i) Bonbright's work was concerned with the valuation of 

property in relation to the regulation of public 

utilities and litigation. The treatise is not 

concerned with accounting; the only references to 

accounting are some observations Bonbright made 

about accountancy practices. 

ii) Whilst Bonbright' s tre.atise discussed many possible 

indicators of value to the owner, no systematic 

-values were formulated which could be applied in 

any given situation. Chambers fo~s the view 

that whilst there was ambiguity as to the appropriate 
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valuation base, Bonbright's 
see::'e':' ~os~ 

consonant with expected net pI'esent -la=--J.e. 

The appropriateness of an 

a hypothetical deprival: is the loss 8£ ~ asse~ 

such a common place event that every ba~~ce siee~ 

of every company should use such a base? L2 

Chambers' experience, and no doubt most ot~er 

peoples, losses by fire, tempest and sequestration 

etc are such rare events, that loss on l:'e"':Jri val 

seems a strange basis of asset valuation in account-

ing reports. 

Despite these criticisms this concept has foun~ w~desprad 

support in the UK from both academic accountants and the 

professional accounting bodies. 32 

major contribution, that by Revsine. 

2.3 Re"v"sine 

Revsine's 33 approach differs from tha~ of Edwards and 

Bell and Solomons in that it focuses primar~ly on t~e a8ili~~ 

or otherwise, of replacement cost accounts to predict fu~~~e 

cash flows. In the process he has attempted to justify 

Edwards and Bell's unexplained transition from economic l~co~e 

to business income. Having selected long-tern equi~y 

investors as the user group he assumed a decision model 

derived from finance theory and approvec. by a cc::.:::i~~ee of 

. t' 34-the American Accounting ASSOCla lone 

V -(~ o -......J 

Lal 

_D_i._a_~ + In, a 1\) - To 

(1+~/ (1+~Y~ 
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Where: 

Vo = subjective net present value of one equity share 

purchased at time 0 at price Io 

Dt = dividend per share expected during period i 

at - a factor to adjust for uncertainty; if the 

investor is risk averse 0.( a-i < 1 

~ = opportunity rate of discount for a risk free 

investment 

In = expected value of this equity share at the end 

of the planning period, time n. 

This model is an expanded version of the present value 

algorithm. He assumed that the function of accounting 

information was to provide:-

i) a lead indicator, because it impounds exogenous 

factors; 

ii) a basis for extrapolation, because the data incor

porates endogeneous factors. 

Revsine then demonstrates that replacement cost income 

equals economic income in a perfectly competitive economy. 

Economic income is then separated into two components:-

i) expected income; and 

ii) unexpected income 

arising out of changes in expectations. 

Revsine equates expected income to Edwards and Bell's 

COP and unexpected income to those authors' 'realisable cost 

savings'. Because the capital maintenance assumption of the 

economic model pos~lates the distributability of expected 

income, the use of replacement cost enables an estimate to be 

made of the D term in the valuation model. 
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This is not the place to list the many 

are necessary to deduce the implications o~ 

~ ~ c~''''''T'I+-l' """Y'1 S -.- ..... ..,,.. ..... --..."-' ...... 1....4....1....~...,...)_ ,. ___ ........ _ ... 

a per£'ec-:~y 8C::J-

petitive economy. While the invaliQity 0: anyone 0: t~em 
might not be critical, the fact that they are vir~ual~y ~~ 

irrelev~t to the conditions under which accounting is 

performed renders untenable inferences such as those c:rai\-:J. 

by Revsine. There is no justification for his concl~2io~ 

that 'current operating profit' is merely an approx~~ation 
"Ar" 

for expected income in an imperfectly competitive economy./) 

The extrapolation approach argues that COP is the best 

estimate of future COP; and future COP is a surroga~e for 

future distributable (cash) flow. This argumen~ conf~ses 

the function of the income statement with that of the state-

ment of changes In financial position. It is from the l&tte~ 

that extrapolation of this kind can proceed. In adc:ition, 

no attemp-: is maas In this approach to d.eal 1:ii ~h :-he !:'cle of 

holding gains and losses (Edwards and 3e11's realised and 

realisable cost savings) in the extrapolation function. There 

is no evidence that COP or business income or any other 

economic construct of net income is useful in predicting cas~ 

flow to the long-term equity investor. 

3. CRITICISMS OF REPLACEMENT COST ACCOUNTING 

This section v.rill eXamlne two major cri -ric isms -::ha-r :-.ave 

been made of RCA - its failu::-e to recog::lise tec~ ____ "lc 2.osical 

change and the rigid dichotomy that is wade 

profi~s and holding gai::ls. 

betwee:: 
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3.1 Technological change 

In this connection a problem arises whe~ ~~ , - asse:-, 

is still being used in the production process, is 

in the market place by a newer and imuroved moc..el - -
, . . 

'fot r...2. c _'1 

renders the old model obsolete. 'The question :;~e:c. a::-ises 3.3 

to how the current market price of the expired se:~~vices 32o~~d 

be measured. 

Edwards and Bell 37 suggest that expired current costs 

be measured in terms of the current cost of the ac~a~ model 

used In production. This is justified on two grounds:-

i) management requires a measure of the },;)rofitability 

of existing operations; and 

ii) such information is necessary for evaluating 

replacement possibilities. 

This view has been criticised. For instance, Lemke 38 

has raised the provocative issue of COP and its :;;re=-2.c::i~,"e 

ability when the assets used in production are si.:sjec-c ~o 

technological change. 

'The claims that 'current operating proiit' evaluates 

the existing mode of production remains valid, but the 

primary interest is in the long-run prospec:-s oi the 

and there seems to be no particular reason why these long

run prospects would be indicated by the prospects of the 

present mode of production, when it is beco~ing obsolete.' 

This point is obviously valid but r3.ises -::t.e c;.ues"tion -

t be based on ::he a33lili:;;:-i'J~ should accounting meas~~enen 3 -

that the firm continues to use existing tec~i;ue3, or shoU:c 

they incorpora.te the newer tec2iques? 
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Edwards and Bell opt for the former. 

standpoint this lS a defensible position. ~ ~ , 

1..0 case aCCOl.:.!:t-

ing measurement on some course of action the fi~ nig~t 

never take could be very misleading and would require S02e-

one to forecast what investment decisions a firm 0 - ok 1 lS _l eJ..Y 

to make in the future. This approach lS not in keepi~g 

\vith traditional thought regarding the appropriate role 0: 

accounting information. Revsine 39 in a recent paper, has 

shown that In many cases the current cost of the 'old' asse~ 

will be economically equivalent to the replacement cost of 

the technologically improved 'new' asset. 

Revsine 40 has also examined the impact of technological 

change on RC information used by investors to preiict fut~e 

cash flows. He concluded that when technological change 

alters the rate of return earned by manufacturers, equipment 

users are the beneficiaries of the technological cl~~~se and 

RC income may not be a good lead indicator of t~e firm's future 

operating flows. However, this was not the case when consumers 

or equipment manufacturers gained the benefits of technological 

change: in this case RC income was a good lead indicator of 

the firm's future operating flows. 

However, it is difficult to disagree with the comwents 

of Edwards (of Edwards and Bell) on ~his problem. 

'I confess to being less than hap:?y i,;i th t:-ie discuss~on 

Phil Bell and I offered on this ::!lat-:er ("'1961 chap~e::, 3) 
~1 

and also with those I have read sirrce.' 

3 f · t and ~_oldin:,,: r-::'ains .2 Operating pro ~ s - - s -

Rosenfield 42 has cri :::"cised RCA beca'-.:,se it =i.suses 
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'counter factual conditionals' (to use Rosenfield's term). 

That is, the dichotomy between holding gains and operating 

profits is dependent on conditions that by definition are 

contrary to fact. A cost saving is the difference between 

the amount that would have to be paid currently to acquire 

the asset had it not been acquired in the past minus the 

amount actually paid. Current operating profit is the 

excess of the proceeds received over the amount that would 

have to be paid currently for the asset used or surrendered 

had it not been acquired in the past. 

As stated in the opening chapter, Drake and Dopuch 43 

have questioned the legitimacy of rigidly distinguishing 

operating profits from cost savings (holding gains). These 

authors suggest that when a firm is actively speculating in 

price changes it is not possible to evaluate the success 

alone. This deficiency is further compounded by the fact 

that speculation often involved expenses which, following 

normal Re principles, would be deducted from COP. They also 

point out that realisable cost savings in this situation are 

made up of two elements:-

i) the cost saving on average inventory, the inventory 

it would need to purchase irrespective of specula-

tion; and 

ii) the cost savings attributable to the difference 

between actual and average stock. 

The authors 44 then extend this analysis to fixed assets 

and cite US Steel's decision in 1952 to build a capital-

intensive steel works. From a strict rate of return point 

of view, using then prevailing prices for capital and labour, 
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the investment could not be justified. However, the plant 

was felt to be economically justifiable given the increases 

in labour costs that were expected over the next decade. In 

retrospect, the forecasts were accurate. Labour rates did 

rise appreciably over the period and to such an extent that 

the plant was economically justified. Over the same period 

the price of the plant rose, no doubt attributable in part 

to the savings generated by the SUbstitution of capital for 

labour. 

In terms of the RC accounts this decision would be recor-

ded as follows. As asset prices (the plant in this case) rose 

the benefit would be recorded as a cost saving. However, the 

costs of this policy would be reflected in COP: this is because 

in relation to output fixed costs were higher than they needed 

to have been: in later years total operating costs ·were 

less than those that would have been incurred in a less mechan-

ised plant. It is clear from this discussion that the cost 

savings component. does not fully reflect the costs and benefits 

of the decision to speculate in the acquisition of labour 

saving equipment. 

It should be noted that Drake and Dopuch are not arguing 

for the rejection of RCA but are merely suggesting that one 

of the reputed advantages m~ be illusory. 45 The examples 

cited by these authors in their paper illustrate that when a 

firm actively speculates, the two income components are so 

interdependent that the data needed to evaluate such decisions 

must be extracted from both components. 

The next section of the chapter will examine the various 

advantages and disadvantages that have been claimed for RCA. 
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4. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF REPLACEMENT COST 

ACCOUNTING 

4.1 Advantages 46 

1. The real trading profit of a·business is shown in the 

accounts. This profit is 'real' in the sense that the 

physical capital of the business remains intact. The key 

ratio of profit to capital employed will be more realistic

ally computed and so both management and shareholders will 

have more meaningful information on which to make decisions. 

2. As a corollary of this since current cost information 

will be readily available to management, decisions on such 

things as capital expenditure, or 'make or buy' problems, 

should be easier to make. 

3. Realistic pricing d'ecisions can be made by the firm 

where it is a price 'leader' rather than a 'taker', as 

current cost information will be available on which to base 

these decisions~ Where the firm is a price 'taker', the 

current cost information will enable management to decide 

whether adequate margins are being achieved. In contrast 

to historical cost accounting, replacement cost accounting 

makes decision making less hazardous. 

4. The public relations of many companies would improve. 

Many laymen are confused by large HC profit figures and 

high dividends based on HC capital structures. 

give him a better idea of the real situation. 

RCA would 

5. HC exacerbates the trade cycle. This is based on 

the assumption that investment and spending (as a result of 

high dividends) are higher when reported profits are h~gh 

and lower when reported profits are low. 
Gynther claims 
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that: 

'the production of real current information can only 

assist in the creation of the right business climate 

at the right time, and this is most important in our 

private enterprise type economy.' 

6. The allocation of resources would improve. RCA 

prevents the over-paying of dividends in times of rising 

prices and vice versa. If many firms paid out dividends 

in excess of real profits over a number of years, their 

weakening condition is likely to result in instability 

in the private sector. Costs expressed in current prices 

would enable decisions, which are more correct (from a 

resource allocation viewpoint) to be made concerning tariffs, 

government fixed prices and wage awards in various industries. 

While the first three advantages have considerable sub

stance, the other three are little more than assertion and 

speculation. 

4.2 Disadvantages of RCA 

Two of the main disadvantages of RCA were discussed in 

the previous section - the RC of assets which are subject to 

technological change and the rigid dichotomy between operating 

profits and holding gains. However, three others have been 

referred to in the literature. 

1. The assessment of current replacement cost lacks 

objectivity. Opinions on current replacement costs may 

differ and the system can allow management to manipulate 

reported profits. Since in a number of cases the current 

replacement cost cannot be independently verified this 
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~stem of accounting has faced hostility from practising 

accountants. 

2. Replacement cost accounting shows how the prices of 

specific assets used in the business have changed. As such 

it is not a technique of inflation accounting since it is 

concerned with how prices have affected the affairs of the 

individual business. For instance, replacement costs may 

change when there is no general price in£lation, as a result 

of changes in supply and demand. 

3. Where a firm operates in an in£lationary environment 

and adopts replacement cost accounting the accounts of any 

particular year will not be comparable with other years. 

This is because each set of accounts will be expressed in 

terms of specific purchasing power. 

From an accountant's point of view the first disadvantage 

is very important. The second and third disadvantages are, 

as we saw in the chapter dealing with this system, the main 

advantages of CPP accounting. Having reviewed the main 

advantages and disadvantages of RCA, the next section will 

review the main findings of each section. 

5~ CONCLUSIONS 

The earlier part of this chapter showed that RCA has con

siderable theoretical underpinning and was closely associated 

with three writers. Each writers' views have been criticised. 

The Edwards and Bell rejection of exit prices and their 

preference for entry prices has been criticised on the grounds 

that it takes no account of the firm's ability, or otherwise, 

to adapt to changing business conditions. Solomons' approach 

has been criticised because of the unrealistic nature of the 
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value to the owner concept. Revsine's lead ind~ca~or ~as 

been criticised on the grounds that there is no eviience :or 

his conclusions that COP is useful in precict~~g :u~e cash 

flows. It was found that, apart fro~ the theoreti~al weak

nesses, RCA had other deficiencies. To date no satis:actory 

solution has been ~ound to the problem of technological change 

and the valuation of 'old' assets and that where management 

actively speculated, COP was understated and HGs were over

stated. The main advantage of RCA was the improved quality 

of the information provided to management and investors and 

its main disadvantage the failure to recognise the effects of 

changes in the general price level. 
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This c~apter of the thesis will examlne ~ne theoretical 

and practical framework of Dutch Financial Reporting. The 

~~ose 0: ~~is analysis is to put the empirical evidence 
~ -

this writer has collected into perspective. This revie,,; 

cannot claim to be entirely original, as much of what follows 

has been published in Holland. However, to date, only a few 

articles have appeared in the English speaking journals on 

accounting thought and developments in the Netherlands. The 

coverage of these articles is quite naturally spasmodic and by 

no means comprehensive. The aim of this chapter is to 

remedy this deficiency and in synthesising the Dutch literature 

I have been greatly assisted by Drs W van Bruinessen, a partner 

in a large firm of accountants in Holland and a past president 

of the Dutch Institute of Chartered Accountants. 

This chapter is organised as follows: Section One will 

outline the early influences on Dutch accounting. Section 

Two reviews the contribution of 'r.heodore Limperg; Section 

Three will review the post-war contributions to accounting 

thought in the Netherlands; these two sections will overlap 

as Limperg's views have only become more widely known in the 

post-war period: Section Four outlines the post-war economic 

and institutional influences on financial reporting: this 

will also include a brief note on the influence of tax legis

lation on financial reporting practices: Section Five reports 

o~ the discussions I have had with Drs van Bruinessen on why 

RVA is a sound accounting practice: the concluding section 

·\ .... il.2. discuss the implications of this review for the survey 

l'esul ts discuss'3:: ill t~e ~ext two chapters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In contrast to the English speaking world, the ~evelop-

ment of accounting theory and practice in the Netherlands 

has been largely unaffected by accounting practices and 

developments elsewhere. ;~though the development has been 

mainly insular this has not affected its progress and the 

advanced reporting practices followed by many of its leading 

companies are indicative of this progress • 
• 

The early development of accounting in Holland can be 

attributed to Stevin, who not only examined the Paciolian 

system of book-keeping but went further and developed a 

general theory of debit and credit transactions. This 

general theory was published in 1605 in a book called 

'Mathematical Traditions'. Another major influence was the 

trading activities of the Dutch East Indies Company which 

was formed in 1602. This necessitated the compilation of 

periodic accounts for the benefit of the shareholders \vho 

had committed funds to the company. As in other countries, 

with the growth of the corporation, rules (or what might be 

called accounting principles) had to be devised which would 

facilitate the distinction between capital and revenue and so 

enable a calculation of periodic income to be made. Again, 

In common with other countries, until the beginning of the 

twentieth cent~ry, these r~~es were loosely knit and based on 

experience gained from practice. It is clear from this 

in~roduction, that whilst the in:luences on the develonment ... 

of early Dutch acco~ting were the same as in the other 

industrialised co~~ries 0: the per~cd, the insular development 

can be attributed to S0e'~n's work and the impetus given to 
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financial reporting practices by t~e ~tch East Indies Company. 

2. A REVIEW AND CRITIQUE OF THEODORE Lll1PERG' S 

CONTRIBUTION 

Limperg began his accounting career l.Il 1901 as an auditor 

and very soon his views came into conflict with those of other 

accounting practitioners. The early conflicts centred on 

his interpretation of the auditors' duties. He argued that 

these should not be limited to testing the books of account 

or to the practices suggested in the classic auditing texts of 

Dicksee and Pixley. Limperg argued that this Vlew of the 

auditor's funcGion was far too restrictive and that the 

balance sheet and profit and loss account should show the 

real financial position and results of the audited firm. 

As a result of these early conflicts he and some of his 

associates lef7 the Netherlands Institute of Acco~t~~ts In 

1906 and established a rival organisation, the Netherlands 

Accountants Association. Limperg's influence grew and ln 

1918, largely as a result of his contribution to Dutch 

accounting practice, the two bodies were merged. Limperg's 

ideas were rapid~y embraced by the merged body. Such was 

his influence that in 1927 he was appointed to the Chair in 

Business Economics at the University of Amsterdam 1 a chair 

which he occupied until 1949. 

Limperg's idea that financial statements should be more 

broadly based led him to develop a theory of business economics2 

which became the basis of his contributions to valuation 7heory 

~~ income ~eas~ement. His collected works 3 were not pub-

~ished until ~964 al~~cugh his majo~ contribution to lncorne 
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measurement, Replacement Value Accounting (RVA) , was the 
LJ. 

basis of an in£luential article . published in 1937 - 'The 

consequences of the depreciation of the Guilder for the 

calculation of value and profit for the en~erprise.' A more 

comprehensive reVlew of the theory of RVA can be found In 

his collected works, which are made up of seven distinct, 

though related, parts. These are listed below:-

Part I - Introduction and Value 

(including Replacement Value Theory) 

Part II - The Theory of the Supply Price 

Part III - The Theory of Finance 

Part IV - The Theory of External Organisation 

Part V - The Theory of Internal Organisation 

Part VI - The Theory of Auditing and Income Measurement 

Part VII - The Theory of the Conditions of Employment 

It is clearly beyond the scope of t~is thesis to deal with 

each nart in detail and so attention will be focussed on ~he 

two parts which have a direct bearing on the preparation of 

financial statements; replacement value theory and income 

measurement. 

2.1 Limperg's Theory of Value 

Limperg rejected the 'marginalist revolution' of the 1870's 

and in par~icular, the subjectivist marginal utility school, 

as represented by Wieser, Bohm-Bawerk, Edgeworth and Marshall. 

The marginalist school argued that the val~e 0: a good was 

measured by its marginal utility. This implied that the 

value of a good, for which there are available substitutes~ 

could not exceed the market price at the time of valuation. 
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Limperg's theory of value focusses primarily on cost. 

This is achieved by the notion of continuity, 5 a concept 

whose nearest equivalent in the English speaking literature 

is the going concern basis. English translations, including 

verbal, make the concept difficult to understand and appreciate. 

Van Bruinessen 6 has put it to me this way:-

'Once a certain amount of money is invested in an 

enterprise, the management of that enterprise is under 

constant pressure to safeguard the enterprise's continuity. 

When is economic continuity deemed to be maintained? 

Limperg has given an answer to this question when he stated 

that every transaction on the selling mar~et creates an 

obligation to replace the productive capacity, as embodied 

ln the goods sold.' 

In effect, Limperg was say1ng that an important objective 

of the firm is to be able to continue operations • .J-"h In :../.!. .... e long-

run. He gave continuity a narrow construction. That 1S, 

the production of the same or similar goods. Technological 

improvements and changes in product mix were ignored. To 

ensure long-run continuity, the Re of goods and services con

sumed (the English translation of the word used in Holland is 

sacrificed) should be charged against sales revenue at the 

point of sale. Re 1S the correct measure of the goods and 

services sacrificed ~n the sale, as the firm can be restored 

to the position it was in just pr~or to the sale, by replacing 

the soods and services consumed at the moment of sale. 

As Limperg's primary interest was in the preservation of 

con"cinui r;y, he anc:. subsequer:.tly his Supporters, ~ave paid 

little at~ention to the situation where Re ~s either greater 
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than NRV or EPV. The reason is self-evident. Ii: both cases 

the future of the firm is in jeopardy. 

When the flow of goods lS interrupted, for lns~ance, 

stocks and work-in-progress at the year end, Re ~oes not 

express the economic significance the firm can a~tach to the 

goods. In this case the firm must value its goods at the 

price they will command in the market place ie net realisable 

value. As regards net realisable value, Limperg made a 

further distinction as between direct and indirect realisable 

value. Of the two values the higher of the two was the most 

relevant. This would usually be the former as regards the 

valuation of stock and the latter as regaras the valuation of 

work-in-progress. By indirect realisable value, Limperg 

meant the proceeds that would be realised in the normal course 

of business, but it is not clear from his writings how this 

value should be computed. It has been suggested by subseque~t 

writers that Limperg's writings imply that this value could be 

found by discounting expected sales revenues net of associated 

costs. A difficulty with this approach is how to allocate 

revenues and costs to individual means of production. 

In most cases, as Limperg 7 notes, this problem is more 

apparent than real, as 

'Usually, the indirect realisable value of the combined 

means of produc0ion, governed by the sale price of their 

products, is higher than their combined replacement costs. 

Usually, that is to say, for the profi~-showing company, 

the combined replacement costs assess a specific contribution 

to the proceeds and tc the i::lcome, frOD t~is it follows 

logically that t~e value of each means of production is 

assessed as its cost of re?laceme~t.' 
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Valuation problems could also arlse l~ the following 

situations:-

1. The valuation of work-in-progress when the firm is 

making losses and there is no possibility that it will 

make a profit when the goods are transferred into fi~ished 

goods. 

2. Goods which are not marketable, or for which there 

exists no market: following Limp erg , since NRV is < RC, 

the value placed on the asset is likely to be negligible 

or zero, it could hardly be claimed that this value 

represents their worth to the business. 

These two points, whilst important in specific situations, 

may be exceptions and do not necessarily invalidate Limperg's 

valuation rules. 

Limperg's theory of value c~r ~e contrasted with that of 

the marginal untility 3choo~. \£'lereas Limperg would val'~e 

assets at their replacement cost and only in exceptional cases 

at net realisable value, the marginal utility school would use 

the latter value almost without exception. 

2.2 Limperg's Theory of Income Measurement 

Whilst Limperg acknowledged t~at the problems of income 

measurement and asset valuation were closely linked, the 

preparation of annual accounts gives rlse to another problem, 

the significance which shou~d be at~ached to the difference 

between ~eplacement value and histo~ic cost. " t-' .. .uoes v::'lS 

difference represent a pro:it to the business, In the sense 

that is can be distributed to shareholders, O~ lS it Dart 

of the equity shareholde~s' funds? T,lmperg resolved tLis 
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problem by developing a concept of profit w~ich was also 

consistent with his theory of value. He argued that the aim 

of income measurement was to determine the maximum amount 

which could be distribu~ed to shareholders, whilst 

maintaining the source of income intact. In order to maintain 

the latter, he formulated three rules which should be followed 

when determining a company's distributable income:-

1. The realisation principle should be adhered to, so 

that there can never be profit without a sale. 

2. If there is a favourable difference between replace

ment value and historic cost (this is referred to as a 

holding gain or cost saving in the English speaking 

nations) this should not be treated as a profit, either 

for goods sold or for goods on hand at the year end. 

3. Where the difference between historic cost and 

replacement value was unfavour~ble this should be treated 

as b.. loss. 

Whe~e at the end of the accounting period the Re of an 

unexpired asset was in excess of its He, the difference would 

be credited to a revaluation account which formed part of the 

equity shareholders' funds. Although the revaluation account 

formed part of the equity funds, these funds would not ordinar

ily be regarded as available for distribution, since any dis-

tribution would endanger the capacity of the business. Where 

the replacement value of the asset fell to below its historic 

cost, the difference would be cebited to the revaluation 

account until the balance of this accoun~ 1S zero. Any f~r~her 

unfavourable differences are then charged directly to the profit 

and loss account. These differences, both favourable and 
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unfavourable, are most likely to occur in respect of non

monetary assets such as stocks and fixed assets. 

It is in respect of treatment of the favourable differences 

attributable to stock that most of the problems arise. 

Suppose that towards the end of an accounting period management 

deliberately builds up stock, because it expects that its 

price will rise significantly in the coming year. If these 

increases materialise they cannot be attributed solely to 

holding activities, since it was the deliberate policy of 

management to increase stock levels. A part of this increase 

can be regarded as trading income, since it reflects gains 

attributable to the speculative activities of management. 

In theory this dichotomy is satisfactory but the practical 

problem of identifying these two types of gain remains. 

The theory has therefore had to be amended in order to 

separate out these gains, by recourse to a concept of 'normal 

stock' . This is the quantity of stock which enables a 

company to maintain its production process without disturbance. 

The volume of stock attributable to the speculat~ve activities 

of management is the difference between the volume of stock 

on hand and the 'normal stock'. Only price variations 

attributable to the latter are t~~en to the revaluation accoun~ 

and price changes from speculation, either as a result of 

stock surpluses or shortages, are taken directly to the profit 

and loss account. 

Depreciation can also be analysed in terms of the 'normal 

stock' conc eut • .. In ?eriods of rising prices a depreciation 

charge based on Re can be thought of as part of '~or~a~ stoc~'. 

However, there is a deficiency in respect 0: earlier ye~s 
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when the provisions were based on a lower RC. This defic-

iency is kno~vs as 'back-log' depreciation: the equivalent in 

terms of the 'normal stock' concept is the 'loss on speculatio~'. 

If provision is made for 'back-log' depreciation, the accumu

lated depreciation provision at the end of the asset's life 

will be sufficient to fund the replacement. Such 'back-log' 

provisions are not necessary where the amount invested in fixed 

assets each year equals the depreciation charged in the profit 

and loss account. 

2.3 Criticisms of Limperg's Theory 8 

Although Limperg's work has had a major impact on Dutch 

accounting his work has been criticised by both the academic 

accountants and practitioners. A survey of some of the 

criticisms of Limperg's work has been made by Burgert 9 and 

much of what :ollows in this section relies heavily CJ ~his 

survey. Be~ore reviewing these criticisms a methodological 

point must be established. Since Limperg's theory of value 

lS the basis of his theory of income measurement, if the former 

lS rejected because of its deficiencies, this will automatically 

imply rejection of the latter. Tne undermentioned points 

are not exhaustive of the criticisms as a large Dutch litera

tuer exists on this subject: the foregoing is a summary of 

the main criticisms. 

The Theory of Value 

1. Only a priori reasons are advanced for Limperg's 

basic valuation ~~e that the value of an asset is governeQ 

by the :ower of:-
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i) RC and NRV, where NRV is > EPV, and 

ii) RC and EPV, where EPV lS ) NRV 

A priorism is hardly a satisfactory theoretical basis 

for valuation rules. These rules are identical to those 

developed in the English speaking literature. 10 

2. Limperg implies that value is governed by cost only 

and so ignores the importance of demand factors in deter-

mining an asset's value. 

3. Burgert has argued that the theory does not take 

into account the possibility that there may be irreplaceable 

goods, or goods which are difficult to replace because of 

the time period which must elapse before a replacement can 

be made. Further, this category of goods can, in certain 

circumstances, be used for a variety of purposes, each 

yielding different marginal utilities. Limperg's theory 

of value does not help t!le manager toiecide ~Ilhich of these 

purposes the goods should be used for. It is therefore 

very difficult to reconcile Limperg's theory with the 

concept of opportunity cost, which is so important In 

managerial decision making. 

4. Polak,11 a contemporary of Limp erg , but a supporter 

of the Marshallian and Bohm-Bawerk school of economic 

thought, argued that the value of a commodity was equal to 

the expected present value of the net proceeds from its 

disposal. He then showed that only under very restrictive 

conditions, that is, in a stationery state and equilibrium 

in perfect markets, was ~~is value equal to ~he commodi~~r's 

replacement value. Polak shovred that this aD.Lysis could 

also be applied to .fixed assets. 
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analysis of the sho=t and long run and the possibility of 

quasi-rents, he was able to conclude that in the case of 

fixed assets there could be a significant difference between 

and asset's net present value and its ~eplacement value. 

Before reviewing the criticisms of Limperg's theory of 

income measurement, it is interesting to note the views of 
12 van der Schroeff, a prominent present contemporary exponent 

of Limpergian views, on value theory. He is of the opinion 

that replacement value theory should not be considered a value 

theory, but rather a method by which value can be measured. 

If one takes this view, RVA must then be justified on some 

other ground, such as, that it provides investors with more 

relevant information about the company's activities. 

Although it stated earlier in this section that if 

Limperg's theory of values was rejected this also implied 

that his t~eory of income measurement should be rejec~ed, 

van der Schroeff 13 has taken the view that it is better not 

to tie Limperg's theory of income measurement to his theory of 

value. This freeing of income measurement from value theory 

means that the former can be judged on its own merits and 

irrespective of the defects of the latter. 

The Theory of Income Measurement 

1. Limperg thought of these two concepts (that is, the 

theory of value and the theory of income measu=emen~) in the 

following terms. The income flow of the business was 

dependent on output, \{hich in t1...:rll was dependent on the 

capacity of the enterprise. ~is ~ed ~;~ to a worki~g 

hypothesis of a permanent income source, the bas::"s of \"Thich 
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was a fund of unchanging capital assets. From this he 

derived the notion that income measures the amount which can 

be distributed without encroaching on the income source (or 

fund of capital assets). Burgert 14 has pointed out that 

Limperg's theory of lncome measurement lS similar to the 

economic concept of income put forward by Hicks, Fisher, 

Lindahl and Hansen. These writers consider that maintain-

ing economic capital intact is theoretically feasible as an 

ex-ante calculation, given perfect foresight and knowledge 

of all production possibilities, that is past, present and 

future. These assumptions are unrealistic and so the 

capital fund will not produce a permanent income flow. In 

reality there is a continuous growth in knowledge and together 

with improvements in technology, ensures that over time 

both capital and income increase. 15 Van Straaten 16 has 

subjected the Limpergian capital-income theory to a thorough 

and critical evaluation. He has argued, on grounds similar 

to those discussed above, that the notion of a permanent 

capital fund is a physical capital maintenance concept. On 

the basis of the inherent limitations of this concept and 

that no criteria can be devised to take account of these 

limitations, van Straaten rejects the Limpergian approach 

to income measurement. 

2. Are the holding galns attributable to rlses ln the 

value of normal stock ever part of income? 

Limperg would argue that such gains were not part of 

di8~ributable income because they could only be distribu~ed 

by rnnni ng dO'dIl the operatio~s of the co:rpany • f"TT\.-, • 
~ ...... lS 

argument ignores wha~ will happen in the sales ~~ket as a 
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result of the increase in stock values. Subject to any 

adjustment for the cost of any extra working capital that 

might ce needed the source of income can only be maintained 

intact if the absolute margin of profit on total production 

remains the same. This will only happen by chance, but 

where the absolute margin of profit increases, the holding 

galns can be regarded as distributable profit, because it 

is not necessary to maintain the same productive capacity 

as prior to the increase in stock values. wnere the 

absolute margln declines, as in the case where price controls 

are rigidly enforced, the source of lncome can only be main 

tained if extra productive capacity is installed. wnere, 

therefore, price increases can be attributed to supply and 

demand factors, Limperg's theory does not handle the 

resultant holding gains satisfactorily. 

L~ the case '\'lhere nrice increases can be attributed .... 

solely to monetary factors, Limperg's theory works well. 

This is because, other things being equal, the price level 

will rise in proportion to the money supply and so relative 

prices and profit margins will remain the same. The pitfall 

of Limperg'stheory and all theories based on some form of RV 

lS that they do not distinguish between price changes 

attributable to monetary factors and those attributable to 

changes in relative demand and supply, that is specific 

~rice increases. In practice, price changes are assumec to 

be att~ibutable to the :ormer and following Limperg are 

credited to a non-distributable reserve. I'Tr· ..... t _~lS ~rea ment lS 

r.J doubt satisfactory fror:::. a practical viewpoi!l-:, but as to 

\o[~ether the un-ierlying ass'J .. L':::8tioL. is justified or ::lot remains 
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an unanswered empirical question. Most inflations are 

caused by a mixture of monetary and real factors. Ideally 

the accountant would like to identify the amount of price 

increase attributable to each of these factors. At -'che 

present time our current state of knowledge does not enable 

us to identify these separate amounts and so the treatment 

of holding gains will continue to occupy an awkward corner 

in replacement value theory. 

Another argument, not unrelated to the previous one, 

which has been used to defend the treatment of holding gains 

as part of equity shareholders funds, is that these 

increases in value have to be financed without the acquisition 

of new loan capital or equity capital. The difficulty with 

this argument is that it implies that financing by raising 

new capital is unacceptable. As we have seen above this 

mayor may not be justified and depends on whether the 

returns from the increased investment i~ 2tocks and or 

fixed assets will or will not cover the cost of servicing 

the additional finance raised. Van de Schroeff 17 has 

extended this argument: he has taken the view that the 

debt financed portion of the holding gain can be distributed. 

These arguments are very similar to those voiced after the 

publication of the Sandilands Report 18 and referred to in 

Chapter 1. 

3. Are declines in value attributable to holding normal 

stocks always a loss? 

Whilst this valuation rule is closely tied to ~he aCC01lnt-

~ts pr~nciple 0: conservatism, it can O~lY be j~s~ified if 

it can be shown that the ~eplacemen~ 0: capital equal to the 

Qecrease ~:: -,~D.=-ue of assets is an i~evi tab=-e condi tion :or 
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maintaining the source of income intact. 19 Clearly this 

is not the case, since whether a firm's source of income 

is maintained depends on what happens to output prices and 

not on what accounting entries have been made. The above 

proposition can only be accepted if the aim of the theory 

is extended to include maintaining nominal capital. In 

this case it should be realised that the theory only main

tains the amount of capital historically invested ~n the 

company and not the actual nominal capital, which would 

only be maintained if every decrease in value was charged 

directly to the profit and loss account, instead of as now, 

the revaluation reserves until the balance on this account 

is exhausted. 

4. The Double Minimum Postulate 

As we shall see, this point is really an extension 

of (3) above. The charging of holding losses to revaluation 

reserve until no balance remains on this account and then to 

the profit and loss account is referred to in the Dutch 

literature as the postulate of the 'double minimum'. If 

the combined balances of the retained earnings and current 

lncome account are insufficient to absorb the loss, future 

lncome must not be recognised until the original investment 

is restored. This weakness has not been overlooked by 

~imperg's critics, such as, van Straatan, van Muiswinkel, 

Kleerekoper and May in his earlier writing. They have 

pointed out ~hat this double standard is hardly consistent 

wit~ Limperg's emphasis on current values which he so 

forCef:l.lly e)...-nresses _.; n h": S cost and val- e theo -1;' ~ -.:.~ vi. • .1. ry • T:le 

only j~st~fication offered by Limpe~g is tha~ the loss 
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shareholders incur when a holding loss is sustained is 

just as real as a loss from unprofitable operations. For 

example, in liquidation, the economic position of the 

shareholder is the same, regardless of the cause of the 

value decrease. However, the norm of the historical 

investment was never offered as a unitary criterion and 

elsewhere in Limperg's work he provides very little justifi-

cation for its use in this context. Why this maintenance 

base should be substituted for his original maintenance 

concept remains an unanswered question. 

5. The replacement of assets in a dynamic economy 

Because of changes in technology and consumer tastes, 

assets retired In the normal course of business will only 

by chance be replaced by identical assets. This means that 

it is often difficult, if not impossible, to calculate 

ob~ectively the RV cf existing assets. To date, ~he theory 

and its supporters have not offered a totally satisfactory 
20 solution to this problem. Burgert has suggested a way 

of calculating this value, but it is extremely subjective 

and leads him to the conclusion that it would not be 

possible to calculate income without ambiguity and with 

certitude. It should be pointed out that whilst supporters 

of RVA agree that valuation problems can arise in the case 

of non-identical replacement, they argue that a theory which 

aims at an objective ex-post income calculation should 

rest~~ct ~tself to the valuation of assets whi~ the company 

already possesses. Once this argument is admitted it 

becomes very doubtful whether maintenance of ~he source of 

~ncome will 8e realised in other than static conditions; 
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the problem of valuing assets which will no longer be 

replaced remains and in effect the problem is solved by 

ig:l0ring it. Hardly a satisfactory solution! 

6. The problem of determining normal stock level 

This concept has been difficult to apply in practice. 

Management has been unable to control the volume of real stock 

effectively. This has meant that amounts have been taken 

to the profit and loss account, in respect of speculative 

gains or losses, which do not represent genuine speculation. 

The notion of normal stock has therefore had to be modified 

to take this factor into account. In most systems of RVA 

normal stocks are allowed to fluctuate without giving rise 

to ~~ adjustment in respect of speculation. Whilst this 

modification is no doubt a satisfactory expedient, it should 

be remembered that the purpose of this adjustment was not 

to find an acceptable level of normal stock, but to ascertain 

~~at further adjustment needs to be made to maintain the 

source of income intact. This question can only be 

answered by reference to the future and a management 

decision comparable to that needed in the case of the non-

identical replacement. These two factors considerably 

reduce the objectivity of the income calculation. 

A further problem which has arisen in practice is how 

the gains which have been accumulated from previous lncreases 

::.~ value should be treated when the level of normal stock 

lS permanently reduced. Some authorities have asserted 

that once these galns have been taken to the revaluation 

3.ccoun~, ~:~_l ess there are h ,,.... ~ +...'-- -- o-'-l.....2..ng .Losses, ",:lese :!lust be 

retained in the ::-evaluation account and not taken to the 
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profit and loss account. No reason lS put forward for 

this t~eatment but it seems purely a matter o£ opinion 

~tl!lich treatment lS favoured. Whilst this is a ~elatively 

minor point, it does highlight another area in t~e 

application of Limp erg 's -'cheory 1-Thich has, as yet, not been 

fully worked out. 

7. The theory concerns itself only with the treatment 

of non-monetary assets. 

Price level changes also affect monetary assets and it is 

difficult to see how the source of income can be maintained 

intact if it 19nores such assets. In practice, replace-

ment value theory has been extended to take this factor into 

consideratio~: the Philips Group make ~ adjustment by 

reference to the amount of equity invested in monetary 

assets. This is found by comparing total monetary assets 

vii t;h total liabilities and if the former is l!l excess of 

the latter~ the difference lS considered to ce the amount 

of equity capital invested in monetary assets. .An index 

reflecting changes in the purchasing power of money lS then 

applied to this difference and the resulting amount is 

charged to the profit and loss account. 

8. The inhere~t subjectivity of Limperg's theory 

~ an earlier footnote it was stated tha~ one of the 

main cri~ics of Limperg's views has been Pruijt 21 whose 

views are of par~icular inte~est because they emphasise not 

only the ambiguity in Limp erg 's theory but also its sub-

jectivity. The main points of Pruijt's critique can be 

swnmari;-3ec. as fol2.ows:-
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1. The RV of ~echnically iden~ical stocks ~s only 

objective when these stocks are traded in a perfectly 

competitive market. 

2. In the case of non-identical replacement of stocks, 

the profit calculation will be in£luenced by the 

subjective choice of management concerning stock 

replacement. 

3. Non-identical replacement of fixed assets. Two 

subjective elements are introduced, the choice of 

replacing the fixed assets and the replacement price. 

4. Limperg's view that increases in the value of prod

uctive capacity are tied up in the equity interest is 

only acceptable when the starting point is the 

subjectively chosen management decision concerning 

the metho~ of :~~ance. That is, the continuity of 

the company is to be f:'IlaI'..Ced 1/!i thout further 

recourse to the capital market. 

This section would not be complete without briefly eval

uating Limperg's contribution to the problem of accounting 

during a period 'of changing prices. Li~perg's work clearly 

represents a major contribution. It should not be forgotten 

that Limperg would not have'had access to all the related 

literat~e because translation facilities were not as readily 

available then as they are now and because. academic contact 

was far more restricted. Whils~ Limperg's theore~ical 

fr3.:::P\vork has been shown to be deficient in a number of 

respects, the information con~ained in published rep~acement 

value accoun~ s has been of considerable '..lse to bo-th invest8rs 
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and management. As was s~a~ed earlier Limperg's in£luence 

in Dutch accounting education and practice has been and still 

is immense. Such an influence is indicative of the major 

contribution he has made to accounting. It is to be regretted 

that so little is known about Dutch ac~ounting thought. Had 

the English speaking accountants been aware of the earlier 

debates in Holland, our literature would have been greatly 

enriched and one suspects, much smaller! 

Before turning to the post-war contributions to the 

Dutch literature some mention must be made of Burgert, Limperg's 

adversary. As the critique above has shown Burgert has 

rigorously analysed Limperg's theory and exposed its deficien-

cies and limitations. I have had the privilege of talking 

to Burgert for three hours on various aspects of RVA and found 

him to be the most impressive academic accountant I have ever 

met. It is to be regretted that most of his papers have only 

been published in Dutch. Although his influence nas not been 

as great as Limp erg 's in both academic and practical spheres, 

there are definite signs that his views are gaining acceptance 

in preference to Limperg's. 

3. POST-WAR CONTRIBUTIONS TO ACCOuITTING THOUGHT IN 

THE NETHERLANDS. 

Obviously it is not possible to survey a~l the literature 

that has been published. on ~his subject and so o::uy the major 

cont~ibutions will be ~eviewed. A striking feature of the 

con:::-ibutions is the absence of ar..y support fo~ a comprehen

sive system of current purchasi~g power acco~~ing, although 

the::'e has been consideracle support for a combina7ion of 

RVA and c~re~t purchasing power accounting. 
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An early post-war contribution along these lines was 

made by Bakker 22 whose suggested adjustments were intended 

to maintain the purchasing power of the equity capital. 

The necessary adjustment for the loss of purchasing power of 

of the firm's equity capital was to be charged to the profit 

and loss account. He considered this adjustment to be the 

difference between the amount necessary to adjust for the 

loss of purchasing power of the equity capital, calculated 

on the basis of a cost of living index and the increase in 

the value of the non-monetary assets during the accounting 

period. In effect the assets side of the balance sheet lS 

the same as the Limperg system. The difference between the 

two systems is on the liabilities side. Whereas in Limperg's 

system the increase in the value of the non-monetary assets 

is treated as part of the equity, in Bakker's system this 
-

increase is used to maint~in the purchasing powe~ of the 

equity interest at the beginning of the year. Whe:::-e -che 

increase in value of the non-monetary assets is less than 

the decline in purchasing power of the equity, the shortfall 

is charged to the profit and loss account. In the converse 

case the surplus is taken to the profit and loss account and 

~egarded as distributable. 

One of the most in£luential and consistent supporters of 

RVA has been Goudeket. He is largely responsible for the 

intr'Jdu.ction of RVA in both the external and internal aCCO'-.:.rlGS 

of the Philips group. His publications on the practical 

application of RVA have become accounting classics in both 
-.,. II 
~o ~and and the Englis~ speaking world. In an early paper 23 

g: ven "So the SiX0h In-cernational Accounting Congress .; n 1'952 
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he empfiasised the importance of RVA i~ormation to managemeLt 

. 24 1· d ~~ a period of lnflation. A subsequent paper exp alne 

~~ detail the application of RVA i~ t~e Philips group. 

Groeneveld 25 who in another congress paper argued that the 

application of RVA enabled profit to be computed with a degree 

of certainty not i~~erent in the alternative accountiJg systems 

which have been suggested. To a large extent both writers 

have adopted Limperg's vlews, although in practical application 

(ie within the Philips Group) some modification has been found 

to be necessary. 

A subsequent paper which argued in similar veln to 

Goudeket and Groeneveld was presented to the Eighth Inter-
26 national Accountants Congress in 1962 by Kleerekoper • 

Although his paper largely reiterates Limperg's Vlews he lists 

three postulates 1,.,rhich have been followed by companies who 

~-:ave adopted so::ne forrr:. of RV ... ~ .... mhese th~ee postulat~s ~~e ........ ....... - - ........... 

sta.ted below:-

1. A transaction profit is the difference between the 

net proceeds from goods or services rendered and the 

current replacement value of the goods or services 

sold or rendered. 

2. Differences between the replacement value of non-

-
'" ./ . 

monetary assets and historic cost are 'value 

Giffere~ces' and do not :orm part of transaction 

profit. 

The Dositive diffe~ences set aside in accordance 

with 2. are a capital surplus: where negative 

cif:e~ences arise these are detited against the 

accumu.:aGec.. s~::::-plus ~tiJ.. ~:cis account is exhausted: 
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subsequent negative differences are then charged 

to the profit ~C loss account. 

This su:p~ort :rei:li'orces the earlier c8nclusion that 

Limperg's ideas have gained acceptance in both business and 

academic ci:rcles. Goudeket's paper is especially ~nstructive 

as it sho~ws:-

1. That Limperg's theory could be impleme~ted in practice. 

2. How Philips have modified its application in order to 

take account of the weaknesses in his theory. 

In contrast to these contributions Graafstal 27 developed 

a profit concept based on maintaining the purchasing power of 

the company's equity. He justifies this concept on the grounds 

that the two most important requirements of a concept of profit 

are practicability and neutrality. By the latter he means 

the absence of a specific aim or aims to be achieved by the 

t Th · ,. d th hI ...., +- . concep. ~lS approac~ aVOl s e prou e~s 0: se~ecvlng 

specific alms and enables a profit concept to be developed 

independently of maintaining any particular asset or capital 

base. In his view profit should indicate what can be dis-

tributed to shareholders and the standard to be used In 

dete~ining this amount should be the real net worth of the 

company at the start of the period. This concept is clearly 

practicable and is a variant of RVA", Graafstal' s ideas are 

similar to those of Bakker. The difference between them is 

in t~eir approach to cap~tal ~aintenance. Bakker's profit 

concept 2an :;e thought of as a residual f2.sJ..!'e vrhich remalns 

a.:ter maiEta~ning the purchasine; power of the equity interes-r. 

G-2:'aafstal c.evelops 1l2.s profit concept almost indeper..iently of 

a capital main:enance base: in this sense the capital maintenance 
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concept is a residual figure that remalnS after the profit 

for the year has been computed. 

:Jo discussion of the post-war contributions would be 

complete without referring to the contribution of 

van Bruinessen. As stated in the introduction this person 

is a very busy practitioner; he is also a very enthusiastic 

supporter of Limperg's views. ~ a recent paper 28 he 

focusses primarily on the calculation of income and does not 

tie it to any particular theory of value or a capital main-

tenance base. 

He argues that the maln advantage of current value 

accounting is the improved quality of the info~ation it 

generates. Note that van Bruinessen uses the term current 

value and not replacement value: the reason being that the 

latter term has been taken to be the price of technically 

identical assets. Instead of charging the relevant portion 

of the latter against profit, van B~~inessen would charge the 

relevant portion of an asset of identical significance. This, 

he argues, overcomes the effects of technology on replacement. 

Van Bruinessen 29 argues: 

'It is not the durable asset, as such, but the used-up 

and remaining units of productive capacity that respectively 

cetermine the depreciation charges and the book-value. In 

this connection 'liliit of produc~ive capacity' means the 

productive capacity surrendered in the course of one year of 

t~e asset's lifetime. Technological Qevelc~~ents are 

recoS2ised by establishing the price of modern e~uipment 

making sim.i~ar product s and by CO::lPl..:.t~:lg the value pe:!:' unit 

0: pro~uctive capacity of the existing asset as follows:-
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Depreciation charge per uni~ of the modern asset a 

Complementary exploitation costs per such unit b 

Deduc~ Complementary exploitatioL costs per 
unit of the existing asset (c) 

Value per unit of productive capacity 
of the existing asset Balance 

This balance represents, for the year concerned, the 

depreciation charge attributable to the existing asset 

and, when multiplied by the number of its remaining units 

of productive capacity, its current value. If due to 

technological or economic developments the asset's current 

value is lower than its opening book value less the 

cepreciation for the year as calculated above, the differ-

ence should be charged to the result for the period.' 

As van Bruinessen supports Limperg's views it is not 

surprising that his views have been fiercely challenged by 

Burgert. 30 It is to ~is views that I now turn. Burgert's 

main contribution to the development of current value theory 

can be found in a paper prepared for the Dutch Account.ants 

Day In 1967 (see reference 30 (3) page 23). He argues that 

a very desirable quality of any profit figure lS that it 

shoulQ be 'neutral'. By this he means that it should not be 

influenced by the subjective objectives of management • 
. 

The profit figure, togethe~ with the annual accounts (including 

the director's report in the case of 2. and 3. below) should 

fulfil three functions: these are:-

1. To provide information about the income available 

for distribution amongst the vario~s interested 

parties eg shareholders, e~p:oyees and cirectors. 

? - . To render an acccl:nt of managerial performance. 
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3. To enable the capital market to alloca~e scarce 

investment to the most efficient companies. 

He then points out that t~e measurement of profit 1S 

dependent on which particular capital maintenance concept ~s 

chosen and distinguishes five which have been reported on 

extensively in the literature. 

1. Maintenance of the nominal capital 

2. Maintenance of inventories, a concept which he . 

has supported in his writings ~eereferences 30 (2) 

and 30 (4)) 

3. Maintenance of non-monetary assets 

4. Maintenance, in purchasing power terms, of the 

shareholders' equity. 

5. Maintenance of the company's source of income. 

Given this multiplicity of objectives, he argues that 

economists should not try to agree on one particular capital 

maintenance concept but should recognise that there are 

'different concepts of profit for different purposes'. This 

leads him to the conclusion that management should be able to 

choose which particular concept to adopt but that the choice 

should be explained in the notes forming part of the annual 

accounts. 

In support of this he refers to the profit concept advanced 

by Edwards and Bell. 31 These are not concerned with capital 

maintenance or distributable income but focus on the sources 

from which an inc~ease in equity can ar1se. Burgert argues 

that :tis approach would satisfy functions 2. and ~. above. 

In a supplemen~ary statemen~, or i~ a c~ffe~e~t section of 

:he profit and loss account, info~ation relating to the 

first function (dis:~ibu~able inc8we) could be provided and 1n 
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particular, which part of the increase in stock and fixed 

asset values management considers distributable. Whilst 

Burgert recognises that theories which maintain a particular 

capital maintenance base and those which (following Edwards 

and Bell 32 ) aim at presenting shareholders with relevant 

information have merits, he tries to construct a profit and 

loss account and balance sheet which satisfies the three 

functions of accounts and the two groups of theories referred 

to above. In his scheme of financial reporting the non-

monetary assets would be stated in the balance sheet at 

their current value and the structure of the profit and loss 

account would be as shown below. 

1. Sales 

2. Deduct Cost of goods, based on current cost 

OperaTing profit 

3. Add Realisa ble gains on non-monetary assets 

Increase in net equity 

4. Deduct Undistributable part of the increase 

in net equity according to the maintenance 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

concept chosen by the company's management xxx 

5. ,Deduct Taxes on profit 

Distributable lncome 

Deduct Proposed retained profit 

Proposed distribution 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

Having reviewed Burger~s contrib~~ion we are now In a 

posi~ion to summarise current professional and academic 

th'::J.king on accounting for pri.ce level changes. Undoubtedly 

the most favoured accountiLb system is c~rent value accounting 
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which has the advantage of separating operating profi~ and 

holding gains and as such improves the quality of in£ormation 

received by the various interested parties. It al so has tl1e 

advantage of not being tied to a specific profi~ concept 

unlike the alternative current value systems suggested by 

Limp erg , Goudeket, Groeneveld and Kleerekoper. What is 

striking about the Dutch contributions is their total lack 

of support for a comprehensive current purchasing power 

accounting, a system which has been favoured by the profession

al bodies in the US (including FASB) and the UK. Having said 

this there is support for the idea that current value accounting 

is appropriate for non-monetary assets and that the relevant 

capital maintenance concept should be the purchasing power of 

the shareholders' interest. 

Having reviewed the theoretical contributions to Dutch 

accounting thought we now turn ~o the post-war influences on 

financial reporting in the Netherlands and in particula:r 'Vlhy 

the larger firms have abandoned historic cost accounting In 

favour of some form of replacement value accounting. 

4. POST-WAR ECONOMIC AND INSTITUTIONAL INFLUENCES ON 

FINANCIAL REPORTING PRACTICES 

This section is based on discussions I have had with 

various academic and professional accountants 33 in Holland. 

It I,rill be divided into two part s : Part 4-. 1 will discuss 

~he economic influences: part 4.2 will discuss the 

institutional influences. Obviously there will be some 

overlap between ~he two parts. The ·Nriter felt that by 

~aking this approach he would be able to focus more clearly on 
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the varlOUS factors which have influenced financial reporting 

practices. The final paragraph will consider briefly the 

impact of taxation on financial reporting practices. 

4.1 The major influences since 1945 have been:-

i) Technological developments, such as larger plant 

sizes etc, these have necessitated raising larger 

sums than could be obtained from the traditional 

sources, such as retained profits and owners' savings; 

ii) the loss of Indonesia; a traditional market for the 

goods produced by Dutch industry: this meant that 

new markets had to be found for these products; 

iii) the formation of the Common Market which meant 

increased competition from France and Germany. 

These factors have led to:-

a) the absorbtion of smaller business units by larger 

ones (ofter referred to In the literature as the 

modern corporation) and by implication the demise 

of the family controlled compapy; 

b) the need for a more highly deve~oped stock market 

where large sums of money could be raised to finance 

the increased capital expenditure requirements 

referred to above. 

The hallmark of the modern corporation is the segregation 

of those who have subscribed funds to the business (shareholders) 

from those who manage the funds entrusted to them (managers). 

To ensure ~hat these funds are properly accounted for, share

holders ar.d other interested parties need some form of report 

on how management has used the funds e~trusted to ~hem. 

Traditionally t~is obligation has been sa~isf~ed by ~he prep

aration 0: annual accounts for the approval of sh~eholde~s 
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and for comment by other interested parties such as the 

financial press and investment analysts. In the Netherlands, 

the function of annual accounts and other similar statemen~s 

is usually described as the provision of retrospective external 

information to enable a proper judgement of management steward-

ship. The information contained in the annual accounts has 

not been restricted to ensuring that management has no~ 

defrauded the shareholders but has taken a wider and possibly 

more important role, that of providing the means by which 

economic resources are allocated to the most efficient firms. 

Another major influence on financial reporting has been 

that a number of directors have recognised that there is no 

real difference between the duty of directors to report pub~icly 

on the outcome of their stewardship and the duty of divisional 
' ... 

management to report on the outcome o.f their stewardship to 

the Board of Directors. Both forms of informa~ion are sean~ 

to enable an opinion to be formed on their stewardship in 

order to facilitate an efficient allocation of resources, 

whether amongst firms or within firms. It has been found that 

the information provided by RVA is of more use to shareholders 

and management in assessing efficiency than traditional historic 

cost accounts. 

Running parallel to these developments has been the 

increased attention which has been paid to the corporate sector 

by the government, businessmen and the trade unions. This 

interest has centred around the importance of this sector as: 

i) a source of income for employees; 

ii) an indicato~ of national economic perform8~ce. 

The growth of ~he mocern co~pora~ion and the increased 
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attention paid to the varJ..ous interested partiee has also 

occurred in the English speaking countries. The parallel 

runs further in that these developments have taken place 

at the same time. As we shall see the difference lies in 

the response. Whilst no maJor corporation in the English 

speaking countries has adopted RVAa .number of such corporations 

in the Netherlands have adopted some form of RVA. 'TIle 

reasons for this will be discussed in the next chapter. The 

next part of this section will examine the institutional 

factors which have affected reporting practices. 

4.2 Institutional factors. 

Prior to the 1970 Act on Annual Accounts there was con

siderable diversity in the form, presentation and quality of 

published accounts. The first major post-war development 

was the appoin~TIent by the Dutch E~yloyers' Org~lisation of 

a committee to examine, amongst oth~r things, the form and 

content of annual financial statements. In 1955 a report 

,.,as issued - 'The Annual Report'. The problems of valuation 

were discussed and the report boldly stated Qepreciation 

on the basis of RV was necessary for the correct determination 

of periodic profit or loss. The danger of not applying the 

principles of RVA to fixed assets was also highlighted in the 

report. Whilst the directives of the committee's report 

were in no way binding they had a marked effect on accoun0ing 

practices. This can be attributed to the status of the 

committee's ~embers and because they were an aggregate 

eA~ression of aC~lial business opinion. 
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A second more detailed report 'Reporting, rendering of 

account and the provision of information by directors of 

limited liability companies' was published by the same committee 

in 1962. This report starts from the premise that annual 

financial statements should reflect the outcome of management's 

stewardship and that the profit and loss account should reflect 

the size and nature of the profit achieved by the firm and that 

the balance sheet should show the financial position at the 

end of the accounting period. The committee stressed the 

importance of correctly valuing assets and liabilities and 

that the reported profit should be in accordance with sound 

business economic principles. In most cases this implied 

using RV as the valuation base, as the committee were of the 

oplnlon that it was only when RV was used could an adequate 

insigtt i~to the profit and loss account and balance sheet be 

provided. The committee also stated tha-: 'v,,-here replacement 

values were not used and the differences were material, it 

deemed it desirable that the explanatory notes should include 

details of depreciation computed on the basis of replacement 

value, the effect of changes in the price of stocks and raw 

materials and the replacement value of assets held by the 

business at the end of the accounting period. Dutch account

ants have regarded this report as a milestone and the report 

of this committee has had a major impact on the financial 

report~ng practices followed by both quoted anc unquoted 

companies. Over the same period, 194 5-1970, the employees 

:eceration, the organisation of Dutch employees, was more 

interested in reforming company leg~s~ation in a wider context. 

As such, the provision of obligato..:.'.)' info::'mation vias only a 
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part and the aim of the council was to secure employees rep

resentatives a place on the board of directors and also to set 

up employees ccuncils. They were not particularly c8nce:-~ed 

about a revision of accounting principles. 

This increased activity as regards the provision of 

obligatory financial information was not conflned to the 

employers and employees organisations and two years prior to 

the publication of the employers organisation's second report, 

the Minister of Justice had set up a committee to investigate 

whether the law as it then related to companies was in need of 

revision. The committee was also asked to pay special 

attention to financial disclosure in published accounts. In 

Chapter 4 of this report, which was published in 1964, there 

was a draft bill on the disclosure requirements of annual 

accounts. This bill was very well received by the three malll 

g:-oups affected; the employers, employees ~~d the accounti~g 

profession. After some minor amendments the Dutcn Parliament 

passed the act in 1970. The NIVRA translation into English 

of Sections 2 to 5 inclusive, which deal with disclosure, ~d 

an excerpt from the Explanatory Comments are reproduced in an 

Appendix to this chapter. 

The inf~rmal consultations between the three interested 

parties which had taken place after the publication of the 

above ~eport was p~t on a more formal basis in 1971 w~en ~he 

Minister of Economic Affairs invited employers' organisations, 

trade unionists and accountants to set ~p a joint study group 

to define accounting standards which were 'acceptable ~~ 

economic and social life'. E h "'~"h ~, • , ac 01 0J. ... ese 80QleS ~3.s the 

equivalent of an 'AccountiJg Princip:es Boart' and ielegates 
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from each of these boa1:'c.s form what is known as tb.e 'Trine.:'""::" te 

Committee'. 

activities. 

The following procedure has been adopted =or its 

On each subject one of the "":~~ee 'Accounting 

Principles Boards' prepares a draft for discus2ion by the full 

committee. To date the board nominated by IITv~~ has prepa~ed 

the initial draft. Nearly always there are a :arge n'.lI!1be~ of 

amendments. After the amended draft has been passed an 

Exposure Draft is issued under the title of 'Considerations 

on the Act on Annual Accounts of Enterprises'. Interested 

parties can then inform the Tripartite Committee of their 

comments and after further consideration the amended draft 

is passed and issued as a Statement of the Committee. An 

extract of the first statement and of exposure drafts one, 

two and three are reproduced in the appendix to this chapter. 

Subsequently exposure drafts two and three have been issued 
-

as Statements of the Committee. These extracts clearly 

demonstrate that the Tripartite Committee str')::lgly favours 

current value accounting. Whilst it is still acce~table to 

state cost of goods sold and stock at historic cost, if there 

are material variations between this figure and their current 

value, the notes must indicate the magnitude of the difference. 

A corresponding obligation also exists in relation to fixed 

assets but the Tripartite Committee holds the view tha~ either 

the profit and loss account, or the no~es, must provide 

information abOUT operating income and net equity on both cases. 

Cur~ent institut~oLal opinion on ~e~lacement val~e accoUL~t~ng 

(or current value accoun~~~g if this term is prefe~~ed) i2 

2~eQ~~y very favourable. It remains "'Co ., .. ~~ '" :) e seen ",-ine L.JJ.ler tile se 

proposals a~e imnlemented ~~ practice. 
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A note on the influence of taxation 

Since the above paragraphs have been concerned with the 

development of sound accounting practices, this discussion 

would not be complete without a few lines on the influence 

or otherwise of tax legislation on financial reporting 

practices. In the Netherlands there is almost a complete 

dividing line between 'business economic' annual accounts and 

accounts prepared for tax purposes. It is only in a small 

number of cases that the 'business economic accounts' and the 

fiscal accounts are identical, that is, smaller companies 

where the ownership and management are the same. Dutch 

accountants are adamant that tax legislation should not 

become the determinant of accounting practices. It is felt 

that accounting should foster its own cause by taking full 

account of all the relevant events and the best theoretical 

developments. The accountants feel that only by pursuing 

this policy will tax legislation follow generally accepted 

accounting practices. 34 

5. RVA AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF SOUND ACCOUNTING 

PRACTICES 

A soundly based accounting practice must satisfy two 

conditions: 

1. The valuation base adopted should facilitate a 

realistic appraisal of the company's performance 

and how well it has performed as compared to 

other companies. 

2. Objective, in the sense that the practices are not 

influenced by the subjective intentions of management. 

The question then becomes whether RVA satisfies these two 
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requ~'_rements and so enables the various diverse groups 

referred to above to appraise satisfactorily a company's 

performance. This question is import~t because i~ many 

countries very considerable doubts have been expressed as to 

whether RVA satisfies these two requireTIents: as a result 

RVA is not widely accepted outside the Netherlands. Before 

examining this question it is necessary to clear up a IDlS-

understanding that has arisen outside the Netherlands about 

what is meant by the term RV. It is not the price to be 

paid when existing fixed assets are replaced, but to meet 

the requirement of objectivity, a value based on actual data 

and facts which are ascertainable at the moment when the 

valuation is made. That is, the amount involved if the 

asset were acquired at the date of the balance sheet. As 

we have said earlier, because of the confusion that has 

arisen about the ter~ 'replacement value', some authors 36 

have suggested that a more appropriate te~ to describe this 

accounting system might be current value accounting. 

The following discussion about the appropriateness and 

objectivity of RVA starts from the premise that financial 

statements should show a true and fair view of management's 

stewardship and in particular, of the net equity and results 

of the entity. This can only be shown if it lS known what 

data has de~ermined management's policy. In nearly all 

countries the historical cost convention is the prevailing 

one for external reporting but does this imply that the 

conv2ntion is also usee by management in decision making and 
+' • ., 
... l!l3J.:C la~ pIA ;lY) ing? Eased on observa"tion and experie:!:lce as 

a practisi~g acco~~ant, V~ Bruinesse~ emphatically says no. 
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It has been noticeable that in the post-war period t~ere 

has been increasing doubt as to the relevance and approp=iate-

ness of financial accounts based on cost. The use of 

acquisition cost in periods of in£lation results In amounts 

of a dissimilar nature being added together and, given the 

need for comparable in£ormation, a yardstick must be used which 

is indifferent to the data that is to be measured or compared. 

A yardstick based on current values meets this requirement 

because it eliminates changes in value that have occurred as 

a result of the passage of time. This enables items in the 

profit and loss account and balance sheet to be stated on the 

same basis and without the distorting in£luence of time 

refe~red to in the prevlous sentence, because all the valua-

tions are based on the same data. As a result users can 

appraise the performance of a company more realistically and 

so decisions based on this data are lilcely to be more informed. 

Decision making within comp~ies can be broken down into 

two categories, short-term and long-term. Examples of the 

former are the buying of raw materials and selling of products; 

of the latter the acquisition of fixed assets. These decisions 

are governed by current facts and data and in the case of 

day-to-day managerial decisions these will be based on 

q~otations obtained from the various markets. Current 

data and facts will also be the basis of fo~ec~sts prepared 

1Il support 0:: decisions on long-ter:;n investments. Earlier 

~n this section i~ was stated that the aims of both intern~ 

anc. external reporting were the same. On this basis the 

as.se:,tion that 'what is good for the cc:r.:;;any's management lS 

good for the slJ.a~eholders and other interested pa.::'ties', seems 

jus~ified. Thus, :~n~cial statements, whether prepared for 
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~ternal or external purposes, should be based on current 

values. It follows that if current values are used in 

i~ternal reports and historic costs in external reporting, 

resource misallocation may occur. Tnis might arise because 

the historic cost figures indicate one course of action and 

the current value accounts another and if the former lS used 

in Qecision making resources will be misallocated. In the 

economy as a whole this misallocation could be substantial 

Indeed, certain commentators in Holland are of the view that 

the distortion of resources ca~sed by retaining historic cost 

accounts greatly endangers the economy of the western world. 

Having discussed the acceptability of RVA, the second 

requirement of a sound accounting practice will now be con

sidered, objectivity. A frequently cited objection to RVA, 

especially from practising accountants in the English world, 

is that current values are too subjective and that the auditor 

lS at the mercy of management. Whilst this criticism is to 

some extent warranted, van Bruinessen makes three points in 

connection with the-objectivity requirement. 

1. The use of estimates is an element of most account

ing systems, an obvious example is the estimated life of a 

fixed asset. 

2. It is not the price of a future replacement which lS 

being estimated. This value could only ~e a subjective 

estimate as neit~er management nor the public accountant 

are gifted w~th perfect foresight. Current values are the 

ac~ual prices t~at would have to be paid if the productive 

capacity used during the year was replaced. In the case 

0: stock, si~ce replacement takes place frequently it is 
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not difficult to establish current values. This is also 

true of the current cost of productive capacity which has 

been retired or replaced during the course of the year. 

Prices paid for the replacement of retired fixed assets, 

after making any necessary adjustments in respect of 

capacity and complimentary costs, provide reliable indica

tions about the current values of fixed assets that are 

still being used at the year end. 

3. A real difficulty does arise In cases where the 

current value of plant or equipment is greatly influenced 

by rapid technological development. 37 This problem is 

particularly acute in the electronics and petrochemical 

industries. In such situations tbe highest professional 

skill of accountants and auditors is required. It is 

frequently asserted~ though wrongly, that the current value 

of fixed assets could be found by applying a number of 

specific indices to the He of the asset under consideration. 

For instance, in the case of a six year old blast furnace, 

the current replacement cost could be found by applying 

specific indices to the constituents of the blast furnace. 

The adjusted historic cost of an existing fixed asset is 

~ot equivalent to its current value. Not only will newly 

developed methods and materials be used III constructing the 

asset, but also the new asset is likely to result in ~ne or 

o~~er of the following, better products at the same cost, 

identical products at lowe~ cost, or even better products at 

a lower cos"t. If the rate of tec~ological development 

:.s very rapi·:: the applica~ion of specific indices to the 

cost componen~s will lead to an appreciable variation in the 
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prof~t and net equity figure, as compared to the situation 

where the actual cost of a new blast furnace is reported 

in the financial statements. 38 The precise calculations 

involved have already been discussed and the purpose of 

this discussion was merely to state the problem and how it 

relates to the objectivity requirement. 

In this section of the chapter we have shown why replace

ment value accounting has been accepted as a sound accounting 

practice. However, it should not be assumed from this 

statement that replacement value accounting is universally 

adopted in the Netherlands. As we shall see in the next 

chapter this is far from being the case. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

From this survey the following points emerge:-

1. Limperg's theory of RVA has been shown to be 

deficient in a number of respects. 

2. A number of academic and professional accountants 

have embraced his theory, albeit with reservations. 

3. There is no support for OFF accounting but some 

support for adjusting the shareholders' equity for changes 

In the purchasing power of the guilder. 

4. There is support from bo~h business and employee 

orsanisations for RVA. 

5. Tax practices have had ~~ttle or no i~fluence on 

the debate: indeed if the Hofstun Report is implemented 

the reverse will be true. 

6. RVA is acceD~able ~o ~tch professional acco~tants 

as a sound acco~~~ing practice. 
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7. In its practical implementation RVA has been. 

modified and its application is now very similar to the 

current cost principles set out in ED18 and ED24. 

8. This modified form 0: RVA is known as Current 

Value Acco-QUting. 
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APPENDIX I 

Extract from tho ;~ethcrlands Act on Annual Accounts together 

with explanations derived from the documents relating to the 

parlirunentary discussions of the Bill. The - unofficial -

translation of Bill and documGnts was published by the N.I.v.R.A. 

(Netherlands Institute of Registered Accountants) and was pre

pared by the Institute's Member, Drs. J. de Jong and revised 

by Mr. P.N. Mc. Monnies, Assistant Secretary (Research) of 

the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland. 

The Act comprises not more than 4.2 sectimls, di vided into six 

chapters: 

I. General provisions (sections l/S) 

II. Further provisions concerning the balance sheet and 

explanatory notes (sections 9/26) 

III. Further provisions concerning the profit and loss 

account and explanatory notes (sections 2'V30) 

IV. Administration of justice concerning rulnual accounts 

(sections 31/35) 

V. Provisions concerning enterprises of differing types 

(sections 36/38) 

. VI. Final provisions (sections 39/42). 

For the accounting debate in four countries, the sections of 

chapter I are of major importance. 

Sec t i Oil I gi "(;'5 def in::' t :"O!D 01 both the conce pt "en te rprise" 

(public ~U1d pl'i\·~1.e li:ntled li~bility co~pan:" cC'-op~:!:"ative 

socil:'t!', Jr.Utl'~ll insu:-,:~nc0 C'or.lpany) and the concept "annual 

a~~ount_s\l (b:'.L..1r . ..:;p. sr,C"et, Pi'0fit and loss ~:'.:co',jr:t and the 

" 
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explanatory notes, appended to these statements). 

The Act does not deal with the report of the managing directors. 

A need for a statutory regulation of this report is not recog-

nised and it would be difficul t, as the Netherlands ~linister 

of Justice explains "to give detailed statutory regulations 

for this. For instance, one cannot require the report always 

to contain exact information on, say, the enterprise's future, 

particularly if, as is desirable, the report and annual accounts 

are submitted shortly after the end of the financial year". 

(Unquote) . 

Section 2: The annual accounts provide such information that 

a sound judgement can be formed on the financial posi tion and 

result of the enterprise and, to the extent to which annual 

accounts permit, on its solvency ruld liquidity. 

Section 3,1: The balance sheet, together with the explanatory 

notes, reflects fairly and systematically the size and c?mpo-

sition of the enterprise's capital at the end of the financial 

year. 
/ 

3,2: The profit and loss account, together with the 

explanatory notes, reflects fairly and systematically the 

size and composition of the enterprise's result for the 

financi al year. 

Section 4: The combining, analysing and classifying of the 

data in the annual ~ccounts are aimed at giving the infor-

m~t-ion that, by \'irtue of section 2, is to be provided by 
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the annual accounts. In doing so, the provisions of the 

chapters II and III are adhered to in all cases, unless 

this would result in showing seperately items which are 

immaterial in the context of the annual accounts. 

The corresponding figures for the previous year are included 

in the armual accounts. 

Section 5,1: The bases, underlying the valuation of the 

assets and liabilities and the determination of the result 

comply with standards, that are regarded as being accep

table in economic and social life. 

5,2: The explanatory notes give an exposition of 

these bases. 

5,3: If an alteration of these bases is of essen

tial significance, such alteration is explicitely stated, 

showing its effects on the net equity and the result. 

Section 6: To the extent to which it is required for ensuring 

a fair picture of the composition of the enterprise's finan

cial position and result, reserves and movements therein are 

seperately stated and explained in the annual accounts. 

Quotations from the Explanatory Notes to the Bill: 

tt Sections 2-5 constitute the essential requirements, 

v:hich the annual accounts must meet; these provisions contain 

the principles which must underlie the accounts. " 

" The purpose (of the accounts, insertion \V.v.B.) is the 

giving of such inform?tion that a so~;nd judgement can be 

forned on t.he financial position of the enterprise ... 
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About the adjective "sound" (section 2) and the adverbs 

"f . 1 " J.lr y and "systelllatically" (section 3), in the Explanatory 

Notes to the Bill is stated: 

"The information (of the accounts, insertion W.v.B.) must 

enable the forming of a "sound", i.e. a well-founded opinion; 

greatly detailed information is unnecessary, but the finnn-

cial posi tion of tho enterprise, taken as a ,,·,hole must clearly 

appear therefrom." 

"In the Act the word "fairly" does not mean the same as 

"sound". The latter word relates to the judgement to be 

formed by the person studying the annual accounts, while 

"fairly" relates to the nature of the information to be 

given by the annual accounts. "Fair" information must provide 

the bJ.sis on W!1ich it is "possible" to form "sound" conclu-

sions. "Possible", for it is in the mind of the beholder 

that conclusions are formed." 

liThe requirement to be systematic (section 3) refers to 

both the interrelationship of the items in the balance sheet 

and their classification and valuation." 

"Being systematic in the choice of the bases of valuation 

implies that items of a similar nature are valued on bases 

that are similar in principle. In this connection it is 

pointed out that the Act is not aimed at prescribing a 

certain system. Freedom of action is allowed in respect of 

both the format of annual accounts and the bases of valuation." 
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As to this freedom concerning the bases oj valuation, the 

~linister states in his Notes to section 5 :"Firstly, the 

scientific pursuit of business-economics is still too much 

on the move for an enactment of a specific method; for the 

purpose of valuation the basis of current cost is as much 

defended as that of historic cost. It should also be noted 

that for certain branches of business some bases of valuation 

are more appropriate than others. Finally it is important. 

not to bar the way to future developments. Therefore it is 

deemed appropriate not to opt for a certain method but to 

allow business life a certain freedom of action in this 

field. 

This freedom is not unlimited: The bases of valuation must 

comply with standards that are deemed acceptable in economic 

and social life. The (traditional Netherlands, insertion 

W.v.B.) critei'ion "goed koopmansgcbruik" - for this purpose, 

though not identical "generally accepted accounting princi-

pIes" - is not included in the Act, because in practice this 

concept has acquired too wide a meaning. 

Thus it occurs that, based on the principle of prudence, 

assets are undervalued in the balance sheet, or liabilities 

overvalued, to an extent that contravenes the general stan-

dards, stated in sections 2 and 3, and that, nevertheless, 

such valuations are accepted as "goed koopmansgebruik" -

generally accepted accounting principles -. Existence of 

secret reserves which are of relative importance to the 

picture, provided by the annual accounts conflict with these 

standards, bu1~ is not deemed to clash with "goed koopmans-

gebruik". IJ such reserves are not disclosed i:,. the balance 

sheet, it is required th;}t the explanatcry notes give such 
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disclosure as provides a sound insight into their significance. 

A similar requirement applies to ~ovements in secret reserves, 

that, by being not disclosed in the profit and loss account, 

impede the provision of "a fair picture of the composition of 

the enterprise's result" (section 6). In addition to this, 

it is to be noted that in the past decades the concept "goed 

koopmansgebruik" has also largely acquired a fiscal meaning 

of its own with the resulting effect that it embodies some 

elements which, when used in the spbere of annual accounts of 

enterprises, have a disturbing effect on and infringe the 
, 

standards, referred to in sections 2 and 3. As a striking 

example it may be mentioned that on the part of the tax 

authorities current cost is rejected in principle as a basis 

for computing depreciation. 

It is expected (underlining \V.v.B.) that organised business-

life (the Cour~cil of the Netherlands employers organisations 

and the Council of the Netherlands trade unions, insertion 

w. v. B.) and the organis ation of accountants cooperating there-

with will consider it their duty to make an inventory of the 
---~~. - ' ---

standards used in economic and social life and to test these 

standards against what, in their opinion, may be deemed to be 

acceptable in the present social system whilst also meeting 

the requirements of sections 2 and ~. 

The publications about acceptable bases resulting from these 

activities will fill a real need, expierenced by the boards 

of entcrp!'ises and may also serve as a guide for the Entcr-

prise ChamlJer of the Court of Justice of Amsterdam, when a 

suit about this is sub~itted to its judgement. 
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In order to avoid a possible consequential rigidity, the 

orgrulisations concerned will continually have to devote 

their attention to developments that present themselves 

in this field. 

The second sub-section requires that the explanatory notes 

gi ve an exposi tion of the bases. "Gi ve an exposi tion" is 

more than "mention": the explanatory notes will have to 

make it clear what bases have been chosen in the case on 

hand and, as an instance, what system is being applied in 

respect of depreciation. 

Allowance for a certain freedom entails that the enterprise 

may change its basis of valuation. For a person wanting to 

trace. the development of an enterprise by mecns of a set of 

annual accounts such a change would give rise to serious 

inconvenience· since, due to the change, the figures are no 

longer comparable. It is for this reason that the third 

sub-section provides that the change itself and its effects 

must be explicitly stated." 
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APPENDIX I I 

Considerations concerning the Netherlands Act on Annual Accounts 
of Enterprises 

Prepared by and under the responsibility of the Accounting Principles Boards 

of: 

- The Council of the Netherlands Organisations of Employers; 

- The cooperating Trade Unions; 

- The Netherlands Institute of Registered Accountants. 

A. Extract from the (definite) first set of Considerations 

Introduction, Chapter 1a 

Par. 31: From ancien times actual practice based the valuation of assets 

on their cost upon acquisition. As times proceeded, the markedly changing 

conditions deprived cost of its capacity to provide a reliable point of 

departure for arriving at a true and fair view of the composition of the 

net equity of an enterprise's net equity. This development necessitates 

the giving of additional info~mation - either in the balance-sheet or in 

the notes thereto - about the current value of the components of the net 

equity. Current value can be defined as "the value which, dependent on 

prevailing circumstances, is based on either replacement value, direct 

realizable value, or indirect realizable value~'. (Insertion W. v.B.: The 

latter two concepts of value are explained in the reproduced extract 

from the paper "Bases of Accounting, other than historical costs"; Tenth 

International Congress of Accountants, Sydney 1972.) 

Par. 36: Nowadays, the following methods for ascertaining an enterprise's 

income are being used in the Netherlands: 
• 
a. sales less cost of sales, the latter being cost upon acquisition of 

the goods sold; 

b. sales less cost of sales, the latter being the current cost involved 

in actual or assumed acquisition of similar goods; 

c. a conbination of a. and b., e.g. calculation of depreciation charges 

based on replacement values whereas the cost of raw and other materials 

used is based on (histo~ic) cost. 
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Stocks, Chapter II, b,l 

Par. 15: The following basic methods for valuation of stocks can be distin-

guished: 

- cost or market value, whichever lower; 

- the lifo-method either with of without a provision for deficient stocks 

or market value, whichever lower; 

- the base-stock method or market value, whichever lower; 

- replacement value or market value, whichever lower; 

- net realizable value. 

Par. 25: Application of the Lifo-method or the base-stock method aims at 

ascertaining the enterprise's income on the basis of the costs involved 

in replacing the goods as and when they are sold. Under certain conditions 

these methods may result in stocks being stated in the balance sheet at a 

value that is considerably lower than their (full) current value, a 

situation similar to the one that occurs when the valuation of stocks is 

based on direct costing. If such differences are material, the Notes will 

have to provide additional information about this difference. A coming 

"Consideration" will deal with the aspect of materiality. 

B. Extract from the (Exposure Draft) of the second set of Considerations 

Fixed Assets, Chapter II, a,l 

Par. 24: As time proceeds, a valuation for balance sheet purposes of fixed 

assets, based on their cost upon acquisition, may become inadequate for 

arriving at a true and fair view of the enterprise's net equity, despite 

the fact that application of historic cost convention agrees with the 

requirement of section 5,1 of the Act, dealing with the acceptability of 

-bases of valuation. If, however, the outcome of such application contra-

venes with the general standards, laid down in sections 2 and 3 of the 

Act, supplementary information must be given. 

Par. 25: As regards the net equity, such supplementary information can 

be provided either by stating the assets in the balance sheet at their 

curren-.: value (in favour of the net equi ty), or by providing this inform

ation in the ~otes. 
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Full account should be taken of all facts and circumstances relevant to 

this current value, e.g. differences in technological achievements, the 

complementary costs inherent in the use of possible replacing fixed assets, 

etc. In the opinion of the Committees,it is very seldom, if at all, that 

information given in the Notes about estimated values for fire insurance 

purposes serves this purpose because such values (i) relate to fixed 

assets in new condition, and, generally, (ii) are net of the value of 

the land and foundation. The Committees feel that, under certain conditions, 

such additional information as an indication of the current value, may 

even be misleading. 

Par. 26: If depreciation calculated on the basis of cost and on current 

values, respectively,_ differ materially, information about this difference 

must be given either by adjusting accordingly the depreciation amount 

charged to income, or by stating the additional charge involved in the 

Notes. 

.. 

C. Extract from the (ExDosure Draft) of the third set of Considerations . 

Chapter IV, a,l: Acceptable bases for the determination of income of 
enterprises 

Prefatory Notes 

Par. 1: This chapter enters into more details with regard to the methods 

of ascertaining income (profit and loss), referred to in Chapter I, a, 

par.36, of the Introduction to the Considerations. 

Par. 2: The methods referred to in the Introduction vary greatly as to 

both their business-economic foundation and the amounts of the enterprise's 

net income resulting from their application. Up till now, the outcome of 
• 

theoretical analyses and practical applications has not given rise to 

such a consensus of opinion that one particular method has reached the 

stage of being generally accepted: Business-economic analyses have made 

it clear that the concept of profit depends to a large extent on the 

"continuity object" underlying the analyses (e.g. maintenance of the 

productive capacity of the enterprise, or of the purchasing power of 

either its net equity or its flow of income; insertion W.v.B.). 
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Next to these "contL'llJity objects" other purposes, too, such as the 

objectives underlying the enterprise and its industrial and commercial 

activities, may have a significant bearing on the concept of income. 

Besides, it is only natural that, given the various information requirements 

there is not one method of income determination that adequately meets all 

needs. 

Par. 3: Since there is not one method of income determination that can 

be qualified as being the only acceptable one with the exclusion of all 

other methods, it is for the management of the enterprise to select one 

of the possible methods. In making this selection, the management is 

expected to give due recognition to the objectives of the enterprise, as 

well as to the fact that the selected method will have to enable "the mind 

of the beholder" - section 2 of the Act - to arrive at a sound judgement 

on the outcome of the management's stewardship. 

Par. 4: Having regard to the sometimes diverging information requirements 
.. 

of interested parties, it is not only the amount of net income achieved 

by the enterprise during the period under report - . whichever method of 

determination "may have been applied - bu~ also the component parts of 

that amount that must be adequately disclosed because sections 2 and 3 

of the Act require an analysis of net income into its significant elements. 

Par. 5: The Committees hold the view that, either in the profit and loss 

account or in the Notes to the annual accounts, information should be 

given about operating income (other than interest) determined on the 

bases of current values as well as historic cost, the latter determination 

in accordance with what is laid down in paragraphs 22 to 30 inclusive of 

the third set of Considerations. (Insertion W.v.B.: these paragraphs, 

which deal with historic cost, lifo, lower net realizable value, etc. ,are 

not relevant to the present subject-matter.) 
• 
Thus, users of financial statements will be informed about the extent to 

which operating income has been affected by the movements in the prices 

of stocks and fixed assets indispensable for maintaining the enterprise's 

nO!"1:lal course of affairs. (For the concept of "indispensable assets" the 

reader is referred to the reproduced extract of '~ases of valuation 

other than historical cost".) 
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Par. 6: The Committees are aware of the fact that in economic and social 

life there is an increasing need for a determination of income and net 

equity, expressed in monetary units of a stable purchasing power. It is 

their intention to devote a future Consideration to this subject. (This 

Consideration has not yet reached the phase of Exposure Draft, insertion 

W. v .B • ) 

Par. 7: However much the Committees realize that not all enterprises can 

readily avail of the data needed for the determination of their net income 

and net equity on the basis of current values, it nevertheless is their 

firm opinion that in the present social system about net income and net 

equity on that basis is of such significance that provision of such inform

ation should not be omitted. In this connection the Committees would note 

that, as such, this information is of greater significance than its exact

ness. ("It is better to be vaguely right than precisely wrong", insertion 

W.v.B.) In most cases sufficiently reliable data and methods for arriving 

at acceptable approximations will be axailable. If, occasionally, it 

appears that reliable data about current values cannot be traced, this 

fact will have to be accepted. In such cases the Notes should explain the 

reasons for this defici~ncy. 

Par. 8: The~d are enterprises the accounting system of which records all 

movements in current values. This impedes the provision of information 

about income and net equity determined on the basis of cost. The Committees 

state that under these circumstances, too, it is not an exact computation 

that is of primary importance; a sensible and fair approximation, for 

which, as a rule, adequate methods will be available, comes up to 

reasonable requirements. 

Replacement Value Accounting (hereinafter "r.v.a.") 

Par. 42: When valuing assets and liabilities and determining net income, 

r.v.a. bases itself on current values. The arithmetical rela~ionship 

between the balance sheet and the profit and loss account is maintained 

by recording the changes in current values on a "revaluation account", 

or, "price-differences account", the balance of which - after making an 

adjustment for deferred income tax obligations - is a component of the 
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enterprise's net equity. Pursuant to section 6 of the Act, materi~l 

movements in the aforementioned accounts shall be stated and explained 

in the notes to the annual accounts. 

Par. 43: Basis of r.v.a. is the replacement value doctrine, the purport 

of which embraces more than the determination of income for a period 

alone; its main objective is the safeguarding of the enterprise's continuity 

This objective lies at the root of the distinction between normal stocks 

on the one hand and possible shortages and surplusses of stocks on the 

other. It is onry the movements in the value of normal stocks that are 

posted to the revaluation account. 

Par. 44: Inherent in application of r.v.a. for the determination of income 

for a period is severence of the ties with historic cost. Upon each 

relevant change in the current value of stocks, their book value will be 

adjusted accordingly. Such movements - in so far as· relating to normal 

stocks net of deferred income tax - are credited or charged to the reva-
, 

luation (or price-differences) account referred to in par. 42. Changes in 

the value of possible surplusses or shortages are of the nature of an 

extraordinary item and are recorded as such in the profit and loss account. 

Par. 45: R.v.a. is also applied without differentiating between normal 

stocks, surplusses and shortages. In such cases all changes in the current 

value of the entire stock are credited or charged to the account referred 

to in par. 42. 

Informat~on supplied by van Bruinessen - 1975 
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This chapter of the thesis will describe and review 

results of my survey. Section One will report the 

results of previous empirical s~dies that have been carried 

out in the Netherlands; Section Two will describe the 

accounting policies and practices followed by companies 

included in the survey; Section Three will analyse the 

replies to my questionnaire. The following chapter will 

report and review the results of various statistical tests 

which have been applied to the financial characteristics of 

the companies included in my survey. The reasons for taking 

this approach have already been discussed in an earlier 

chapter. 

1 • EARLIER EMPIRICAL STUDIES 

The first reported s~].ryey into the use of replacement 

1 valUeS was carried ou~ by de Br~in. The survey covered 

all (259) industrial ~d trading companies quoted on ~he 

Amsterdam Stock Exchange and focused on the extent to which 

fixed assets were stated at RV. The results of the survey 

are shown ~n the table below:-

~4~3LE 1 

-VAIDA'rION METHOD % 
Net fixed assets I II 

~::l million gld III IV TOTAL 

0 - 10 64.1 17.3 13.5 5.1 100 
10 - 25 37.2 23.3 20.9 18.6 100 
25 - 75 32.+ 18.9 18.9 29.8 100 

75 13.0 13.0 21.7 52.2 100 

TOTAL 50.6 /13.1 16.2 15.0 100 
-
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Key to TABLE 1 

I Valuation of fixed assets and depreciation at 

historic cost 

II Valuation of fixed assets at historic cost, but with 

supplementary depreciation deducted from the historic cost 

of fixed assets in the balance sheet 

III Valuation of fixed assets and depreciation In the 

balance sheet at historic cost and a supplementary 

depreciation charge in the profit and loss account 

IV Valuation of fixed assets and depreciation and 

replacement value 

This table shows that 131 or (51%) of the companies stated 

assets at HC and that RVs were only used by 39 (or 15%) of the 

companies. Of these 39 companies 52.2% (or 12 out of 23 

forming this group) were classified by de Bruin as larger 

companles. These results show that RVs are not frequently 

reI-0rted by quoted companies in the l~etherlands. 

A more detailed survey by Klassen 2 followed. He examined 

the 1971 accounts of 209 companies: the valuation principles 

used by these companies are shown in TABLE 2. 

TABLE 2 

FIXED ASSETS 
Method 

Historical cost 
Replacement value 
Balance shee~: 

historical cost 
Depreciation: 

replacement value 
Various methods 

TOTAL 

NO OF 
COYS 

93 
34 

11 

71 

209 

% 

45% 
16% 

5% 
34% 

100% 

STOCK3 

NO OF 
COYS 

10 

194-

204 

% 

5% 

95% 

205% 
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These results are similar to the findings of de Bruin. 

On the basis of this table he found that 37 companies valued 

their fixe~ assets and or inventories at RV. Of the 37 

companies, Klassen was able to interview the officials of 31 

of these companies. The two main issues discussed in these 

interviews were: 

1. Why the company had adopted replacement values and 

not HC. 

2. How the company estimated RV. 

1.1 Why the companies had adopted RV 

The replies are summarised in.TABLE 3 below 

TABLE 3 

D1PORTANT UNIMPORTANT 
REASON NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 

COMP A...~IES % CO J:IP A.l1"IES % 

Bal~~ce sheet valuation 
of physical assets 24 77% 7 23% 

Accords with product 
costing method 12 39% 19 61% 

Effect on reported 
profit 19 61% 12 39% 

A large majority (22) of the companles did not value 

the inventories at RV for balance sheet purposes (see TABLE 4) 

because they had only minor stocks of inventories. :Most of 

these officials thought their method of inventory valuation 

was co~sistent with showing assets at their current value, 

h . k as :.J. ... elr stoc turnover was sufficiently high. Three companies 

we:-e not willing to disclcse the current va2ue of their inven-

to:-ies because they had large stocks and experienced large 

price fluc~uations. Such fluctuations if incorporated in the 
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accounts wOlL_d frustrate the calculation of a meani ngful 

return on capital employed. They also believed that share

holders did not understand the reasons for adjusting such 

items through the revaluation reserve account. Twelve 

companies thought it desirable to calculate product costs 

on a RC basis, as they thought that management should know 

the profitability of its products on this basis. Most of 

these companies were of the opinion that the same basis of 

valuation should be used for both internal and external 

purposes. 

Of the remaining 19 companies, 8 were of the opinion 

that only if they showed relatively low profits could they 

retain sufficient cash to finance the desired volume of pro

duction. Some companies thought they had an obligation to 

replace their non-monetary assets and that a false impression 

would be given to the outside world if profit was not cal

culated on a RC basis. Six companies vlere afraid of the effect 

on reported profits of automatically incorporating the 

increased depreciation charge as a result of revaluing their 

fixed assets. As a result, four of them had limited the 

extent to which the revaluations were incorporated in the 

accounts. 

Although it was not possible to quantify the relative 

importance of the reasons stated, Klassen thought that the 

reasons could be divided into 2 categories: 

i) those companies which consider the presentation of 

their physical assets in the balance sheet at their current 

values to be the mos~ impor~ant feature of RVA: it £ollows 

"':hat the cal~ulati8n of :;rofit is derived from the "',~a=-uation 

0: the assets i~ the 8alance sheet; 
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ii) companies which are primarily concerned Aith the 

calculation of profit on a RV basis: as a consequence 

they value their physical assets a~ current values. 

In both cases, as can be seen from TABLE 4 be~ow, most 

companies did not value all their physical assets at current 

prices. 

TABLE 4 

REPLACEMENT VAlliE OTHER VAIDATION 
BASES 

CATEGORY OF FIXED ASSET 

Land 

Buildings 

Machinery 

Klassen also found:-

NU11BER OF 
COMPANIES 

14 

29 

26 

% 

45% 

94% 

84% 

NUMBER OF 
COMPANIES 

17 

2 

5 

% 

55% 

6% 

16% 

i) that an important reason for departing from RVs was 

that the value to the business of those assets was lower 

than their current RC; 

ii) s~x companies valued certain groups of fixed assets 

at an approximated NRV, as they did not intend to replace 

these assets; 

iii) seven companles had stopped revaluing their assets 

as the company, or certain parts of it, were making losses: 

no attempt was made to val~e these assets at the~r EPV; 

iv) five comp~ies did not value the asse~s 0: one or 

more of their foreign subsidiaries at c~rsnt cost in the 

consolidated accounts because t~e subsiciaries were inde-

pendent s.::.d used 1;heir CY.\~ accounting standards; 
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v) seven companies valued ~heir land at He and eight 

used a fixed percentage increase per annum as a valuation 

basis. 

Two maln reasons were advanced for the position taken 

as regards the valuation of land. These were 

i) land is not important for profit determination as 

the companies had no intention of selling it; 

ii) as there is no obligation to replace the land RV 

was not relevant. 

1.2 How companies estimated RV 

Land 

The 14 companies that periodically determined the RV of 

their land used various methods. Most companies referred to 

the price of land for industrial purposes. Others revalued 

their land by reference to the revaluation percentage applied 

to buildings. 

Machinery and buildings 

Not uneA~ectedly Klassen found two main problem areas:

i) which of the various data sources provided the most 

appropriate current value; 

ii) t~e incorporation of technological change. 

Both problems were examined in some detail. 

i) Source data for the valuations 

TAELE 5 below shows the sources from which the valuations 

were derived. A number of companies (9) used the =eports 

of independent valuers, who estimate the value of fixed 

assets for fire insurance purposes once every two ~~ a 

half years. Eigh7 companies used their own estimates: In 
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general they applied a percentage write-up for all buildings 

and machinery. Decisions on the percentages to be applied 

were, in some cases, based on investigations of the price 

increases recorded for certain assets. Five companies 

derived the valuation of their machinery to a large extent 

from the information of suppliers. Six companies had not 

revalued their fixed assets (or a substantial part of them) 

because of either:-

1. losses, or 

2. technological improvements: the effect of 

which was that no adjustment was needed to 

the book values. 

TABLE 5 

BUILDnrGS MACHINERY 

SOURCE NUMBER OF 
COI'IP A...1'TIES % 

NUMBER OF 
COMP A...~IES % 

Index nU1Ilbers 6 21% 3 12% 

Appraisal for lnsurance 
purposes 9 31% 9 35% 

Company's estimates 8 '27% 4 15% 

Information from 
suppliers 5 19% 

No revaluation 6 21% 5 19% 

29 1·00% 26 100% 

One company, ~ather significantly, was gOlng to return 

to historic cost accounting as RVA would result in a large 

fall in reported earnings and i!l its opinion, make it mo~e 

di~:icult to borrow money on t~e in~er~ational capi~al 

markets. 
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The incorporation of technological changes 

Klassen found that a number of different metho~s are 

used and these are shown in TABLE 6. 

TABLE 6 

METHOD 

No deviations from external 
data 

Lower percentage of 
revaluation 

Individual estimates of 
required investment costs 

Estimation by means of 
cost comparisons 

NUMBER OF 
COMPANIES 

ALL BUILDINGS 
AND MACHINERY 

6 

8 

4 

3 

21 

* 

** 

Mainly buildings 

Mainly machinery 

NUI1BER OF 
COMPANIES 

PART OF 
BUILDINGS 

P...ND MACHINERY 

3* 

1* 

3** 

1** 

4 = 25*** 

*** Four companies are ~ot included, Slnce 
they did not revalue their fixed assets 
over a long period. 

The need for adjusting price indices to account for 

technological changes depends upon the method of calculating 

these indices. The Dutch Bureau of Statistics does not 

calculate a separate index of industrial buildings. The 

nearest equivalent that it publishes is an index of house 

building costs. 
'-

Technological changes and ~~oductivity 

improvements ~e only incorporated in the building costs of 

houses of a ce~~ain type. The p~ice ~~~~ces for ~achines 

are intended to measu=e the price increase o~ decrease of 

groups 0: identical machines. If old. :nacrir:es are replace·i 
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by newer improved models, the pr~ce lncrease or decrease is 

calculated by reference to the price of the inputs of the 

new machine. This means that if a new machine has a larger 

capacity but has the same prlce as the old machine, based on 

input costs, no price rise or fall lS recorded. Further 

Dutch companles were not able to make estimates using the 

prices of imported machinery and equipmen~ as the available 

statistics were not detailed enough for most companies' 

purposes. 

Where buildings and machinery are valued by reference 

to appraisals for insurance purposes, the estimates are based 

on the assumption that a replica will be rebuilt if the 

original building (or machinery) is destroyed by fire. No 

account is taken of technological changes. Since these 

valuations are only periodic they tend to be relatively high. 

Another reason is that where fixed assers are partially 

damaged by fire the overall damage is ~roportionately higher 

and the payment by the insurance companies should cover the 

proportionately higher cost of renewal. However whilst it 

is obvious that the various indices and valuation are defic

ient in that very little account lS taken of technological 

change, in practice there was no real problem as most officials 

who were interviewed were of the opinion that their company's 

assets experienced only slight technological change. 

Non-identical replacement, in the sense of replacement 

by machines used for the production of new products, or the 

introduction of new products by merchandising companies was 

no~ considered to be replacement. If companies closed old 

facilities no adj~stment was usually Eade to the revaluation 

reserve account. 
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bventories 

The current value was ascertained from recent invoices 

and or market quotations. 

1.3 Klassen's other findings 

Frequency with which companies revalued their assets 

TABLE 7 shows that approximately half of the inter-

viewed companies revalue their fixed assets once a year: 

all companies which used index numbers were among this group. 

The rest do not revalue their assets each year; companies 

using appraisals only revalue their fixed assets once every 

two or three years. Companies which do not have a fixed 

period, revalue their assets only 'if circumstances requ~re 

. t' ~ . 

TltBLE 7 

FREQUENCY NUMBER OF % COMPANIES 

ONCE PER: 1 year 13 45% 
2 years 2 7% 
3 years 4 14% 
4 years or more 1 3% 
no fixed period 5 17% 
no revaluation 4 14% 

TOTAL 29 100% 

The magnitude of the yearly fixed asset revaluations 

The published fi~ancial statements of the interviewed 

firms for the period 1960-1972 we~e examined. Only 15 

companies (out 0: 29) provicL9d S'c1.':fici 2:lt informatior.. to 

calculate a yearly ::,eva2.uation percentage. The results ~e 

shown in TABLE 8. 'ffiey indicate "'chat the average percentage 
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yearly re"'raluation during the period varied between 0% a2d. 8%. 

TABLE 8 

AVERAGE REVALUATION PER YEAR AS A PERCENTAGE OF BOOK V.AIJu~ 

(1968-1972) 

PERCENTAGE NUMBER OF 
COMPANIES 

<: 2% 5 
2 - 4% 4 
4 - 6% 5 
6 - 8% 1 

TOTAL 15 

Obviously these revaluations imply a higher charge for 

depreciation as compared to depreciation based on historic 

cost. 

Depreciation 

Tne magnitude of the difference between the two bases is 

shown below in TABLE 9 and the effect on profit after taxation 

in TABLE 10. 

TABLE 9 

PERCENTAGE NUMBER OF 
OF DIFFERENCE' COMPANIES 

<- 5% 1 

5 - 10% 4 

10 - 15% 1 

15 - 20% 4 

20 - 26% 4 

14 
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TABLE 10 

DIFFERENCE In PROFIT 
AFTER TAXES AS A PERCENTAGE 

OF CRVA PROFIT 

< 5% 

5 - 10% 
10 - 15% 
15 - 20% 

20 - 25% 

TOTAL 

NUMBER OF 
COMPANIES 

2 
4 

1 
1 

4 

12 

PERCENTAGE 
OF 

COMPANIES 

16.7 

33.3 
8.3 
8.3 

33.3 

99.9 

It is clear from TABLE 10 that of the 12 companies Klassen 

examined the effect on 6 of the companies' profits after tax 

was < 10%. However, four of the companies after tax profits 

were affected by more than 20%. As facts in themselves this 

information is useful. However, it is unIDrtunate that he 

did not relate these figures to shareholders' funds to see 

whether the rankings differed depending on whether HC or RC 

return on equity was being considered. This topic will be 

considered in much more detail later in the chapter. 

The calculation of Profit 

Of the companies who were interviewed all but one based 

their depreciation charge on the new RV. It was found that 

straight line depreciation was used. Some companles continued 

to depreciate assets eVBn though their book value was zero: 

the reason bei~g that they had underestimated their useful 

lives. In such cases the extra depreciation was credited 

to a revaluation reserve or an equal~sation account, from 

which amounts were deducted if the use:~~ life of some of 

the assets had been overestima~ed. 
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Only one company took account of back-log d!=}reciation. 

The other 28 companies thought that such an adjustment was 

unnecessary. Some companies stated that profits would be 

too low if back-log depreciation was adopted; others con

tended that because of the diversity in useful lives of 

their assets back-log depreciation was not needed. 

Companies, who presented cost of sales at RV, based the 

necessary adjustments on repacement values during the year. 

Only one company used the concept of normal stock to calculate 

the cost of sales and to revalue inventories. This was done 

to identify speculative positions on inventories. The other 

companies said that they did not speculate in inventories. 

The accounting policies adopted by ten of the compaDles were 

such that a form of current cost of sales was charged in the 

profit and loss account. They did this by either using base

stock methods or by calculating the increase in inventory costs 

over the period and separately charging i~ against profits. 

No company took their financial structure into account 

when calculating profits and so no part of the revaluation 

reserve was considered to be part of profit. 

Klassen's conclusions 

i) Companies included In his survey did not use a 

theoretical standard of capital maintenance to calculate 

their prof~ts, but tried to calculate the current cost of 

the physical assets sacrificed during the period. This 

calculation was complicated because of the absence of 

reliable data. As a res~lt the calculated replacement 

values were approximations. No attempt was made to cal

culate the present values where this was appropriate; 
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instead companies E;topped writing the assets up or valued 

them at NRV. He concluded that there were substantial 

differences betwen Limperg's theory and its practical 

application. 

ii) The motivation for using some form of RV accounting 

was to show lower profits. (TABLE 10 shows that this is 

not always significant). Most companles considered that 

profits were the most important source of finance and 

relied heavily on internal financing. As a result they 

thought it dangerous to show high profits as they con

sidered that it induced high wage and dividend claims. 

In contrast to this view some companies wanted to expand 

their financial resources by issuing new stock and loan 

capital; they therefore feared that low profits might 

endanger ~~2~~ position in the capital markets. 

In addition to points (i) and (ii) above, the maln 

points which emerge from his survey are:-

1. Only a small percentage of companies use a modified 

form of replacement value accounting or charge 

RV depreciation in their profit and loss account. 

2. Of the companies classified as those who applied 

RVA very few valued all their fixed assets at RV 

and more than half the companies valued land on a 

different basis. 

3. The various indices and appraisals used to approx

imate RVs were found to be deficient. 

4. The effect on reported profits of twelve companies 

examined varied between less than 5% to 25%. 
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The last study which will have ~elevance for this 

chapter was carried out by a team of researchers at the 

University of Utrecht. 4 These researchers investigated 

the 1972-1973 annual accounts of fifty of Holland's largest 

quoted companies and addressed themselves to two questions:-

1. Whether these companies complied with the Dutch 

Act on Annual Accounts, and 

2. To what extent these accounts already met certain 

business economic criteria laid down by the 

researchers. 

The researc"hers concluded:-

i) that the accounts conformed only marginally with 

(the very general, multi-interpretable and in terms 

of business economics, ambiguo?~) legal requirements; 

ii) that generally they failed to conform with the 

informatio~al requirements of business economics. 

The significance of this study for this chapter is the 

section in the researchers' report which focusses on valuation 

methods 5 other than HC. The valuation policies followed 

by these companies are shown in APPENDIX I: this table has 
6 been reproduced from the Report • The main conclusions, 

based on this table, are summarised below: 7 

1. Only two companies, I1eneba and Philips, used 

AVJ:1.A for:-

i) all ~elevant assets and liabilities in the bal~ce 

sheet and \."nere applicable, the profit and loss 

account; 

ii) in the i~ternal acco'~ts. 

2. Two companies, Heineken and. Nyverdal Ten Cate, 
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satisfy the criteria set out in 1.(i) and 1.(ii) bUT do 

not clearly define or describe bow and why they use AVMA. 

If Heineken and Nyverdal Ten Cate are considered users of 

AVMA only four out of the 50 companles are aware of the 

need for inflation accounting. As these 4 companies 

belong to different industries the other 46 are in no 

position to state that inflation accounting could not be 

used in their industry. 
/ 

3. Eight companies, KSH, Naarden, Elsevier, Oce, VNU, 

Wessanen, Gamma, ACF, are beginning to systematically 

introduce some form of AVMA. However they only use this 

method for fixed asse,ts , with a statement of their actual 

value (RC or NRV) in the balance sheet or In the notes. Of 

these companies one (Oc~), with the exception of stock In 

the balance sheet, made all the necessary adjustments. It 

is not clear from the accounts of Oce whether the balance 

sheet value represents actual value (ie RC). 

4. The balance sheet of the remaining 38 companies were 

totally or partially HC based. Of these 38 companies, 17 

used a modified form of AVMA in their internal accounts. 

21 provided supplementary information compiled on an AVMA 

basis in their notes. 

5. Twelve of the 38 companles partly apply actual value 

methods (hereinafter AVM) in their profit and loss accounts. 

Two of those 12, Holec and KNP, use actual A\~ for a certain 

part of their stock in the balance sheet, whilst their 

fixed assets,are valued at actual value i~ the notes. One 

company, Hoogovens, made no mention of the actual value of 

':-ixed assets, but valued s~ock in the 'balance sheet at 

actual value. Six of ~hese 12 companies, Gis-'c-Brocades, 
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Buhrmann, BoIs, KBB, Ballast-KE:dam and Pont, state an 

actual value for fixed assets in the notes. Two of these 

12 companies, Shell and ACF, state the actual value of 

stock in the notes. One company, VMF Stork, state that 

the profit and loss account has been partially compiled 

on an AVM basis, but without giving any explanation in the 

notes of how the affected items are valued. Three out of 

the 38 companies, Akzo, Unilever and Nutricia, state 

explicitly that they try to compensate for not using AVMA 

through the profits available for distribution. In the 

note which follows this statement Nutricia and Akzo state 

the actual value of their fixed assets. 

6. Of the remaining 21 companies which do not use AVM 

~n the balance sheet or ~n the profit and loss account, 

7 - KNSM, Kluwer, Telegraal, Desso, Bredero, Stein and 

Pakhoed, do not go further than stating the actual value 

of the fixed assets in the notes. Five of them, VRG, 

Ahold, Deli, Internatio & Lindeteres, only do this for 

part of their fixed' assets. Four companies, Van Nelle, 

Hagemeyer, Hunter, Douglas and Ogem, only give a slight 

indication of their fixed assets' actual value. Four of 

the 21 companies, KIM, NSU, Van Ommeren and Bos Kalis 

consider AVMA useless, as they do not mention anything 

about actual values in their Annual Report. 

7. Only six companies Akzo, Wessanen, Nyverdal 

Ten Cate, Bos Kalis and Pakhoed made statements about 

the effects of technology on the value of their assets. 

It is clear from the Ut~ec~t survey ~hat:-

i) their findings a::-e very si:n.i2.a::- to :;~o se of Klassen's 

as regards the extent and ~se of AVMA; 
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ii) most of the companies had made some mention of 

actual values in eitber the notes, profit and loss account 

or balance sheet; 

iii) many of the actual value adjustments were of a 

partial nature and there was no systematic trend of 

adjustments amongst companies the researchers examined. 

2. ACCOUNTING POLICIES OF COMPANIES INCLUDED IN MY 

SURVEY 

Klassen's survey and the report of the Utrecht research

ers was not brought to this writers attention until his 

research was at an advanced stage. However, as we shall see, 

my research largely complements, rather than duplicates their 

earlier surveys. It was clear from de Br~in's survey and 

from contacts ~n Hollan~ that most companies only published 

historic cost data. However, NIvRA 8 kindly sent me a 

list of co~panies who published some form of current cost 

information. This information was based on a survey 9 carried 

out by the Dutch Institute on the accounts of 129 companies 

for the 1970-1971 accounting period. Twenty-five companies 

were identified as companies using some form of RVA. I 

decided to base my survey on the 1975 accounts. The companies 

were then divided into two groups. The criteria for deciding 

which group a company was assigned to was whether the company 

valued part or all of their fixed assets at RC or some 

approximation to current value. Thirteen companies satisfied 

this criteria. The other ~2 were identified as companies 

who made some form of ad-hoc adjustment on pro:it and or 

reserves to re:lect iLcreased replacement costs. Tbe 13 
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companies will be referred to as Group 1 companies and the 

other 12 as Group 2 companies. The companies comp:rising 

these two groups are listed below. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

GROUP 1 

Philips 

Heineken 

ACF 

Wassanen 

Meneba 

Nijverdal Ten Cate 

Akzo 

KSH 
., 

Oce 

Elsevier 

Naarden 

Gamma 

13. \11m 

GROUP 2 

Gist-Brocades 

Buhrmann-Tetterode 

Ballast Medam 

Holec 

VMF Stork' 

Unilever 

BoIs 

HBG 

KBB 

Nutricia 

KNPM 

NS-J 

A questionnaire 10 in Dutch, was sent to each of these 

companies. In order to put the replies to the questionnaire 

in context, it is necessary to describe the accounting 

policies followed by these companies. These are summarised 

~ APPENDICES II AND III of this chapter. The main features 

of these appendices are:-

1. Only 3 companles, Philips, Heineken and ACF based 

their charges for cost of sales and depreciation exclusively 

on replacement values. 

2. Two others, Meneba and Wessanen, based ~heir c~a:r~e 

for cost of sales at RV and most of thei~ depreciation 

provlslon; 
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3. Nijverdal Ten Cate based their del:)~eciation cha=ge 

on the balance sheet value of their fixed assets and lL 

the cost of sales charge took into account the price lncrease 

which had occurred to items included in either work-in-

progress or finished products: other stocks on hand were 

valued at HC; 

4. Akzo In t4e notes to the accounts provided a 

detailed RV profit and loss account and balance sheet; 

5. Six companies, KSH, Oce, Elsevier, Naarden, Gamma 

and VNU charged cost of sales at HC, but charged mainly 

RV depreciation; 

6. Taxation: in 5 companies' accounts, Nijverdal Ten 

Cate, KSH, Elsevier, Naarden and Gamma it was not clear 

whether the taxation charge was based on the replacement 

profit or the HC profit; 

7. Six companies, Philips, Heine~:en, ACF, 1tlessanen, 

Meneoa and Oce state in the notes to thei~ accounts that 

they base their taxation provision on reported profits and 

not on taxable profits; the difference they adjust 

through the deferred tax account; 

8. " Only 4 companies, Philips, Heineken, ACF and Oce 

state all their fixed assets at RV; 

9. The other 8 comp~es valued most o~ their fixed 

assets at either RV or at an appraisal value: the 

remaining fixed assets of these companies were valued a"': 

10. Only one of the companies, KSH,credited the full 

amount of the increase in the value of the fixed assets 

to the ~evaluation surplus without n8kiJg ~ provisio~ 

for deferred tax; 

HC· , 
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11. With th,~ exception of Elsevier and VNU, inventories 

were mainly valued at lower of cost or market value; 

12. The inventories of Elsevier and ~u were valued 

on a special basis, this reflects industry fac~ors as 

both companies were publishing houses; 

13. Eight companies, ACF, Wessanen, KSH, Elsevier, 

Naarden, Gamma and VNU made no mention of how they treated 

foreign currency differences attributable to fixed assets; 

14. Philips, Heineken, Meneba and Oce adjusted such 

differences through their revaluation surplus account: 

Philips and Heineken also stated that if the surplus was 

insufficient the unabsorbed balance would be charged to 

the profit and loss account; 

15. Akzo charged these differences directly to equi~y; 

16. Two companies, Philips and Wessanen, mentioned in 

the notes that account was t~~en of technical ch~~ges. 

17. Two companies, Gamma and vnu also provided info~

mation about the depreciation rates they used. 

These findings are similar to those of the Utrecht 

researchers and as regards the valuation of fixed assets, 

similar to those of Klassen. This is to be expected as the 

Utrecht researchers examined the same companies, albeit for 

a different accounting period. It is not possible to extract 

from Klassen's book which fourteen companies he examined: 

however, it is ~ikely that he eX~Led most of the companies 

ill my sample, as his sample was drawn from the same rel3.ti~,rely 

small population. Whilst it is difficult to compare my 

survey with the Utrecht survey of ~2e same companles, it lS 

noticeable that t~ese companies are gradually increas~~g the 
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use made of RVA (or current values) in their published accounts. 

For instance there is only a brief mention in the Utrecht 

report about the treatment of foreign currency differences 

attributable to fixed assets; as was noted above a note 

appeared in five companies accounts on this matter. Another 

example of additional disclosure is In the case of Wessanen 

and ACF. Both companies now publish current cost accounts 

whereas the Utrecht survey was only able to note that they 

were beginning to introduce AVMA. Having reviewed the 

accounting policies of the Group 1 companies it is now approp

riate to review those of the second group of comp~es. 

The survey findings relating to Group 2 companies will be 

much shorter as they make fewer current value adjustments to 

their accounts. It was found that:-

1. Eleven companies provided additional replacement value 

depreciation, either in the profit and loss account, or as 

a charge against after tax profits (ie in the profit and loss 

appropriation account); 

2. One c,ompany, NSU, made no extra proVlslon for deprecia

tion, but in a separate statement calculated the effect of 

replacement value depreciation on its historic cost profit 

and provided information about shareholders' funds and fixed 

assets on a current value basis; 

3. It was not clear from two companies' accounts, Ballast

Nedam and KBB, the sasis o~ which the tax provision has been 

calclllated; 

4. Three comp~es, Gist-Brocades, Buhrmann-Tetterode and 

KNPM, took the additional depreciation in account in calcul

ati~g :he tax provision; as with the Group ~ companies, :he 
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additional tax payable as a result of the extra deprec:"Ettion 

not being allowed for tax purposes is adjusted through the 

deferred tax account; 

5. With the exception of Nutricia and Unilever the extra 

depreciation is taken to a reserve account and forms part 

of shareholders' funds; 

6. In the case of 5 companies, Gist-Brocades, Buhrmann

Tetterode, VMF Stork, KBB and KNPM other adjustments are 

passed through these accounts: the type of adjustments vary 

from company to company, but usually relate to a miscellan

eous revaluation or devaluation of an asset (often a subsid

iary) owned by the company effecting the adjustment. 

As the number of adjustments made by the Group 2 companies 

~s so small it is not proposed to compare my findings with 

those of the Utrecht researchers and little could be achieved 

by :::uch a comparison. Having discussed the accounting policies 

of these two groups of compa2ies it is now appropriate to 

consider the replies to my questionnaire. 

3. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

Of the 24 questionnaire that were mailed, 13 completed 

replies were received. Another 2 were secured by inter-

viewing an official of a company tha~ was sent a questionnaire 

and by interviewing an official of another company that was 

not sent a questionnaire because a prior meeting had been 

arranged. Nine completed replies were received or obtained 

from Group 1 co~panies and six from Group 2 companies. Of 

the Group 1 companies~ one, KSH said they were ~ow in liquiiation 
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and were not able to answer t:~J.E! questionnaire. No replies 

~ere received from Nijverdal Ten Cate, Oce and ACF. In 

Group 2, KE3 said that tee internal accounts were not RC based 

and so it was inappropriate to complete the questionnaire. 

A reply in similar vein was received from BoIs. This left 

5 effective replies. 

The answers 11 to the questionnaire will be analysed by 

comparing the replies of the Group 1 companies with those of 

the Group 2 companies. 

TABLE 11 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 

QUESTION 1 NO YES NO YES 

Why was RC introduced? 

a. Dividends 9 5 
b. Wage negotiations 9 5 
c. Price controls 8 1 3 2 
d. Other reasons 9 5 

The other reasons stated by these companies are summarised 

below. 

Group 1 Companies 

1. A better understanding of capital and the earnlng 

capacity of the company. 

2. To give a true and fair view. 

3. It glves a more representative picture of capital. 

Sufficient funds will be reserved for replacement 

of assets consumed. 

4. To ensure the continuiry o~ the business. 

c:. 
./- It enables a better jud~ement to be :ormed III 
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relatioL to ~he continuity of the company. 

6. Only a balance sheet based on actual p=ices re:~ects 

a t~ue and fair Vlew of the shareho:ders' equl7yand 

net income. 

7. EC does not prese~t a true and fair view of the 

company either for the evaluation of dividends and 

wages or for the calculation of revenue and cost; 

RVA is closer to reality. 

8. The only correct system of valuation for both the 

annual accounts and the determination of the cost 

price of our products. 

All 8 companies appear to have introduced RVA because 

they think it shows a more representative picture of the 

company's affairs. ~ro of the companies emphasised the 

company' s continuity i,'lhi~st another pointed out its a;::;:r'Jp

riateness for s-v-alua ting ii 'Ii'"ic.snds and wages. 

Gro~p 2 Companies 

1. The profit and loss account shows a true and fair 

Vlew. 

2. It eliminates the fixed asset prlce lncrease and 

better represents profit. 

3. Better insight into the real profits and profitability 

of the company's various activities. 

4. Vali~ determination of profits. 

5. Maintains net asse~s. 

'r~e trend. of answers are similar to those glven by the 

Grou~ 1 compaL~es. Four emphasise ~he ~ore =ealis~~c profit 

figure whilst a fi!th emphasises the maintenance of Jet assets 

3.8pect. 
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The second question asked when RCA was first introduced? 

The reason for asking this question was to ascertain how long 

these co~panies had been using the system. If companies ~ ... ad 

been using the system for some time they must have fai~ly 

settled views about its strengths and weaknesses. TABLE 12 

has been compiled on the basis of how long RCA has been used 

by these companles. 

TABLE 12 

5 YEARS 

GROUP 1 o 

GROUP 2 1 

5 YEARS 

& 

15 YEARS 

4 

2 

15 YEARS 

4 

2 

~\~3 Years calculated by reference to when the questioIh'Ylaire 
was mailed. 

It is self evident from this table that with one exception 

only, most of the companies have been using RCA, or some form 

of RCA, for a number of years. Even the exception had been 

using it for four years. 

Question Three - Asked if RCA was used to evaluate the 

internal performance of the group as a whole: if the answer 

was yes, they were requested to specify the ratios they used. 

1,.ji ~:J. one exceptio:l all the comparu..es used RCA to evaluate 

combined performance. The exception was in the ~roup 2 companies 

TABLE 13 s~a~ises the ~eplies. 

It is noticeable that companies l~ Group 1 make greater 

use of RC based pe~:ormance measures than companies in Group 2. 
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This was especially the case as regards the return on equity, 

profit/sales and the use of other ratios. Companies were also 

asked to ~pecify which other ratios they used. Most of them 

referred me to their accounts. All of them published such 

ratios as dividends and earnings per share and also a ratio 

not often published in the accounts of English companies, cash 

flow per share (cash flow = net profit + depreciation). In 

addition most companies highlighted the relationship between 

net investment and depreciation: in most cases this information 

covered a five year period. Apart from these ratios there was 

no other discernable trend in the use made of particular ratios. 

It is clear from APPENDIX IV that most companies used a variety 

of ratios, which probably reflects industry factors. 

TABLE 13 

GROUP 1 GROU? 2 

YES NO YES NO 

a. Return on Capital Employed 6 :z, 3 3 .,-

b. Return on Equity 8 1 1 5 
c. Profit/Sales 8 1 2 4 

d. Debt/Capital Employed 5 4 1 5 
e. Other ratios 9 1 5 

Although companles were asked to define the ratios 

they used, most companies referred to their annual reports. 

It was not clear from 7 of the reports what definition of 

capital employed was bei~g used. Sources in tlle l~etherlancis 

indicated that most companies would apply the de:inition used 

by Philips and Heineken, that is, fixed assets plus current 

assets and not as in the UK, fixed assets plus net current 

assets. 
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Companies were then asked if RCA was used to appraise 

each individual company within the group; companies replying 

in the affirmative were asked to specify the ratios they usee. 

The answers are summarised in TABLE 14 and T.A13LE 15 

TABLE 14 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 

YES NO YES NO 

8 1 3 3 

These answers are similar to the replies to the first part 

of Question 3. One company in Group 1 sta~ed that RCA was 

used but was on no consequence as evaluation was based on a 

combination of cash flows and pay-back period. A Group 2 

company stated that it evaluated subsidiaries on a cash-flow 

basis and set a target of 15% of capital invested. 

TAELE 15 

GROUP 1 GROUP ? 

RATIO YES NO YES NO 

a. Return on Capital Employed 8 0 3 3 
b. Return on Equity 3 5 2 4 

c. Profit/Sales 8 0 2 4 

d. Debt/Debt + Equity 3 5 0 6 

e. Any other ratio 5 3 1 5 

This table shows that the Group 1 compan~es made more use 

of ratio analysis than the Group 2 companies. The extent of 
this use was less than that indicated by TABLE 13 for both 

gro~ps an~ shows ~hat companies made greater use 0: ratio 

analysis in appraising group performance than in evaluati~g 

the performance of subsidiaries within a group. However, as 

with ~~T~ 13, TABT~ 15 c~early s~cws ~hat companies ~o ac~al~y 

use RC ratios. 
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Four replies to part (e) of this question referred to 

the companies I answer to the same part of the previous question. 

It mUS0 be assumed that the other ratios used ~o evaluate 

group per!ormance were also used to evaluate the performance of 

subsidiaries within the group. The fifth company stated that 

it also used Asset Turnover (sales divided by capital employed). 

The only company in Group 1 which stated that it did not use RCA 

to evaluate the performance of its subsidiaries said that for 

companies in high inflation countries (eg Latin America) they 

used key factors and ratios derived from historical figures 

adjusted for legally admitted inflation corrections. 

Only one company in Group 2 used any other ratios. 

Special factors affected the performance measure it could use. 

This was because the production cycle of the company1s opera-

tions was often in excess of one year and so financial ratios 
-

we~e i~app~opriate. However, perfor:rr:.8.::ce \Vas carefully 

monitored by a number of production ratios which had been 

developed internally and with the help of McKinsey1s. vmere 

appropriate within the group, the production ratios were 

supplemented by financial measures of performance. 

The analysis to date has focused on three questions:-

1. Why was RCA (or as some Dutch companies refer to it -

Current Value Accounting) introduced? 

2. Is RCA used to evaluate group performance? 

3. Is RCA used to evalua~e the Deriormance 0: companles 

within the group? 

Questions 2. and 3. highlight the use of RCA information 

In ex-posl evaluations; ~he next question f)cuses on ~~e use 

of RCA information in ex-~te decisio~ making. 
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Question Five asked whether RC was incorporated in:-

a. budgets 

b. standard costs and variance analysis 

c. prlces 

The replies are summarised in TABLE 16 below 

TABLE 16 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 
DECISION YES NO YES NO 

a. Budgets 8 1 4- 2 
b. Standard costs and 

Variance analysis 8 1 5 1 
c. Prices 7 2 5 1 

This table suggests that greater use (especially by 

companies in group 2) was made of RC data in ex-ante decision 

making than in reviewing ex-post performance. Only one 

company, a Group 2 company, gave a reason for not using replace-

ment costs in its budgets or standard costs. The management 

of the c0IDI>any v-Tere insistent that the accounting information 

system within the company was cash flow based and so no account 

was taken of depreciation: it was not appropriate to take 

account of increases in the cost of goods sold as the company 

was a shipping line. In relation to standard costs, the 

official who was interviewed thought the question inappropriate 

as the company supplied services such as transporting cargo 

and many of these services were not susceptible to standard-

ization. Control was effected by' a combination 0: fierce 

competi~ion (shipping rates have declined dramatically over 

the last few years) and a target rate of return set by manage-

ment on the capital it had invested in the particular subsidiary 

or division. 
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Only three companies did not incorporate replacement 

costs in their prices. All three companies said that they 

operated in fierce~y competitive markets and that in ~~e short

run they had to accept the prevailing market pr~ce. In times 

of recession this was often less than a replacement cost price; 

the converse was true in periods of economic prosperity. 

In recent years, as the pace of inflation has quickened, 

many management accountants have become dissatisfied with the 

standard costing and variance analysis as regards the treatment 

of price var~ances. They have argued that when prices are 

increasing rapidly the standard pr~ces are very quickly out

of-date but it is often a cumbersome and expensive exercise to 

revise price standards. It woul~ therefore be more convenient 

and less expensive if a simple technique could be devised for 

identifying the underlying causality of a given adverse price 

var~ance. This would enable the i~flationary element to be 

isolated in the price variance assessment of the buyers' 

performance. This thinking was behind the next question: 

this asked how pr~ce var~ances attributable to inflationary 

price increases were accounted for. It appears from the 

answers that this question was misunderstood by most companies 

and given the translation problems that arose in compiling 

the question it was probably an overambitious question. 

However some insight was obtained into how this problem was 

tackled during the course of one inTerview with a seDlor company 

official of a very large manufacturing company and several 

telephone conversations with officials of companies who had been 

sent the questionnaire. 

One of the Group 2 comp~es stated tha~ the difference 
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~etween budget and actual prlces was analysed but gave no further 

detai~ despite space in the questionnaire. An07her Group 2 

company stated that important raw materials were regularly 

revalued and unimportant raw materials were revalued once a 

year: differences that arose from the revaluations were taken 

to a price difference account and analysed. The official 12 

of the company who was interviewed said,that price variances 

were kept to a minimum by monitoring prices very keenly. 

Indeei, several semi-autonomous departments within the company 

monitored prices. He felt that any variance attributable to 

buying would be negligible and that the internal control system 

of the company ensured that the inflationary price variance 

would be minimal. 

A Group 1 company stated that the pricesit paid for its 

purchases were highly dependent on market conditions and that 

it would be inappropriate to use highly sophisticat2d !!lethods 

to ~~alyse the price variances. This statement is undoubtedly 

true but it would not rule out ad-hoc methods for analysing 

the differences. No more details were provided by this company 

but it seems difficult to believe that such methods were not 

used. 

Another Group 1 company said that there was no uniform 

system for analysing these differences and that it varied from 

company to company. 

As sta~ed above the writer followed this question up by 

telephoning the officials of several companies who were sent 

the questionnaire. These compaD.les were in Group 1 and pro-

duced manufac~~ring goods. One company official stated that 

:he price of stocks was very closely monitored by --che internal 
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reporting system. If at the end of the b1;.c.get period (which 

was five weeks) there were large price variances these were 

investigated in some detail. What constituted a large variance 

depended on the circumstances affecting the company at that 

particular time. A similar system was in operation at the 

other company that was contacted. The officials of both 

companies thought that most companies would use similar methods 

to analyse their price variances. These replies show that 

no special method is used to isolate the various underlying 

causes; instead control is effected by closely monitoring raw 

material prices. In the absence of inflation the need for 

such tight control would not be as crucial. From these 

replies it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that these 

ad-hoc methods are perceived by management to be effective. 

Whether or not they are is beyond the scope of this research. 

Having analysed the use to vlhich the RC data is put, the 

next set of questions will examine the underlying basis on 

which this data is compiled. Some of these questions will 

duplicate, at least in places, my survey of accounting policies. 

This is an unavoidable necessity; duplication will be kept to 

a minimum. 

The first question concerned the basis on which current 

values were calc~lated for stock, land, buildings and plant and 

machinery. In the case of stock only 13 replies were received 

8ecause 2 companies failed to answer the question: 8 were from 

Group 1 companies and 5 from Group 2. With the exception of 

one company, current value was equated to market value. Judging 

fr0m the notes to the accounts of t~ese companies market value 

must be taken to ~ean net realisable value. The exception 

arrived at current value by using i~ternally produced indices, 
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where an appro:priate index was not published by the Government 

Statistics Department. TABLE 17 summarises the methods used 

for land and buildings and plant and machinery. 

TABLE 17 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 

INDEX MABKET OTHER INDEX MABKET OTHER 
VALUE VAITJE 

Land 3 3 3 4 1 

Buildings 4 2 3 4 1 

Plant and 

machinery 4 2 2 4 

It should be pointed out that one Group 1 company . 

and one Group 2 company failed to supply the relevant information 

about the basis on which plant and machinery was valued. In 

addition one company in Group 1 used both indices and market 

values for buildings and plant and machinery; In compiling 

the table it has been assumed that only market values are used. 

As the number of adjustments companies i~ Group 2 

make are fewer and less comprehensive, it is not surprising 

that one method (indices) predominates and is one which is very 

cheap and easy to operate. It follows that companies in 

Group 1 are likely to use several methods: the method depending 

on what economic reality the company lS trying to represent. 

However, whilst other bases are used it is clear from this 

table that companies in Group 1 use indices more than any 

othe::- method. No dou8t for the same ~easons as companles In 

Group 2. 

The next Ques7ion asked those companles, who had 

marked the 'other met!1ods' co~~}~'" as an answer ~o the previous 

question, to specify t~ose methods. The one Group Two company 

to whom -:t.is q'J.estio::. ',:as applicable stated that for ins"'J.T2X.ce 
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purposes the fixed assets had to be valued once every two 

years; 80% of this value is then incorporated in t~e books 

of accounts. We saw from Klassen's survey that insurance 

values typically overstate an asset's value and by taking 

80% the company is probably making a fairly accurate appraisal 

of its market value. The replies of companies in Group 1 are 

set out below. 

1. L company who used indices stated that sometimes there ., 
were exceptions, these were not specified but as much 

has been written about this particular company it 

seems (from these sources) that NRV is used when RV 

is greater than EPV. 

2. Plant and machinery: the valuation is based on an 

index derived from actual market value. 

3. RV is based on an appraisal of the most efficient 

technical and economic configuratio~ of production. 

4. The value of land and buildings is based on rental values. 

5. Periodic valuations supplemented by indices in the 

interim period. 

6. A uniform percentage is applied after correcting for 

technological obsolescence. Once every five years 

the position is reappraised by reference to the 

lnsurance valuation reports. 

These replies indicate ~hat the other methods are supple-

mented by the use of indices. This reinforces the fi~dings 

based on TABLE 16 and it follows that the accuracy of the 

various adjustments is extremely sensitive to the accuracy 

or otherwise of the indices used. Klassen's survey showed 

that some 0: the published indices were deficient in a number 
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of important respects and no account was taken of c::'ru:§;es i~ 

productivity. It may be that internally co~piled statistics 

~ight be more accurate as account can be taken of the deficien

cies revealed by Klassen, such as technological obsolescence 

and productivity changes. The converse might also be true as 

management may wish to influence its ~esults by tampering with 

the indices. On the basis that externally based indices were 

more objective and less accurate and that internally based 

indices might be more accurate, but more open to abuse, 

companies were asked which category they applied. 

are summarised in TABLE 18. 

TABLE 18 

Internal 
External 
Both 

GROUP 1 

1 

4-

3 

GROUP 2 

3 
2 

The results 

This table shows that only one company relied exclusively 
on internal information. No systematic trend could be 

detected from the answers, but the compilation of internal 

indices appeared to be necessitated by the absence of 

suitable external indices. This was certainly true in the 

case of two very large multinational companies. Most companies 

said that they applied the indices published by CEA (The Dutch 

Government Statistical Office) but ~hree companies made ~efe~ence 

to o0her sources. One company in Group 1 said that it also_ 

applied indices published by semi-governmental o~ganisations: 

another company i~ the same group said t~at it used s~pplie~s' 

price lis~s. A Group 2 cc~p~y said that insurance appraisals 

were the basis of their valuatio~s. 
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Companies were then a::ked if market val"'J.es (:'e for stock 

and where applicable fixed assets) were compiled on the basis 

of internal estimates or by independent valuers. 

TABLE 19 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 

Internal 1 1 

External 3 2 
Both 4 1 

One company in Group 1 stated that in the ma~n internal 

information was used to value stock and external appraisals 

were used to value fixed assets. Whilst the other companies 

in the 'both' category did not specify the use to which each 

category of information was put, it seems not unreasonable to 

suggest that this policy was followed by the other companies. 

One company in Group 2 used mainly external information and 

so was classified as external. As with the previous question 

the type of information used by companies probably reflects 

data availability, rather than any deliberate policy. The 

next three questions will focus on the criticisms of RCA. 

rn several of the earlier chapters it was stated that one 

of the main criticisms of RCA was that no account was taken 

of changes in technology. The practical significance of this 

criticism loses much of its force if companies publishing RC 

information operate In industries where the change ~n tech-

nology is very slow or even static. The accoun7s 0: compan~es 

included in this survey were examined to get some idea of how 

they were being affected by techno:ogy • E~e ove~a2l impression 

. which was confirmed by one company official, was that w~ilst 

individual segments migh~ be affected by rapid change, this 
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this was far from typical of Dutch industry, indeed, the 

official who held a responsible position in a large Dutch 

company, thought that the change in tec~~ology in Dutch 

industry in general was very slow and in some cases static. 

In practical terms changes in technology are not a proble~ 

for Dutch companies who publish some form of RC information. 

As some sectors of each company included in the survey 

would be affected by technology, companies were asked how 

technological changes were treated in their accounts and with 

particular reference to the RC of the machinery subject to 

the change in technology and the depreciation policy of exist

ing machinery. Eight effective replies were received from 

Group 1 companies and two from Group 2 compaules. The lack of 

response from the Group 2 companies is not surprising: these 

companies only publish RC information in t~~s y:'8fit and loss 

account and so the problem is not as ac~te as for the Group 1 

companies. The various replies ~e set out below. 

Group 1 Companies 

1. The value of the affected asset takes full account of 

any change in technology. 

2. Decreases in value as a result of technological 

changes are taken into account; on ~verage the 

estimated decrease was 1% for buildings and 2% for 

machinery and equipment. 

3. The external information used to value plant and 

machinery takes into account technical obsolescence. 

4. Changes in the bases of valua~ion are e~y:icit~y 

stated in the a~iual report. 

5. The machines would not be revalueG. (It is ~ot 

clear from this statement on what basis these assets 
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would be stated in the balance sheet). 

6. Account is taken of such changes and explained in 

the published accounts. 

7. Changes in techniques are taken into account and 

explained in the accounts. 

8. Changes in techniques will be taken into account in 

determining the RV of the equipment affected. 

Group 2 Companies 

1. Special consideration lS given to the affected 

assets; account is then taken of this in the 

depreciation provision. 

2. No account is taken of changes In technology. 

Depreciation is based on purchase price and the 

estimated economic life of the assets. 

Most of these statements are very general and it seems 

that companles recognise technological change only to the 

extent that it is incorporated in the data which is used to 

value the relevant assets. That lS, to the extent that the 

indices and market values incorporate such changes so will 

the balance sheets and profit and loss accounts of these 

companies. As Klassen's survey showed the published indices 

fail to take into account the full effect of changes In 

technology. It must be concluded that whilst Dutch companies 

take such changes into account, the reliability and accuracy 

of the estimates is greater when market values and appraisals 

are used than when indices are applied. Philips is probably 

an exception to this. The only other points to emerge from 

the above replies were that only one company stated the ~recise 

effect of changes in technology and one company ignored 
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technology changes: the latter compan;r unfortunately did 

not say whether the supp~ementa.~ depreciation provision took 

account of such changes. It remains a matter of speculation 

whether they did. 

Another criticism made of RCA In earlier chapters was 

that it took no account of changes in product-mix. Companies 

were asked whether the balance sheet values of fixed assets 

were adjusted to reflect changes in their product-mix. Eight 

companies said no adjustments were made. Five replies were 

from Group 1 and one from Group 2: the latter said that such 

adjustments were not significant. The five replies from 

Group 1 are summarised below. 

1. Fixed assets are related to market segments. 

Developments in market segments which affect the value of 

the related fixed assets are taken into account. The 
-

effect depe~ds on the nature of ~he asset ie w~ethe~ itis 

single purpose or mUlti-purpose. (No further in£ormation 

was supplied as regards the nature of the adjustment: 

presumably it is effected through the revaluation ~ccount). 

2. For the last ten years this question has not been 

relevant. Prior to this its in£luence had affected replace-

ment values. 

3. Account lS taken of such changes and adjustments 

are effected through the revalua~ion reserve account. 

4. No adjustment was made until the affected assets 

ceased to be used in production. 

5. The RV of the fixed assets took fu~l account of 

changes in product-mix as t~e SV was calcula~ed on ~he 

basis of the most efficient production configuration. :'To 
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information was supplied about the mechanics of this 

adjustment and any other consequential adjustment 

necessitated by this calculation. As with the first 

reply, it must be assumed that such adjustments are 

effected through the revaluation account. 

These replies show that some account lS taken of changes 

in product-mix, but with the exception of the fifth reply and 

possibly the first, the adjustments effected seem to be ad-hoc 

and lack a coherent theoretical basis. This and the absence 

of any adjustments by the other companies, highlight the need 

for further research in this area. 

Another criticism which has been made of RCA lS that no 

adjustment is made in the profit and loss account to reflect 

the debt financed element of the holding gains. As this 

suggested adjustment has given rise to fierce controversy 

In the United Kingdom and elsewhere, I thought it appropriate 

to ask whether the revaluation reserves were ever regarded as 

distributable. 

With one exception, all the other companies thought that 

such reserves were not distributable. The reasons are set 

out below. 

Group 1 Companies 
, 

1. A distribution would diminish shareholders' equity 

2. A distribution would r~lse the problem of how to 

finance the replacement of equipment. 

3. A revaluation reserve is necessary to finance the 

investment needed to maintain profitability. 

4-. A dis""cribution would be a;lpropriate if the business 

in~ended to ~iscontinue all or part of its activities, 

otherwise would endanger its co~tinuity. 
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5. The revaluation reserves are needed to finance 

replacement investment. 

S. This reserve is necessary to finance the increased 

cost of financing replacement investment. 

7. The replacement reserve is built up to sa£egQard the 

continuous replacement of fixed assets. 

8. The replacement reserve is necessary to enable 

replacement to be financed. 

The same reasons were advanced by companies In Group 2. 

The exception thought realised fixed asset gains were dist~ib

utable but made no statement about unrealised profits. The 

apove replies show that companies perceived the revaluation 

reserves as a non-distributable fund for financing new invest

ment as an alternative to raising the extra finance through 

a rights issue or by issuing long-term debt. This point was 

raised with a number of company officia~s, aC~Qe~ics and trade 

union leaders. All said that in recent years there had been 

very few rights lssues. They said that many companles feared 

that if they had a rights issue, or floated some long-term 

debt insufficient funds would be raised. Unfortunately 

pension funds In Holland, unlike those in the United Kingdom, 

are only able to invest a very small proportion of their funds 

in equities and long-term debt. Like the banks in the L~, they 

lend only on a short-term basis and so it is not possible for 

companies to finance their long-term capital requi::'ements by 

borrowing from the banks. It'is therefore necessary fo::, 

companies to retain as much profit as possible in orde~ to 

finance both replacemenT" inves-:;me::.t and expansion. RCA not 

only reduces repo~ted profits but it highlig~ts to shareholders 

and trade unions t~e amount of profit available for ~istribution, 
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after taking into account the amount of funds neec.E!d "to replace 

the assets consumed during the period. Company officials and 

others I have talked to perceive that RCA enables ~~ec to pay 

lower dividends than if profits were based on HC principles. 

They also perceived that the wage demands made by the trade 

unions were lower. I have spoken to the trade union represen-

tatives on the Tripartite Study Group and both expressed the 

view that RCA gives a better view of the amount of money 

available for wage demands, expansion and the growth of employ-

ment opportunities within the firm. It may be that RCA enables 

the trade unions to negotiate more beneficial long-term agree-

ments for their members as they are better informed about the 

company' position. I also raised the question about whether 

the debt financed part of the holding gain should be treated 

as part of reported profit. rIT. Neba, one of ~he trade unlon 

members on the Committee referred to above, said that he was 

aware of the argument, but was against it on the grounds that 

it might lead to increased wage demands and less money available 

for expansion. 

To get some idea of how important the UDlons are in these 

companies they were asked to estimate the degree of unionisation 

within their company. The replies are summarised in Table 20. 

TABLE 20 

NUMBER OF DEGREE OF 
COMPANIES UNIONISATION 

C%) 

5 30 - 35 
1 35 -40 

2 40 - 45 

2 45 - 50 
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This table shows that a significant proportion of the 

labour force in these companies is unionised. This put the 

view expressed by management that RCA is likely to lead ~o 

lower wage demands into context. If trade union leaders 

are not given an accurate statement of the company's s~ate 

of affairs, for instance, by being given the HC accounts, it 

could lead to wage settlements which~ad the effect of eroding 

the company's capital base and to redundancies. This state of 

affairs would be unacceptable to both parties. Management, 

because it would not have sufficient funds to finance replacement 

investment and expansion and the unions because of the employ-

ment implications. This explains why RCA is accepted by the 

trade unions. 

However it should be pointed out that the above views are 

based on discussions I have had with the two trade union members 

on the Tripartite Study Group. These two people are obviously 

very important representatives of the trade union movement and 

undoubtedly represent the unions' position in discussions within 

the Tripartite Study Group. It is not known whether these 

views are representative of the union officials involved ~n 

negotiations with management. However, doubts arose as a 

result of an interview with a very senior official of the 

largest Dutch Shipping Line. He said that there were a . 
number of actual value systems. As stated earlier this term 

is given to accounting systems based on curren~ values and 

replacement values i~ particul~. He said that in practice 

these systems were difficult to use and were mistrusted by 

the trade unions. RCA was the wro~g system but was acceptab~e 

to the -:rade unions because i:- ",-:as sim~le -:0 i~Tlc..erstand. 

This point was discussed with van Bruinessen prior ~o the 
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meeting with the official referred to above. He basically 

agreed with the official's comments and suggestec that the 

reason was because the unions had consulted their colleagues 

in West Germany, who rejected any system of accounting which 

departed from HC. From these disc".lssions it appears that 

the views within the trade unions differ and depend on the 

level at which discussions take place. 

The penultimate and pre-penultimate questions in the 

interview schedule asked the companies which exchanges they 

were quoted on and whether it had affected their financial 

reporting. All the companies were quoted on the Amsterdam 

Exchange and 5 were quoted on other exchanges. The purpose 

of these two questions was to ascertain which exchanges these 

companies were quoted on, in order to form an opinion of the 

extent to which financial reports of these companies had been 

influenced by the disclosure requirements of the exchanges on 

which they were quoted. As most of the companies were quoted 

only on the Amsterdam Exchange, which has no special disclosure 

requirements, it seems not unreasonable to suggest that most 

companies' financial reports were unaffected by their stock 

exchange quotation. This could have been an important influ-

ence as exchanges often have particular disclosure requirements. 

For instance, companies quoted on the London Exchange have to 

publish accounts which are in accordance with the Companies Acts. 

The replies by the companies were divided equally bet-,veen yes 

and no. Of the yes replies, 3 were si~ificant. One comp8:2Y 

said it was difficult to isolate the effect and another ~e~lied 

In similar terms but said that it was the reason why the ~esu~ts 

on a historic cost basis were published. It could be that 

company felt its shares were being marked down because its 
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performance, based on RC data, was in£erior to other cO~0a~iE3 

who published only HC information. The tn:..rd cor::pany said 

that the wishes of the outside world had been taken into 

account. It could be that this was the reason why the company 

published the depreciation provision on bOTh bases and made ~o 

adjustment to the cost of sales. Obviously no definite co~c~u

sions can be drawn from this reply. However, it is not 

inconsistent with the view expressed in relation to the second 

company's share price. Obviously far more research is 

needed in this area before any definite conclusions can be 

reached. Consideration of the two q~estions referred to above 

completes the analysis of the replies to the questionnaire. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions which can be drawn from this survey 

are set out below. 

1. RC data lS used by these companies:-

i) to evaluate group performance and the performance 

of individual subsidiaries within the group; 

ii) in budgets, standard costs and with exceptions, 

prlces. 

2. Most companies calculated the RC of their fixed assets 

by applying indices published by the Dutch Bureau of 

Statistics. An earlier survey highlighted the 

weaknesses of these i:::ldices and the accuracy of tt.e 

resulting figures must, at the least, be open to 

question. 

3. The current value of stock was calculated by ~Sl:::lg 

market values base'~ on internal estimates. 

4. Most companies said they took ~echnolo~ical c~anges 
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into account in estimat~ .. r"g the replacement value 

and depreciation of their fixed assets. For 

reasons stated above, whilst the accuracy of res',,:,::' ti:lg 

figures might be open to question, in prac~ice this 

was of little consequence as most companies were in 

industries where there was little change in the under

lying technology. 

5. Most companies took no account of changes in product

mix in the valuation of their fixed assets and 

depreciation provisions. 

6. Revaluation reserves were not regarded as distribu~able. 

Companies stated that if a distribution was made of 

these reserves they would be unable to fully fund 

replacement investment. 

7. A significant pro;ortion of the employees of these 

companies were ~ionised. It was not clear fro~ the 

replies and interviews whether the unions accepted 

and based their negotiations on the RC figures. 

8. All the companies were quoted on the Amsterdam Exchange. 

Whilst half the companies stated that this had 

affected their financial reports it was not possible 

to generalise about the precise effect as the 

replies were not sufficiently detailed. 

The next chapter will report and review the results 

of the various statistical tests which have been applied to 

the financial characteristics of these compaDles. 
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TABLE II 

1. Valuation methods 

A AWN Actual Value Methods 

a the balance sheet items as well as the P & L: all relevant items are adjusted on a AWIl me Lhod 
(for example: replacement value method) 

b is the rpplacement value method used and is the Revaluation Reserves Account adjusted for tax 

c is it ' clear from the notes how the replacement value is derived (are indix figures used, which 
ones) Detailed information. 

d1 supplementary information on annual data on historic cost prlce - profit 

d2 - depreciation 

13 

a 

Combinations (B, C and D) 

Actual Value Method (AWM) only for fixed assets (Partial application of A) 

balance sheet items and P & L on Actual Value Method 

b tax adjustment in Revaluation Reserves Account 

c detailed information 

d supplementary information on annual data on historic cost price - profit 

Historic cost prlce but with some usage of Actual Value Method (C and D) 

C Actual Value Method items are incorporated in the Accounts 
-
a balance sheet totally or partially on a historic cost price basis 

:=1.1 to tal P & JJ account on Actual Value Method (balance Ghoet on historic cost prlce but P & L on 
TActual Value Method) includes LIFO and Iron Stock methods. 

a2 P & L partially AVM (same as 1Ca1 but only some items are calculated according Lo Lhe AVM metllod) 

b balance sheet item: STOCK on AVM 

c all adjustment for inflation but only after calculation of profits following He rules ie AKZO 1973 

I 

f\.) 
\.N 
f\.) 



D 
==-
a 

b 

2. 

3. 
a 

b 

b1 

b2 

In the notes (as -far as adjustments of the balsJlce sheet are concerned) 

fixed assets (replacement value or insurance value) 

stock (same replacement value, or insurance value) 

A good actual value method is difficult to establish; correction on index basis alone is not 
sufficient: other problem areas are: techiiologlcaI change, change of market needs anaUthe 
influence of those on the 'value' of the assets. 
The notes should therefore indicate whether the compmly took these considerations into account. 

Comparable figures 

a comparison for a period of several years (ratio analysis) at least 5 years 

if a change in valuation method is incorporated are the figures in the ratio analysis adjusted or not 

the valuation is incorporated in the previous year's figures 

same in case of re-scheduling Annual Accounts 

c1 are changes due to consolidation incorporated? Did the accounts indicate how much change was 
incorporated due to the consolidation 

c2 also applicable for past data (1973 cg 1972-1973) 

4. Annual Account and profit distribution 

a balance sheet after profit distribution 

b P & L without profit distribution scheme 

5. Means of Production 

a buildings of land separate 

b initial outJay and accumulated depreciation (how weJl defined is the depreclation method) 

6. It & D expenditure as a percentage of turnover 



• 7. Reservation 

a split for long and short term needs 

b1 how much in reserves for stock and bad debts 

8. Schedule for repayment of long or short term debt 

I\) 

\.N 
\.N 
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APPENDIX IV RATIOS USED BY GROUP 1 COMPANIES 

RATIO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g* i 
, 

I 

Earnings per share J J '" j 
Tax/Profit .I 

. - -_._-- . 

Retained profit/Net profit / 
Dividend per share j j j ./ ./ J 

._-

Book value/Realised value j 
--

Acqui8ition~/Depreciation j j j j J j 
Stocks/Sales j 

---- -

Average credit period j 
-- - --- - .-

Current assets/Short-term 
liabilities and provisions j j J j 

Group funds/Fixed assets j J 
Price/Earnings j ~ J 
Car,h flow/Shares ./ 

- . ...-.-.- ---- -

Payroll cor,ts/J~ployees J I -- -~--

Added value/Employees J -- ---
Group equity/Liabilities J / 

-- - ---~ 
._-

Interest cover j 

* No information suppli eel, the ratios were exLracterl from thp 8c(~otull;s 

I' 
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In the literature there has ~een cOLsiderable speculation 

about the effect RCA would have on the published accounts. 

These usually relate to the effect RCA would have on the 

following: 

Reported earnings after tax 

Return on shareholders' funds 

Return on capital employed 

Gearing 

Interest and Dividend cover. 

There has also been discussion in the literature1 that 

RCA more closely approximates a company's economic value than 

HC. To date only a handful of empirical studies have attempted 

to resolve these questions. This chapter will focus on the 

empirical aspects of some of them. As stated in the previous 

chapter, my analysis is based on the companies included ~n 

Groups 1 and 2. Sections 1, 2 and 3 will focus on the effect 

of RCA on the financial characteristics of these companies. 

Section 1 will examine the effect of RCA, or some form of RCA, 

on the reported profits after tax of companies included in 

Groups 1 and 2 of the survey. Section 2 will examine whether 

RCA has any effect on the rankings of the various financial 

ratios which it is thought investors and others use in their 

investment decisions. Section 3 will test whether the financial 

ratios of companies included in Group 1 are significantly 

different from those in Group 2. Section 4 will examine the 

relationship between RCA and the economic value by using each 

company's share price as a proxy for economic value. The test 

will take the form of comparing each company's reported figures 

for shareholders' funds with its share price on three different 

dates. Section 5 will review the findings of other statistical 
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S"CJ"'iteys a:lG. c~;:r:.p82'e these -:0 my ovm. Sec~ion 6 wi~l b~iefly 

review ~he main findings of this c~aDter. 

/I 
I • EEFECT OF RCA Ol~ R t":PORTED PROFITS 

The first part of this section will review the prevlous 

empirical studies in this area. This will give my res~ts a 

frame of reference. As we shall see most of the repo~ted 

evidence is patchy, unsystematic and reports only the effects 

of general price level changes. Whilst most of these studies 

are not strictly comparable they are reported because of the 

absence of anything else with which to compare my results. The 
2 first reported study was by Jones. He adjusted the accounts 

of nine TJS stee: companies for thE: period 1941~7 v!i t!l the aid 

of a general price index. TvlO important differences Oe7v,"ee::l 

the reported data and the adjusted data are reported below. 

REPORTED DATA 

Dividends covered by a sub
stantial margin each year 

Income retained to provide 
additional capital $543 m. 

ADJUSTED DATA 

Dividends not earned In any 
year Slnce 1941 

Dividneds, interest and 
income taxes paid out of 
capital $409 m. 

In another study 3 based on applying a general prlce 

index to four companies over the period 1940-1951, he found 

that:-

i) the ~es~lts of one company were t)?ical of t~e others; 

ii) the increase in gross income over the period was 55% 

not 18'7%; 

iii) the return on equity was ':';".9% and not over 8%; 

iv) depreciati:)D was 22% higher and that divi:::'s:::'s 

exceeded net income. 

Applying similar techniques to a US department sto~e, 
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b o 4 ~ . b ~ t' ~ d'ff . Cor In ~ounQ a su suan la~ l erence between ~e~crteQ pre-

tax earnings and prlce ~evel adjusted pre-tax earnings. As 

cae be seen from TABLE 1 ~his error fluctuated considerably 

from year to year, suggesting that an estimate of it by non-

computational means would be hazardous. 

TABLE 1 

PERCENTAGE EXCESS OF REPORTED EAlLWINGS OVER PRICE LEVEL 

ADJUSTED EARNINGS 

1946 1947 1948 1949 

o 16 41 7 

1950 

(14) 

1951 

28 

1952 1953 

58 12 

In another case study Bell 5 examined the effect on the 

depreciation provision of using current cost data. He 2~owed. 

that during the years 1948, 1949 and 1950 the profits of 

Armstrong Cork were overstated by 19% in respect of the deprecia-

tion provlslon and the HC depreciation charges accounted for 

only 50% of current cost depreciation. 

In a similar study, but of a farm equipment company, 

Gordon reported the following results:- 6 

UNITS $000 

He operating profits 

Current cost operating profits 

1947 

16.4 

2.0 

1948 

27.1 

17.8 

This decline was more than offset by the holding galns 

for both periods: these amounted to $23800 and $15900 

respectively. 

In a study of the accounts of 7 British S~eel companies~ 

Baxter 7 estimated the effects of ~~~lying in1ex adjustments 

fo~ price changes. This study was similar to the earlier 

study undertaken by Jones. Whereas Jones examinee the effects 

of only a general index adjustment, Baxter also investigated 
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the ef:ects of adjusting for specific prlce changes. :is use~ 

an i~1ex of consume~s' expe~~i~e to measure general p~lce 

level movements and ~wo specialised indices to measure s?ecific 

price changes. An index of raw material prices prepared by 

the British Iron and SGeel Federation was used to revalue 

inventories and an index of replacement costs 'industrial 

assets - steelworks', prepared by the Economists Intelligence 

Unit was used to revalue fixed assets. 

TABLE 2 shows profit on three bases, HC, CPP and RC. 

The corrected profit calculations do not include the holding 

gains. This table shows that the difference between the CPP 

and HC profit fluctuated less than the difference betv-:een the 

This implies that the RC profi0 was con-

side~ably smaller than the CPF profit. 

These studies were all carried out before 1960 and for 

nearly a decade no further empirical studies were published. 

Since then, as inflation has increased so has the number of 

empirical studies. In the context of this section, the two 

US studies which will be reviewed below are those by Rosenfield 8 

and the much more systematic study by Davidson, Stickney and 

Weil. 9 In the UK the studies have not been as comprehensive 

as the latter and have been more like Rosenfield's. It lS 

proposed to review these studies in the following order: 

Rosenfield's first because it was published prior to all the 

UK studies, the UK studies and then the study by Davidson, 

Stickney aJd Weil. This will facilitate the presentation of 

my results. 

Rosenfield's res~s were based on a field test, sponsored 

by the Accounting Principles Board, on the financial accounts 

of 18 companies, these accounts were adjusGed by a seneral price 



TABLE 2 

1949 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

Average 

ANrroAL PROFITS OF SEVEN BRITISH STEEL COMPANIES 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) 

ACCOUNTING PROFIT CORRECTED PROFIT 1-2 CORRECTED PROFIT 
(AS REPORTED) (GENERAL INDEX) (SPECIFIC INDEX) 

moo moo % moo 

19936 17247 13.5 11857 

23183 19569 15.6 20127 

24761 19602 20.8 '1'1699 

34133 28862 16.2 14810 

33960 29846 12.1 32102 

43413 38326 11.7 4209l l-

56223 50071 10.9 38275 

539/+8 46066 14.6 3~16 

67573 59286 12.3 53253 

14.2 

----~---

SOURCE: Adapted from BAXTER W '11 Inflation and the accounts of stee 1 
companies 
Accountancy 6(1959) Table '-J-A 

(5) 
/j-LJ-

% 

40.5 

13.2 

C') 8 
./L. 

56.6 

5·5 

3.0 

31.9 

38.1 

2~:~ ___ 1 
29.2 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I\) 

-P 
I\) 



index. Tne summarised below. 

Compony 

A 

8 - 1 ~I yeor 

2nd yoor 

C - 1., yoor 

2nd yoor 

o - lit year 

2nd yeor 

E - ,~! yeor 

2nd yeor 

F 

C; 

H - 1 ~I yeer 

2nd yeor 

K 

L 

- 1 \1 yoor 

2nJ yeor 

- ,,, yeer 

2nd yeer 

M - hi yeer 

2nd yc:::r 

N - hI yeor 

2nd yeor 

o 
P - 111 yeor 

2nd year 

Q 

R-l,'yeor 

~nd yeor 

Net ;ncomo 

~""",,-("'IE -~.t;:;"'~ 
~ -- I V - I rr"' I, ~ I r __ ~__ ~ J -.J_ 

~-(': .. ::-T 1GB": TS __ .1. '-' __ ...u _ OF 

General price./evel 
Qo;ns oncl (losses) 

Effective fcae:,ol 

income loll. ro:c 

c,u~ di.,jocnas 

(~~ of net ;ncorr. e) 

Rolc of rerUfI, 

-------- .-difference· ~ of restotcd net income Rc:toted :ijstcricol Re~oli!d nisicricol 

{Column 1} 

50' 
.0 

23J~ 

"3~~~ 

(30%) 

001 
Q •• 

~o' ... 0 

(26~~) 

(:31 ~~) 

(l2~) 

21~ 

1 1'&' 
oJ 10 

(Column 2) (Co/lJmn 3) (Co:lJmn.() :Co!umn~) (Co;"rr:n 6) lCol ... mn 7) {CoilJ.-r:r. 3i 

...... 4~ 
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22~ 
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1Nidely from company to company. Net income was a ~arger 

amount after restatement than before restatement fo~ S8me 

companies and a smaller amount for others.' 

Stickney and Green 12 discovered 'a high degree of assoc

iation between the two measures of ~aGe of return' reported In 

the field test, that is, that the ranking 13 of enterprises 

using rates o£ return was essentially the same before 821d after 

restatement to units of general purchasing power. They 

inferred from this that 'comprehensive restatement may not be 

necessary ••• ' But ranking using earnings per share changed 

dramatically and agreement with Stickney and Green would 

require ignoring this fact. 

Turning to the UK studies, ~ydd~eton 14 also found a s~b-

stantial difference between the He profits and general price 

index adjusted profits of a public utility - the UK Gas Industry. 

He found that whereas reported profits aggregated £27 millions 

over the period 1949-1969, the adjusted accounts revealed losses 

totalling £377 million. A later study 15 of all nationalised 

industries in the UK for the period 1948-1970 disclosed 

differences of a similar magnitude, as did a study by Pearcy 16 

of the accounts of twelve companies over the period 1959-1968. 

Other studies, for instance, Cutler and Westwick 17 have 

shown that the impact of inflation adjustments can vary con-

siderably from company to company. TABLE 3 below shows the 

impact 0: the adjustments In twenty extreme cases in the study 

made by Cutler and Westwick. 

Studies of the feasibility of accounting for in:~ation 

have suggested that the cost of implemeLting general prlce level 

adjustments is not substantial, especial:y after the first yearo 



TABLE 3 ADJUSTING 

Land Securities 

Metropolitan Estates 

Commercial Union 

Sun Alliance 

Royal 

St. Martin's Property 

Guardian Royal 

Grand Metropolitan 

General Accident 

Trust House Forte 

Tube Investments 

Johnson Matthey 

GEe 
Ocean 

Bowater 

Babcock & Wilcox 

British Leyland 

Vickers 

P & 0 

InternatiollDl Computers 

ACCOUNTING PROFIT 

ACCOUNTING PROFIT 
PER SHARE 

(AS REFOR'fED) 

5.2 
7.9 

12.6 

38.1 

25.6 
3.3 

14.2 
11.0 

13.1 

10.9 

25.7 
16.7 

7.9 
7.0 
5.8 
5.1 
2.9 
6.0 

5.1 

3.3 

FOR PRICE LEVEL CHANGES 

ACCOUNTING PROFIT 
PER SHARE 

(ADJUSTED FOR PRICE 
LEVEL CHANGES) 

26.6 

23.4 
32.5 
78.8 

50.4 

5.7 
23.2 

17.7 
21.0 
16.8 

2.6 
0.6 
0.2 

-0.7 
-1.0 

-0.9 
-1.2 
-3.7 
-4.7 

-13.8 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN 
REFORTED ACCOUNTING 

PROFIT 

+414 

+195 
+'158 

+107 

+97 

+73 
+63 
+61 

+60 

+54-

-90 
-96 

-97 
-110 

-117 
-'11(3 
_1l~1 

-1G;? 
- '1 C)~-~ 

r - ~) '1 
-~L 

SOURCE: CUTLER H S & WESrrWICK C A ~_'hc j mpac t of infJ ation acconnti rl['; OIl the 
Stock Market Accountancy 3( 1973) ']'711)1es 1 and 5 pp 1n - 21 

I~ 
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However, In an exerClse In the practical application 0:: six 

methods of accounting for price changes, Hope 1j identi:ied 

some difficulties in securing the necessary informatio~. It 

is not surprising that there are some difficulties in finiing 

appropriate replacement cost data, but Hope 20 also enCOl:~0erec 

difficulties in obtaining the information on which speci:ic 

index adjustments could be based in the case of two small public 

companies. Nevertheless such difficulties do not seem to be 

decisive. 

The last study which will be considered in this section In 

that by Davidson, Stickney and Weil (DSW). 21 

general price index adjustments:-

30 companies in -'che DO'\v-Jones :index 

44 other large companies 

12 steel companies 

12 pharmaceuticals 

6 auto and truck manufacturers 

24 public utilities 

They applied 

The results of this study are summarised In TABLE 4 and 

TABLE 5. 

They 22 concluded from their results that: 

1. The effects of general price level adjustments differ 

substantially amongst firms (See TABLE 5) 

2. The price level adjusted income before recog~jsing 

the gain (or loss) on net monetary items is less than 

conventional ~et income for nearly all fi~s and lS 

substan~ially less for many (see TABLE 4) 

3. The price level adjusted net income, after reco~~sing 

galn or loss on net monetary items, is surprisingly 

hig~ in ~elation to 5C net income (See TABLE ~) 



TABLE 4 BASED ON 1m MEDIAN 

ADJUSTED INCOME ADJUSTED INCOME 
BEFORE GAIN ON INCLUDING GAIN ON 
MONET.AHY ITEMS/ MONETARY ITEMS/ 

REPORTED NET INCOME REPORTED NET INCOME 

30 Dow Jones Industrials (~3. 5 87.0 

41+ Other 'l2.0 93.0 

12 Steel Companies 71.5 97.5 

12 Pharmaceutical Companies 79.0 77.0 

6 Auto/Truck Companies 71.0 33.5 
f\) 

24 Public Utilities 65.5 225.5 +=-
~ 

TABLE 5 BASED ON INTERQUARTILE RANGES 

30 Dow Jones Industrials 83.0 - 5.0 104.5 - 63.0 
/ ~j~- Other 84.0 - 45.0 116.0 - 81.5 

12 Steel Companies 74.0 - 67.0 110.0 - 9L~.0 

12 Pharmaceutical Companies 8/~.0 - 64.0 83.0 - 61.0 

6 Auto/Truck Companies N/A N/A 
2J~ Public Utilities 69.0 - 60.0 236.0 - 1c)7.0 
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This SUI'\Tey of the various empirical studie~ shows 

i) most surveys have only applied general index 

adjustments; 

-h~-._ 
"'" _J._ ...... 

ii) the conclusions of the DSW survey are representative 

of ot~er general prlce level adjusted surveys; 

iii) very little work has been done on the effect of RCA 

on reported profits; 

iv) individual studies of the effect of RCA, or some 

form of RCA, report substantial differences in the 

profit figures but take no account of holding gains, 

which could be substantial; 

v) it is likely that in recent years many companies 

have been paying dividenGs out of canital. 

I'lY RESULTS 

The effect of RCA, or some form of RCA, on the reported 

profits after tax of the companies in my survey was calculated 

on two bases: these are set out below. 

1. HC Profit after He tax - RC profit after RC tax 

HC profit after HC tax 

2. HC profit after HC tax - RC profit after HC tax 

HC profit after HC tax 

The results of these calculations are shovrn. below In 

TABLES 6 and 7. 

As taxation based on RC profits will result in lower tax 

charges than if based on HC profits, the percentage change ~n 

the reportet earnings of each company will be g~eater if ~C 

profits are the basis for taxation, :!:'ather than R,j profits. 

The converse will be true if a company is reporting losses. 

In terms 0: the effect on reported pro:its these results are 



TABLE 6 

PERCENTAGE CI~NGE IN 
HC PROFITS AFTER TAX 

) 100 

75 - 100 

50- 75 

40 - 50 

30 - 40 

20 - 30 

10 - 20 

<. 10 

GROUP 1 

HC PROFIT AFTER He TAX -
RC PROFIT AFTER HC TAX 

HC PROFIT AFTER HC TAX 

NUMBER OF COMPANIES 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

4 

13 

HC PROFIT AFTER HC 'J'AX -
HC PROFIT AFTER lIC TAX 

HC PROFIT AFTER HC TAX 

NUMBER OF COMPANIES 

3 

3 

2 

1 

4 

13 

I\) 
-t; 

,...0 



TABLE 7 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN 
HC PROFITS AFTER TAX 

> 100 

75 - 100 

50- 75 

40 - 50 

30 - 40 

20 - 30 

10 - 20 

< 10 

GROUP 2 

lIe PROFIT AFTER He TAX -
RC PROFIT AFTER Re 'rAX 

HC PROFIrr AFTER He TAX 

NUMBER OF COMPANIES 

2 

1 

3 

5 

1 

12 

He PROFIT AFTER He TAX -
He PROFIT AFTER HC TAX 

lIe PROFIT AFTER HC TAX 

NUl'1BER OF COMPANIES 

3 

1 

2 

3 

2 

1 

1~ 

f\) 

\Jl 
0 
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similar to those of DSW. That is, the e£'fect ()f :2:"':'_ ~ o~ 

some from of RCA adjustment, differs subs~an~ially amo~gst 

firms in both groups. Whilst each gro~p is only made up of 

a small number of comnanies the distribution of the nercent-... 

age change in reported after tax earnings ~s very similar. 

In the DSW study the mean and interquartile deviation 

were calculated for adjusted reported earnings as a percentage 

of reported earnings. The median, rather than the mean, Kas 

calculated by DSW because of the latter's sensitivity to 

extreme values. For the same reason it was decided to calcul-

ate, for each company In both groups, the median and i~ter

quartile deviation of RC profit after tax (using both de:ini-

tions) as a percentage of EC profit after 

are summarised in TABLE 8 

TABLE 8 

Median 
Interquartile 

deviation 

Median 

L.l:-erauartile 
dev:Lation 

GROUP 1 

DEFINITION 1 DEFIlfITION 2 

97.0 94.4 

163.1 - 85.8 229.0 - 73.5 

GROUP 2 

DEFINITION 1 DEFINITION 2 

78.8 57.5 

88.0 -71.8 76.9 - 45.9 

DEFINITION 1 - RC profit after RC tax/HC profit after HC tax 

DEFINITION 2 - RC profit after HC tax/nC profit after HC tax 

It is apparent from this table that: 

i) the median adjusted RC profit after tax fi~e as a 

percentage of ~c profit after HC tax of companles ~~ 
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Group 1 is subst8.::ltiall~r higher tha:l compa:lies 

Group 2; 

ii) the difference, 23% uSlng definition 1 ani 64% based 

on the second definitio~, is proba'Jly more ffi~ked 

"because over half the companies In Group 'I have made 

cost of sales adjustments; 

iii) the interquartile deviation of the adjusted fi~es 

as a percentage of the HC figures of companies ~n 

Group 1 is substantially greater than that for 

companies in Group 2; 

iv) it must not be concluded that six companles l~ Group 1 

report higher profits on a RC rather than a HC 

basis; tbese figures are distorted by losses: a 

loss on a RC basis v;:"ll 'Je greater tha:l on a HC -oasis 

but the effect of the two negatives will be cancelled 

out if any ratio is calculated between the two numbers: 

In fact only one company showed ~igher RC kTofits ~~an 

HC profits but 4 fell into the loss category: In the 

DSW study only a few companies reported losses and so 

this problem did not really arise. 

v) taxation has not distorted these trends: the median 

and interquartile deviation were calculated for pre

tax RC profits as a percentage of pre-tax HC profits 

with similar results. 

How do these results compare '\ci. th those of DSW? 

1. Companies In Group 1 had a higher medi~ than those 

In the DSW study if the monetary gain is excluded from the 

adjusted income :igure. 
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') ,- . DSW argue that public ut~~i7ies Qis~o~~ the 

the adjusted figures 8ecause ~hey have no e au~ ~y fl:.nd.ing a:ld - .. 
are mainly financed by loan capital. T~ pu~lic u~~lities 

are ignored the median of companies in Gro-..1p 1 are s-:ill 

higher, with one exception, if monetary items are included. 

3. This is not the case for companies included iJ Group 2. 

If the first definition of the adjusted figures is compared 

the median is higher, with one exception, if the monetary 

gain is excluded, and lower in all but one case if the 

monetary gain is included. If the comparison is based on 

the second definition the median in the DSW study, with one 

exception, lS higher in both cases. 

4. If the interquartile deviaTion lS compared the dev-

iation is greater, for companies included in Group 1, than 

for those in the DSW study, even when the monetary galns 

are taken into account. With two exceptions; one if public 

utilities are excluded; the deviation (even if monetary 

items are excluded) of companies included in the DSW study 

lS greater than those included in Group 2 if the comparlson 

lS based on the first definition. If monetary gains are 

excluded, three categories of company in the D~w study have 

a lower deviation that the Group 2 companies but this trend 

lS exactly reversed if monetary gains are included. 

Whilst the two samples are not strictly comparable :hey 

are indicative of the effect, to the extent that they are 

representative of other companies in the populations :~2~ 

which they have been drawn, which general price level account

ing in the DSW study, and RCA or some form of RCA in my study, 

would have on reported profits. The reason for compari~g =y 
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results ~~th those of DSW was to facilitate the i~~erpre~ati8~ 

of my results. The next section o~ this chapter will eX8~ine 

whether RCA or some form of RCA has any effect o~ t~e ~a~~~~~s 

of the various ratios investors' are thought to use in their 

investment appraisals. 

2. RCA Al~D THE EFFECT ON FIVE ll1PORTANT FIKANCIAL 

RATIOS 

Whilst little is known about the extent and use of 

ratio analysis by financial analysts and investors in their 

investment appraisals, it is thought 22 that in evaluating 

performance the following ratios are amongst the most 

important:-

1 . Return on equity 

2. Return on Capital employed 

3. Dividend cover 

4. Interest cover 

5. Gearing 

For each company in Group 1 the above ratios were 

calculated on both a HC and RC basis. As it was not possible 

to realistically estimate (for reasons stated in the Appendix 

dealing with the accounting adjustments) capital employed on 

a RC basis, only the dividend and interest cover could be 

calculated on both bases for companies in Group 2. Having 

computed the ratio on both bases for each ratio category 

(ie return on capital employed etc) a rank, based on relative 

magnitude, was assigned to each ratio wit~in a particular 

group. An example will make ~his point cle~. Take :or 

instance, the interest cover. For companies in Group 1 tLe 

ratios on both bases are presented in ~~;G 9. 
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TABLE 10 

COl"IPANY 

3 
10 

13 
2 

9 
4 

1 

12 

5 
11 

8 

7 
6 
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COMPArIT RC 3:C 

1 1.75 2.2 
2 4.27 L -.):: 

, . )'-' 

3 15.86 17.63 
4 2.11 2.62 
5 1.56 /I ,..... 

I.e 

6 (1078) (1.57) 
7 (1.01 ) 0.12 
8 0.28 0.69 
9 4.12 4.54-

10 5.71 5.84 
11 0.37 0.6": 
12 1.70 2.09 
13 4.43 I, 4>=1 

--+ • --I 

The rw...k, on each basis, vvas assiS::led t=.~ 

rearranging the fi~Qres in order of ma~~~tude. 

RC RA11K COMPANY :..TC .1_ mum: ' : '~ 

1 3 1 

2 10 2 

3 9 3 
4 13 4 

5 2 5 
6 4 6 

7 1 7 
8 12 8 

9 5 a 
./ 

10 11 10 

11 8 -;1 

12 7 
/I'"' Ie 

13 6 1-' ) 

Each company's rank on both bases was then compa::-'2c .. 

by compu~ing, for each ratio the Spearman ~: Cor~e~a~ioL 

Coe:fic:'en-c. T~e absolute betwee~ the two bases, f2r each 
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ratio, was tested by a~plying the SigL and Wilcoxon Test 23. 

2.1 The Sign Test 

The Sign Test is appropriate where, ~n relation to two 

related samples, the experimenter wishes to test whether the 

underlying conditions are different. In my case the two 

related samples are the two groups of companies and the under

lying conditions that I wished to test were whether the rankings 

were different. The only assumption underlying this test is 

that the variable under consideration has a continuous distrib

ution. The test does not make any assumptions about the form 

of the distribution of the differences, nor does it assume that 

all subjects are drawn from the same population. 

For each particular ratio (ie ~eturn on equity) tbe null 

hypothesis takes the form 

Ho - the median of the differences between the ratios 

(on a RC and HC basis) is zero. 

The sign test may be either one-tailed or two-tailed. 

In a one-tailed test, the alternative hypothesis states which 

sign, plus or minus, will occur more frequently. In a two

tailed test, the alternative hypothesis simply states that 

the frequencies with which the two signs occur will be sig~ 

nificantly different. 

It was decided to use a one-tailed test because it was 

felt that the HC ratios would be greater than the ratios on a 

RC basis. The alternative hypothesis (HI) was that the HC 

ratios would be greater than the RC ratios. 

It was decided to test the null hypothesis at the 1% and 

5% level. The hypothesis is rejected for all values of x 

(the number of positive or negative signs w~ich occur less 
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frequently) which are so extreme that their associated 

probability of occurrence under Eo is equal to or less than: 

i) at the 1% level - 0.01 

ii) at the 5% level - 0.05 

The power efficiency 24 of the Sign Test is about 95% 

for N = 6 but it declines as the size of the sample increases 

to an eventual (a"symptotic) efficiency of 63%. 

2.2 The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs" Signed-Ranks Test 

The Sign Test utilises information about the direction 

of the differences between pairs. If the relative magnitude 

as well as the direction of the differences is considered, a 

more powerful test can be used. The "vlilcoxon Matched-Pai~s 

Signed-Ranks Test gives more weight toa pair which shows a 

large difference between tvlO ranks than to a pair which shows 

. a small difference. 

was 

As with the Sign Test, the null hypothesis for each ratio 

Ho - the ratio on a Re basis did not differ from that on 

a He basis 

The alternative hypothesis was 

H, - the ratios on a He basis would be greater than on 

a Re basis. 

For the same reasons as were stated above in conneetion 

with the sign test, 

i) 1% and 5% significance levels were chosen and 

ii) a one-tailed test was considered appropriate. 

The null hypothesis is rejected where the values of T, 

the rank with the less frequent sign, are so small that the 



pro"babili -cy associated v,'"i th 

to or less than 
2= The power efficiency / 0: this test for s~all samples lS 

nearly 95%. 

2.3 Tne Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient 

This statistic measures the degree of association between 

two variables that can be ranked, at a minimum, on an ordinal 

scale. It is calculated by taking for each ratio category, 

the difference between the rankings for each company and then 

squaring the differences. The correlation coefficient is 

calculated by applying ~he formula 

rs = 1 -

N(i - 1) 

where di = the differences and N = the number of observations. 

Testing the significance of rs 

If the subjects whose ranks were used in computing rs 

were randomly drawn from some population, the ranks can be used 

to determine whether the two variables are associated in the 

population. This enables the null hypothesis, Eo , ~ha~ the 

two are not associated and that they differ from zero only 

by chance, to be tested. When testing the degree of associa-

tion the procedures are similar to those followed in the Sign 

and Wilcoxon Tests. The null hypothesis has alrea~y been 

stated and the alternative hypo~hesis (3 1 ) is that the ~wo 

variables are associa~ed in the popula~ion. At the 1% a.:1G 

5% significance level, the rejection reglon consists of all 

values of the meas~e of association whict are so ext~eme ~hat 
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the probability associated with ~~eir occurrence under Ho 

is equal to or less than a = 0.05 or 0.01; a one-tailed region 

of rejection is used when the sign of the association is 

predicted in H • The null hypothesis is only rejected if the 

value is equal to or less than a. Where N is greater than 4 

and less than 30 special tables have been devised for testing 

the value of rs. Where rs is equal to or greater than the 

value in the table at the level of significance chosen, the 

observed value is significant at the level indicated. 

Wher N is greater than 10 the significance of rs under 

the null hypothesis can also be tested 26 by: 

t=rs~ .. 
j~! 

Wnere N is large the value defined by this formula is distributed 

as student's t with df = N - 2. Thus the associated probability 

under Ho of any value as extreme as an observed value of r5 may 

be determined by computing the t associated with that value, 

and then determining the significance of that t by reference 

to tables containing values for the Student's t Distribution. 

In this case, however, the null hypothesis is rejected, at 

the chosen level of significance, if the calculated value of 

t is in excess of that shown in the table. It should be pointed 

out the criteria for accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis 

~s opposite to that for the Sign or Wilcoxon tests. 

The efficiency 27 of the Spearman rank correlation test 

when compared with the most powerful parametric correlation, 

the Pearson r, is about 91%. This means that when rs is used 

with a sample to test for the existence of an association 

in the population, and when the' assumptions and requirements 
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lDierlying the proper use of the Pearson !:' a::'e m::~, :'e when 

the population has a bivariate normal distrib~~~on anc 

meas~~ement is in at least an interval scale, ~hen!:'5 lS 

91% as e:ficient as r in rejecting Ho. 

The f~ction of these tests can be summarised as fol:ows: 

i) Sign and Wilcoxon: this tests whether the differe~8es 

in level, in my case between the adjusted and HC 

figures, are attributable to scaling or o~her factors; 

ii) the rank correlation measures the intensity of the 

relationship between the two sets of figures. 

In effect i) and ii) compliment each other. Before 

examining my results it should be pointe1 out that there are 

sample statistics, based. on tte !lorIDal distrib"..l~ion, \ .. -~1ich 

perform similar functions ~~ ~nose of the Wilcoxon and Sign 

Tests. It was decided not to ~se these tests for the 

following reasons:-

i) my sample Slze was often very small, most samples 

contained less than 13 observations and some less 

than 10; 

ii) all the samples were affected by extreme observations; 

iii) all the samples exhibited considerable skewness. 28 

The results of the various calculations are summarised 

In TABLE 11. 

The analysis of Table 11 will be divided ~nto two 

sections. The first section will examine the ~esults as they 

relate to Group 1 and ·the second section those of Group 2. 

Group 1 Companies 

1. The Sign and Wilcoxon Tests 

Without exception, the null hypothesis, that the medi~ 



TABLE 11 

GROUP 1 COMPANIES SIGN TEST WILCOXON TEST RANK CORRELATION 

x T* r s 

1 . Return on equity (see note 1) ~ 0.00/1 0 0.88 
Critical values 0.01 13 2.72 

0.05 1.8 
t 6.09 

2. Return on equity (see note 2) .( 0.001 0 0.88 
Critical values 0.01 13 2.72 

0.05 1.8 
t' 6.09 I\) 

(Jl 

3. Return on equity (see note 3) " 0.001 0 0.99 
~ 

Critical values 0.01 13 2.72 
0.05 1.8 

t 23.22 

Heturn on capital employed < 0.001 0 0.98 
Critical values 0.01 13 2.72 

0.05 1.8 
t 16.25 

Interest cover ~ 0.001 0 0.98 
Critical values 0.01 13 2.72 

0.05 1.8 
t 1G.25 

Dividend cover ~ 0.002 0 0.55 
Critical values 0.01 13 3.0 

0.05 1.<) 
t 1.74 



TABLE 11 CONTINUED 

Gnoup 1 COI1PANIES SIGN TESfl' WILCOXON TEST RANK CORRELATION 

x T* rs 

'Gearing' ~ 0.001 0 0.94 

Critical values 0.01 13 2.76 
0.05 1.81 

t 8.58 

GROUP 2 COMPANIES 

Dividend cover 0.001 . 0 0.33 I~ Critical values 0.01 5 2.9 
0.05 1.86 

t 0.99 

Interest cover < 0.001 0 0.96 

Critical values 0.01 10 2.76 
0.05 1.81 

t 10.73 

NOTE '1 Heturn on equity - HC profit after HC tax compared to RC profit after RC t8X 

2 neturn on equity - He profit after lIC tax compared to Re profit wiLh IIC tax 

3 Return on equity - RC profit with He tax compared to RC profit with nc tax 

* li'i ~:r;1l res no t available at the 95% level. frbe conclusions are not affected 3.8 
[l] 1 the values are considerabLy les~3 than the associated critical valu0. 
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of the differenceE between the two ~atios Co~pu~ei OL a 3C 

and HC basis was zero, must be rejected at both the 95~ 

99% level. A surprisi~g feature of ~hese resu~ts lS ~he 

fact that in no instance was the RC ratio superior to i~s ~C 

counter-part. 

2. Rank Correlation Coefficients 

The only ratio not to show a strong association was the 

dividend cover. This was also con£irmed by the relevant 0 

values which indicated that, with the exception of the dividend 

cover ratio, the null hypothesis of no association must be 

rejected. In the case of the dividend cover, even though the 

t value was such that the null hypothesis of no assoc~ation 

cculd not be rejected, the degree of association Has quite 

high and significantly different from zero. The most s~ril:ing 

feature of these results are the coefficients for return on 

equity and capital employed; they indicate a very high degree 

of association between the rankings of the HC and the RC 

figures. The smallest of the four coefficients computed for 

these two ratios was 0.88 and the highest 0.99. 

As an indicator of the 'robustness' of these results I 

varied the assumptions underlying the adjustments in the accounts. 

For each ratio on the basis of two different assumptions, very 

similar results to those reported above were obtained. 

Group 2 Companies 

Although it was only possible to calculate values for two 

ratios the results are not uninteresting. The null ~ypothesis 

underlying the Si~~ and Wilcoxon ~ests must be rejected for each 

ratio at both the 1% and 5% level. The 2 correlation coefficients 

are similar to their counter-parts in Group 1. The coefficient 
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for the dividend cover is much smaller but the C """"'I'"-r ...-. -' \ ~:-

correlation is almost perfect. 

Having reviewed the statistical COL~ent of TA5~ ~1, :~e 

implications of these results wi~l now be disc~ssed. ~'1ese 

are summarised below:-

3. 

i) the publication of RC or some form of RC i~formatio~, 

significantly altered (the interest and dividend covers 'I'rere 

exceptions) the absolute level of the financial results 

thought to be used by investors and analysis in their 

investment appraisals: this implies that these user groups 

are unable to estimate the RC figures by applying a scaling 

factor to the HC figures: 

ii) for the companies inclu:ied. III t::-.!.is s~-\tey the effec~ 

of RCA had little effect on the ranking of the ratios examined, 

this implies that if the user groups used these ratios in 

their investment appraisals, the publication of HC rather 

than RC information, or vice-versa, would have had no 

effect on their investment decisions; 

iii) if this conclusion could be extended to all companles 

the case for introducing some form of RCA would be greatly 

weakened; 

iv) the findings discussed above in i) and ii) must be 

interpreted cautiously because of data limitations and some 

statistical evidence which was at variance with i) above. 

11 COMPARISON OF E~ FINANCIAL RATIOS OF 

IN GROUP 1 WITH ~rlOSE IN GROUP 2 

For reasons mentioned in the accounting appendix it was 

not possible to make this comparison on both bases. This 

means that, ~ith the exception of the dividend and interest 
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cover ratios, the comparison has to be "based on -che his-c~::,ic 

cost figures. This increases the data limitations 0: the 

survey and must temper any conclusions but such a comp~ison 

can be justified on the grounds that it makes the most use of 

the available data. Undoubtedly this is a strong s7at~s~~cal 

reason for making this comparison but not the main o~e. One 

of the questions this writer wanted to examine was whether 

the financial characteristics of those companles publishing 

mainly RC data (Group 1 companies) differed from those 

compan~es which published primarily HC data, but made an extra 

depreciation charge in recognition of increased replacement 

costs (Group 2 companies). Be examining which financ~al 

cha~acteristics are differen~ an insight way De givs~ as to 

why companies in one group have adopted a particular acco"~ting 

policy or policies. This subject will be discussed ~n more 

detail below. It was decided to use the same ratios (but 

calculatec on a different basis) that were used in the prevlous 

section and for the reasons outlined in that section. As a 

result, for each group, the following ratios were calculated 

i) Return on equity 

ii) Return on capital employed 

iii) Gearing 

iv) Interest cover 

v) Dividend cover 

As stated above, ratios iv) and v) were also ~ested on 

a RC basis. 

It was decided to compare the two groups of ratios by 

testing for differences in the means 29 of each ratio. ~is 

involved setting up the nul2. hYJ)othesis (H,,) for each ratio 

that there was no difference between their means. The 
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The al te~native hY'';'(lthesis (H,) was that the :a:C based. 

~atio would be greater than the RC based. ratio; this 

assumption does not seem unreasonable as HC profiTs are usu~ly 

greater than RC profits. As the alternative hypothesis 

predicts which mean is likely to be greater, ~~e test is 

tailed. For small samples, the differences between the means 

are tested by reference to the Student's t Distribution. ~is 

distribution has already been referred to in the previous 

section, in the paragraph dealing with the significance of the 

correlation coefficient. The means of each ratio, for eac~ 

group, were tested by reference to the formulae set out below. 

t = 01} 1/N, - 1/1~2 

+ Nl s~ 
2 

0 = NJ N, - 2 + 

-Where XI = mean of ratio of Group 1 

X~ = mean of ratio of Group 2 

N, = number of observations ~n Group 1 

Nl. = number of observations in Group 2 

s, = standard deviation of Group 1 

s~ = standard deviation of Group 2 

The distribution of t is the Student's t Distribution 

Kith v = N, + N2. - 2 degrees of freedom. It was decided 

for the purposes of consistency, to retain the confidence 

levels used in the .previous section ie 95% and 99%. At these 

levels, where the calculated value of t is greater than that 

shown in the table for the confidence level selectee., the null 

hypothesis (that there is no difference in the means) cannot 

be accepted and the alternative hypothesis must be accepte1. 
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converse lS true vil"lere the calculated value lS less 

~he value in the tables. 

Trle results are summarised in TABLE 12 which s~ows 

the~e was no significant difference between ~he ~eans 0: eac~ 
/' group for four of the rat;ios: gearing, return 0:::1 eq~..:i ty, 

return on capital employed and interest cover. also 

true of the dividend cover on a RC basis but not on a HC 8asis. 

This difference could explain why some companies published 

some form of RCA. The underlying reasoning could be as follows. 

If these companies published HO data only, those companies ~~th 

'high' HC covers might fear that the shareholcers would require 

higher dividends and workers higher wages. Higher payments 

to ~hese factors of production could prejudice repla~e~e~t 

investment and expansion, give~ ~~e unavailability 0: alternative 

funding in the Netherlands. By adopting RCA, or some form of 

RCA, these companles are able to show similar covers to othe~ 

companies publishing RC information. This hypothesis could 

also apply in the opposite situation. A company wit~l 'low' 

cover might adopt RCA, or some form of RCA, because they are 

relatively less affected by the increased charges than the 

other companies who publish some form of RCA. To see whether 

the~e was any relationship between the RC information and ~he 

cover ratios it was decided to calculate the product-moment 

and rank correlation coefficient of 

Dividend Cover and Extra Renlacement Cost DeL~eciation 
Historic Cost P~ofit 

The resulting coefficients were no~ signific~~ly 

different from zero and it must be concluded tha--c t~le:,e Kas no 

association between the two variables. By insnectior. of ~he 

data it was no--c thought appropriate to test the interest cover 



TABLE 12 

- ---

RATIO BASED ON t t95 t99 
DEGREES OF ACCEPT - A 

NOTE:- FREEDOM REJECT - R 

'Gearing' 1 1.53 1.73 2.53 20 A 

Return on equity 1 1.04 1 .7'1 2.5 23 A 

Return on capital employed 1 0.61 1.7/1 2.5 23 A 

Interest cover HC 

HC 

Dividend cover HC 

HC 

NOTE 1 

NOTE 2 

1 0.02 1.71 2.5 23 A 

2 0.65 1.71 2.5 23 A 

1 3.58 1.74 2.57 17 R 

2 1.3 1.74 2.57 17 A 

The mean HC ratio of Group 1 and the mean HC ratio of Group 2 

The mean HC ratio of Group 1 and the mean RC ratio of Group 2 

I\) 
(J) 
OJ 
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instead of the dividend cover. As no other evidence could 

be found for the hypothesis it must be rejected until such 

time as further evidence is available. 

In summary the main conclusions of this section are:-

i) of the financial characteristics examined, the 

group means of those characteristics were not 

significantly different, except in the case of the 

dividend cover on a HC basis; 

ii) there was no relationship between the dividend cover 

and the extra RC depreciation charged; 

iii) the above conclusions must be interpreted cautiously, 

given the statistical limitations imposed by the 

availability of suitable tests and the data limita

tions; 

iv) the 'robustness' of the results reported in the 

previous section is also applicable to these results: 

as in the previous section the ratios were recomputed 

on the basis of two different sets of assumptions 

with similar results. 

4. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RCA AND STOCK MARKET 

VALUATION 

As companies in Group 2 report their fixed assets on 

mainly a HC basis and it was thought unrealistic to estimate 

their replacement values, the tests in this section are 

confined to companies in Group 1. The tests used and the 

reasons why are described below. 

In Section 2, which examjned five ratios on two different 

bases, the Sign and Wilcoxon Tests were used to evaluate 

whether the differences between the HC and RC figures were 
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at~ributable to a scaling factor. For The same reaS8~S these 

two tests were applied to each company's 

i) stock market valuation on three separate Qates, 

ii) the reported/estimated value of shareholQe~s' fl:~QS. 

The stock market valuation was compared to shareiolders' 

funds on both bases, and shareholders' funds were co~pare~ on 

both an HC and RC basis. To supplement these tests it was 

decided to test whether the mean of the differences between 

these variables differed significantly from zero. This 

hypothesis was tested by using a paired t test; the reasons 

for using this test have been explained in reference 29. The 

degree of association between these variables was measured by 

calc~lating the rank correlation coefficient. 'rl:e null and 

alternaGive hypotheses are set out below. 

1. Sign Test 

The null hypothesis was 

Ho - the median of the difference, for each company, 

between their shareholders' funds and stock markeT 

valuation is zero 

Ht - the median of the difference is not zero. 

This hypothesis was tested for both bases (HC ~d RC) 

and between shareholders' funds on both HC and RC bases. 

A two-tailed test was used because about half the stock 

market valuation observations were less than the corresponding 

:i~~e for shareholders' funds and vice-versa. As before 

:he hypotheses were tested at both the 5% and 1% level. 

2. The Wilcoxon Test 

The null hypothesis was 

Ho - there was no ~ifference, for each company, between 
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their shareholders' funds and s~Qck 3~ket 

valuation is zero. 

The alternative hypothesis was 

H, - the difference is not zero 

For the same reasons as were stated above In cOi~ec7io~ 

with the Sign Test, a two-tailed test vias used ani the sig-r...i:

icance levels were 1% and 5%. 

3. The Rank Correlation Coefficient 

The null hypothesis used to test the correlation 

coefficient was 

Ho - that the shareholders' funds (on both baSeS and. 

compared to each other) of each company were nOT 

a.ssociated vti th their stoel: marke-:; valuatio:: 

The alternative hypothesis was 

H, - that the shareholders' funds (on both bases and 

compared to each other) of each company are 

associated with their stock market valuation 

In this case a one-tailed test was used as the direction 

of the alternative hypothesis was predicted. For the same 

reasons as were discussed above (see 1. and 2) the chosen 

significance levels were 1% and 5%. 

4. The Paired t Test 

The null hypothesis was 

Ho - that the mean of the difference, for each company, 

between their shareholders' funds (on both bases 

and compared to each other) and stock m~ket 

valuation is zero. 

The alternative hypothesis was 

HI - the mean of the difference is not ze~o. 
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A two-tailed test was use~, ~or the reaso~s discusse~ 

above, but it was only necessary to test ~ -"'-1 e s -"- a"': - - ; c I"".L... ....' '-'_~ __ 

5% level as the results clearly indicated rejec~io~ of the 

null hypothesis. 

Each of these hypotheses were teste:i cy reference to -:~e 

stock market prices on three separate occasions. The 

31 st July 1975, was a random selection: the second ''o?as ::;.o::'e 

deliberate, 31st December 1975, this was selected because f~o~ 

this date more and more new information became available to 

the market, In the form of stockholders' reports and chairman's 

E,tatements: this adjustment process should have been completed 

by the thrid date, 31st March 1976, as most companies would. 

have announced their annual ::-es'..ll ts "by ~his date. 
L 

~4.s stock-

market prices in an efficient market 30 react very quickly 

to new information, the stock market price of each company 

at this date should reflect the new information in the form 

of 0he annual report. 

The results of these tests are summarised In TABLE 13. 

The maln features of this table are: 

i) with two exceptions, the Sign Test indicates that 

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected; 

ii) the more powerful Wilcoxon Test shows similar, but 

even stronger results: the null hypothesis can o~y 

be rejected in one of the two exceptions refe~~e~ to 

In i); 

iii) the t tes~ shows that the mean difference be7wee~ ~he 

various combinations is si~ificantly different from 

zero; 

iv) only one combination, HC and RC shareholders' f~is, 

show a strong correlation; 



TABLE 13 
r--

DATE RANK CORRELATION 

31. 7.75 Share price/HC 0.59 
Critical values t~ 2.20 

tqq 3.11 
x 
t 2.43 

Share price/RC 0.6 

Critical values t~ 2.20 
t~ 7) 11 

./ . 
x 
t 2.49 

31 .12.75 Share price/HC 0.62 

Critical values t~ 2.20 
t .~ 3.11 
x 
t 2.61 

Share price/RC 0.61 

Cri tical values t qf 2.20 
t qCf 3.11 
x 
t 2.55 

31. 3.76 Share price/HC 0.58 

Critical values t~ 2.20 
t q• 3.11 
x 
t 2.37 

WILCOXON TEST 

T 26 
/17 
10 

T 25 

17 
10 

T 25 

17 
10 

T 23 

17 
10 

T 26 

17 
10 

SIGN TEST 

0.05 
0.01 
0.13 

0.05 
0.01 
0.13 

0.05 
0.01 
0.13 

0.05 
0.01 
0.046 

0.05 
0.01 
o. ?f)1 

' t ' TESrr 
SEE NOTE 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

r\) 

~ 
\..N 



TABLE 13 CONTINUED 

DATE 

31. 3.76 Share pricelRC 
Critical values t q1 

t qq 

x 
t 

MISCELLANEOUS 

HclRC Shareholders' funds 

Critical values t~~ 
t qlf 
x 
t 

NOTE 1 

RANK CORRELATION WILCOXON TEST 

0.58 T 21 

2.23 17 
3.17 10 

2.37 

0.97 T 1 

2.23 17 
3.17 10 

13.13 

o = Not significantly different from zero 

1 = Significantly different from zero 

I 
SIGN TEST ' t ' TEST 

SEE NOIl'E 1 

0.05 
0.01 
0.073 

1 

0.05 
0.01 

I\) 

~ 
0.002 

1 
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v) the 'robustL8ss' of these resul~s has bee~ 7eS7ed 

on the same basis as those reported in the two 

previous sections. 

These results show ~hat there is ve~iy litTle association 

between a company's shareholders' funds, either on a RC basis 

or on a HC basis, and the company's stock mar~et valuation. 

However, there was a very strong degree of association between 

shareholders' funds when the two bases were correlated. The 

results of the Wilcoxon test show that any differences in the 

levels of these figures, with one exception, are attributable 

to scaling factors. The one exception is shareholders' funds: 

in this case the difference between the two bases is more 

fundamental 8....""1d not attributable to scaling :a~tors. The 

results of the t test show that since the mean of the differences 

is not zero, the mean of both variables within a combination 

lL'-lst differ. This does not conflict with the Wilcoxon test, 

as the null hypothesis is consistent ~ith differences to the 

extent that these arise from scaling factors: the alte~ative 

hypothesis is concerned with differences other than those 

arising from scaling. More importantly the samples forming 

the basis of the paired t test were skewed and affected by 

extreme values. As a result, conclusions based on this test 

must be interpreted with caution. 

5. OTHER STATISTICAL SURVEYS 

This section will review three surveys which have appl~ed 

similar statistical methods to those used in the previous 

section to test data adjusted for price level changes. Tne 
31 first study which will be considered was by Parker K~C 

used a general price index to adjust the accounts of 1050 



2 ,-,,,-
- (0-

'ULited S~a"Ces companies for each of -;!i:r'ee 

and 1974. This study lS very similar to that 0:: DS~.~, 

The res"U.~ts of 
., . 
-r - -\J_~_ .:=: 

-:z? 
/'-

TABLE 1Ll. 'below, whic~ J..S rep:'8c..~J.ce(: ::'8:::' ?a::-ks::, , s 

SUMMARY OF OVEP~LL IMPACTS OF 

FOR GENERA!; 

R.alios Based UPOI/ Ratios Baud upun Ratio.f Bastd "PUll 
Aggrcyate Data Aggregate Dala for Aggreguu Deota 

for 889 Imlustrial 161 UlilllyanJ for All 1.050 
and Retuil Firn:s Transportariu,; Firms Firms Combined 

19-:: 19~3 1974 1972 /9:] /9i4 1972 19';3 ];)74 

RJ110 1)1 price lev!!] net income to 
hi~!C\ric:lI net income .765 .80~ .867 1.1 S~ 1.615 2.065 .835 .913 1.028 

COri~!a'lon coe:nciem .99~ .99~ .969 .995 .985 .96i .988 .980 .9~3 
:::~: ::> 0f;>r.:~ le\d owners' equity to 

~,<O,!.::!I owners • equity 1.330 1.3'73 1.489 1.776 1.913 :.212 I ~ IS l.~;i 1.627 
CO:i;::.i:;on coef:':cie"lt ,9-W .99": .99~ .995 .994 .993 .991 .988 .9SO 

P:i-:~·;.:\.:k:djusled rateofretum on 
sales .041 .049 .046 .133 .170 .193 .050 .059 .059 

Hbtoric:ll :atc of return on sales .055 .063 .056 .113 .!09 .096 .061 .067 .060 
Corrdation coefficient .942 .933 .916 .976 .9~ .891 .952 .897 .822 

P~I;:t·!~\I!I·adjusted rate of return on 
owners' ~quity .064 .081 .085 .066 .081 .091 .~ .081 .087 

Historical rate of return on owners' 
eCJ !Jity .II~ .140 .148 .099 .096 .096 .110 .131 .138 

Corrdation coefficient I .931 .927 .860 .920 .873 .782 .930 .9[2 .831 

PrJc:·le\~I·adjusted effective income 
tJ \ rJt~ .549 .535 .586 .256 .206 .171 .499 .480 .518 

HI,lVncal effective income u:\ rate .476 .472 .537 .289 .289 .294 .451 .451 .Sl~ 
Correlation coefficient: .729 .769 .630 .964 .925 .869 .805 .835 .738 

Pnc.:-lc\ c1 adj usted dividend payout 
r:H~ .638 .494 .433 .544 .422 .332 .614 .476 .405 

Hisloncal dividend payout rate .477 .383 .356 .641 .662 .669 .506 .42.; ..399 
Corr.:i.Hion coefficient) .949 .930 .823 .949 .907 .826 .907 .793 .659 

I B.!:;ed uflon 8S8 industrial and retail finm and 160 utility and transportation firms. for which both historical and 
rr~~;:·le\el·adjusted owners' equity were positive for 1972. 1973 and 1974. 

- BJied upon 7~0 industrial and retail firms and 130 utility and transportation firms for which each of the following 
~(\ndillons held for 1972. 1973 and 1974' (1) Both historical and pri~-Ievel-adjusted measures for both pretax income 

Jnd tat; e:'<pense were positive; (2) With respect to bo'th historical and pri~-Ievel-adjusted measurements. tax expense 
~IJ not exceed prl!ta:t; income. 

J BlS.:J upon 668 industri:ll and retail firms ;and 147 utility and transportation firms for which e:lch of the following 
~ondltlons held for 1972. 1973 and 1974: (I) Both historical and price-level-adjusted me:lsures for both dividends and 
net Income \\ere nonnegative. (2) With respect to boch historical and price-level-adjusted measurements. dl\'l~ends did 
OIJt c:\c~'ed net income. 
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From thE;se results Parker conc~uded that:-

i) for the mos~ recent year o..L~ the ~~udy '-' v , 

overall impact of all p!'ice leve~ 

aggregate net income was minor; 

ii) the overall impact on asset valuations res~lte~ in 

considerable adjustment to shareholders' funds ana 

to the rate of return on shareholders' funds; 

iii) the impact on aggregate net income for indivi~ua2 

companies and for each major sub-group of firms varied 

drastically: for 1974 the aggregate restatea net 

income for 899 industrial and retail companies was 13% 

less than the corresponding He figure, ,;;hilst the 

aggregate restated ns-'c income for 101 uti~i~y an-:.:. 

transportation companles was more t~~ twice ~he He 

figure. 

In terms of the various statistics that were discussed 

in the previous section this table also shows:-

1. A high degree of association between 

i) restated price level net income/historical net 
income: 

ii) restated price level shareholders' funds/ 

historical shareholders' funds 

iii) restated price level return on sales/historical 

return on sales; 

iv) restated price level dividend payout rate/ 

historical payout rate. 

for both indust!'ial ~nd retail firms and u~i~ity ane 

transportation firms. 

2. A high degree of association for utility and 

transport forms, between the effective He ~ax cn~ge 

and the restated ~ax charge. 
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3. A weaker degree of associati8~, fo~ in~us7rial 

and retail firms, between the effective ::C T2..X 

charge and the restated tax charge. 

Unfortunately no further statistical wo=k 

on this data, which is to be regretted as a large samp~e of 

companies was examined. For instance, it would have been a 

relatively easy task to compute the rank correlation of the 

companies for each of these years. This would have enabled 

more powerful results and possibly conclusions to be derived. 

Parker's results are not surprising as a uniform scaling 

factor (a general price index) has been applied to the He 
accounts. Indeed, it would have been a surprise if high 

degrees of association were not found. Beth Parker's con-

clusions and my comments on his table add ve!'J little to the 

published empirical evidence considered in Section 1. Parker's 

main contribution is that he has extended the generality of 

DSW's findings by working with a larger sample. 

The second of the surveys which will be rev~ewed lS also 

based on general price level adjustments. It c:iffers from 

the previous survey in that it makes greater use of statistical 

techniques and so the results are likely to be more indicative 

of underlying trends. Peterson based his sample on a random 

selection of the largest 250 companies appearing in May 1970 

Fortune's list of the 500 largest companies. Wi tl'. the aid 0: 

a specially devised computer program he restated the year~y 

accounts of 43 companies by applying a general in~ex f8r each 

of the years over the period 1960-1969. 

Peterson then computed for both sets of iata the average 

and standard deviation of each company's ~et income and return 



TABLE 15 

TIlE SIGN TEST FOR PAIRED COMPARISONS SEQUENTIAL HYPOTHESES 

AND RELEVANT r VAlUES 

RETURN ON EQUITY NET INCOME 
NULL HYPOTHESIS STANDARD STANDARD AVERAGE DEVIATION AVERAGE DEVIATION 

0.8 XB = Xo: 12 

0.9 XB = Xo: 80: 

XB = Xo: 1a. 5a. 100: 60: 

1.05 XB = Xo: 6a. 19 9a. 

1.10 XB = Xo: 9a. 110: 90: 

1 • 20 XB = Xo: 15 60: 17 

0: Null Hypothesis rejected with alpha = 0.0/1 

f\) 
~ 
\.0 
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on equity fo-::, the above perios... 

differences betwee~ the data by using the Sign 8:1d. -v.r:..=-c:;x~:::. 

Test. The results of the Sign Test are reproduced ~~ 

TABLE 15 (See page 41 of the article mentioned ~:::. 

The numbers In TABLE 15 represent the numbe::- 0: oCC''':':!'-

rences, positive or negative, that appeared least In the 

data arrays. Dash entries in the table reflect hypot~eses 

for which only negative orpositive SlgnS appeared in the 

array. At the 1% level a figure in the table equal to or 

less than 12 would signify rejection of the null hypothesis. 

From this table he concluded that. 34 

1. Rates of return on ovmers' eq~ity computed on a 

restated historical cost basis are approxi!Ilate~y 

80% of the same parameter computed on a basic 

historical cost basis. 

2. The standard deviation of rates of return on 

owners' equity computed on a restated historical 

cost basis are approximately 120% of the same 

parameter computed on a basic historical cost 

basis. 

3. The net income values computed on a restated 

historical cost basis are approximately 105% of the 

same parameter computed on a basic historical 

cost basis. 

4. The standard deviation of net income I.-alues 

computed on a restated historical COS7 basis are 

apprcximately 120% of the same paranete::- co~p~~ed 

on a basic historical cost basis. 

The resul ts of the more powerful ·v,Tilcoxon ':'es:- ~e 

reproduced in TABLE 16 (See ref. 33, p 41) 



TABLE 16 WI~OXOIT TEST llliSULTS 

HYPOTHESIS Z 
a. a. = 0.01 

Return on equity 2.127 no 

Standard deviation of return on equity 2.063 no 

Net income 1.008 no 

Standard deviation of net income 1.<)79 no 

ex. Normal approximation 

TABLE 17 RANK-CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

PARAf1ETEHS COMPARED .. 

Return on equity 

Standard deviation of return on equity 

Net income 

Standard deviation of net income 

a. = 0.05 

AMOUNT 

0.9742 

0.7172 

0.9894 

0.8993 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

p(v<v) 

0.016'7 

0.019~) 

0.1567 

0.0239 

I\) 
co 
~ 
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From the results of the 'wilcoxon Test he was able -:0 

conclude that at the 1% level the null hypot~esis coulc 

not be rejected for any o~ the measures, but at the 

level the null hypothesis could be rejected for all the 

measures, with the exception of the equality of ~et lncome 

hypothesis. The right column of TABLE 16 presents the 
\ 

probability that the value of the test statistic would be 

equal to or less than the value actually observed if the 

null hypothesis in each case were true. 

Peterson also calculated the rank correlation 

coefficient for each of these parameters. 2is results 

are reproduced in TABLE 17 (see ref. 33, p 42) 

It is readily apparent from TABLE 17 that the return 

on equity and net income measures show a high degree of 

association between He figures for these items and their 

restated counterparts. The weakest association was the 

standard deviation of the return on equity. 

On the basis of TABLE 15 and TABLE 16 Peterson concluded 

that investors might very well be able to 'adjust' fo= changes 

in general price level movements when using published :i~~cial 

information for decision making. As regards the ranki~g of 

companies included in his survey, he said that there ,·:as no 
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conclusive evidence that a si~ficant change in the sequen

tial ordering of c~mpanies would occur as a result of adjust-

ing the HC accounts by a general index. 

this by saying 35 
However, he qualified 

'Any reordering is in the explicit sense significnat 

because it suggests that a different investment choice 

might have occurred as a result of general price level 

restatements. Certain individual companies in the sample 

seemed to be affected dramatically be the general price 

level restatement process. This could suggest that for 

these companies the adoption of the change in the basic 

measurement rule for financial reporting to outsiders would 

have significant ramifications for their ability to command 

external resources.' 

Peterson added that his results should be interpreted 

cautiously as his sample was not random and an estimation 

procedure was used to adjust the accounts of the companies 

included in his survey. 

It is not surprising that Peterson found a strong 

relationship between the HC and restated figures for the same 

reason as was stated in connection with the correlation 

coefficients' calculated by Parker: that is, a uniform 

scaling factor (a general price index) has been applied to 

the HC figures. As was also stated earlier, it would have 

However been surprising if this relationship was not present. 

Peterson's main contribution is that he has suggested 

statistical techniques, the Wilcoxon Test and Rank Correlation 

Coefficient in particular, that might be used to test data 

adjusted by specific, rather than general indices. Indeed, 
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Pet ~!:'son' s work formed tr_e basis of my s:-a-:=-stical 

the use of statistical analysis In ~his area ~as bee~ e)~e~iei 

by Kratchman, Malcolm and Twark 36 (hereina~ter refe~red 

KM&T) , which is the third and ~ast study which will be 

reviewed in this section. 

These authors focused their attention ona21 the co~p~ies 

within a single industry grouping - real estate investment 

trusts. 

research: 

Four bases of accounting were selected for this 

Historical cost 

Historical cost restated for changes In the 
general price level 

Current value - not restated for changes In the 
general price level 

Current value restated for c~anges 

general price level. 

The effects of using these alternative income concepts 

were studied by analysing rankings of performance based upon 

each method. The performance measures selected to provide a 

basis for ranking the firms were Net Income/Total Assets and 

Net Income/Owners' Equity. The null hypothesis was that 

there are differences (ie little or no correlation) among 

the rankings of the above performance measures using the 

four methods of income stated above. The ncll hypothesis 

was tested in two phases. In the first, all the valuation 

methods were correlated simultaneously. 

selected pairs of the income methods were correlated. 

For the first phase of testing Kendall's Coefficient of 

Concordance (Kendall's W) was applied to the rankings. 

Kendall's W is similar to the multiple linear corre:a~io~ 
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R which is often used to measure the degree of associa-:~on 

among three or more quantitative variables. Possib=-e 

values for the coefficient range from zero ~o one. 

negative relationships as well as little or no agreement 

among k treatments (the four statement valuatio~ methoQs) 

would result in low values for Kendall's W w~ereas ~~e 

converse would result in high R values. 

In the second phase of testing, each of the four basic 

income concepts was compared individually with each of the 

others. The more familiar Spearman Rank Correlatio~ 

Coefficient (Spearman's Rho) was used for this analysis. 

The results of applying Kendall's W to the rankings 

of performance measures are summarised in T.P~T;~~ ~8. 

results show that there was considerable agreement ~n the 

rankings of the companies under the four valuation bases 

(basis 2, Historical Cost - res~ated for general price level 

changes was compared to the other bases, both before and 

after taking into account purchasing power gains.) 

In each case, a test of the null hypothesis of no 

agreement produced a rejection of the hypothesis a~ a 

significance level of at least 0.001. The degree of agree-

ment was less than perfect and the correlation coefficie~ts 

for the performance measure Net Income/Owners' Equity was 

substantially lower than for those for Net Income/Total Asse:s. 

The results of the second phase of testing are shown in 

TABLE 19. For Net Income/Total Assets, all t~e correlatioL 

coefficients are s""catistically significant at the 0.001 ::'eye::' 

or smaller. Whilst this indicates agreement in the rankings 



TABLE 18 

KENDALL'S COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE, W 

PERFORr1ANCE MEASURE KENDALL'S Wa. 

1. Net income/Total assets 

Price-level adjusted historical cost 

Before purchasing power gain or loss 
After purchasing power gain or loss 

0.903 
0.905 

2. Net income/Owners' equity 

a. 

Price-level adjusted historical cost 

Before purchasing power gain or loss 
After purchasing power gain or loss 

0.668 
0.759 

Statistically significant at the 0.001 level using the Chi-squared 
approximation. ~J. = k(n-1)W, where k = 4 income concept methods 
and n = 23 companies. Tests were performed twice, with price 
level adjusted income defined p<;J' share. 

I 

I\.) 
co 
OJ 



TABLE 19 SPEARMAN'S RHO APPLIED TO THE RANKINGS OF 23 COMPANIES' 

1. 

2. 

3 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

() . 

PERFORMANCE OBTAINED UNDER SELECTED 

INCOME CONCEPT METHODS CORRELATED 

Historical cost with price-level adjusLed historical cost 
before purchasing power gain or loss 

Historical cost with price-level adjusted historical cost 
after purchasing power gain or loss 

Historical cost with current value 

IIistorical cost with price-level adjusted curr0nt value 

Current value with price-level adjusted historical cost 
before purchasing power gain or loss 

Current value with price-level adjusted historical cost 
after pnrch3.sing power G;ain or loss 

Price-level adjusted current value with price-Level 
8d,jusLed historicR.l cost before purchasing power 
~~a-in or loss 

INCOME 

Pric0-level Cld,justed current valu(; with price-level a(l,jusLed 
adjusted historical cost after I)Urchasing POWP!' 

f,8in or loss 

Curren I, v8.luo with price-level n<ljustc~d ClllTC'nt val ue 

CONCEPTS 

I1EASURE ('1) 
CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENTScx. 

0.973*** 

0.893*** 

0.898*** 

00782*** 

O DC')*** • c)\:.)r 

0.926*** 

0.793*** 

0.821+ * * .. 

0.C)1 3*** 

S t; a tis tic a] 1 y s i tj n i r i{~, an t [1 L the: - .. .0 l), .... .025 , * * * .001 1 eve] G 

a. MeGflllre ('1) iE; I'Jet income/Total Assetn. Ii e a :: ~ u r e ( 2 ) i s fI e tine 0 m (; / Ow n P T' n ' 

l'1EASU RE ( 2 ) 
COHRELATION 
COEFFICIENTStl 

0.916*** 

0.724* * * 

0./~33*** 

0.332 

0.382* 

O. ~Y~l * * * 

o. )1'1 

(). '/'/7 -t .. -+-

() • ()C() * -+- -+-

(If! II i L,Y 

ID 
(D 
,J 
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the degree of agreement varied, as evicienced :rCffi coe~':2..c-

ients which ranged from 0.782 ~o 0.973. 

Owners Equity three of the pairs produced 

scor::.e/ 

co~relati8::' 

coefficients which are consiciered to be e~~her modera~e, or 

weak, with palrs 4 and 7 having coefficients of on:y 0.322 

and 0.317. When tested further, these coefficients were 

found to be statistically significant only at the 0.10 level. 

The authors point out that the four pairs which can be con

sidered weak consist of some historical cost method matched 

with some current value method. 

From this analysis the authors concluded that. 

1. There was overall agreement between the four methods 

for the two ratios considered; t~is i=p:ies tha~-eacL lncome 

concept could be used as a surrogate for the others. 

2. For net income/owners equity the overall agreement 

a!Ilong the income concepts was less than that for Net 

Income/Total Assets: this means that more caution would 

be warranted in the former case in using one income concept 

as a surrogate for another, than in the latter. 

3. For individual comparisons the correlation coeffic

ients for Net Income/Total Assets varied from 0.782 to 

0.973 and taken together with Kendall's W, support the 

inference, that for this ratio, anyone income concept 

lS highly associated with the othero 

4. For Net Income/Owners Equity, the range of corre~a~io~ 

coefficients was greater (0.317 to 0.966). 

5. Four of the coefficients showed a weak degree of 

association and significantly all fo~r were co~parisons of 

a He method with a current value method. 
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6. For --cLe special 1~9..se of :-.I.isto::ic~ cost a:lG.. Lis-

torica~ cost adjusted for general price ~ -~ e-\:--e_ s, very 

strong relationships were fOillld for bot::-.;. 2~et Tnco::::le/To-:s.=-
- . , 

Assets and IJet Income/Owners Equ-i -l-;y', c fL'· . .... - oe _lClen-:s we::e 

above o. 9 if purchasing power gains or losses v:e::e not 

considered. The coefficients dropped if purchas~::1g pOKe:::' 

gains or losses were excluded. However, the c:::1c:usion 

of Peterson that 'investors might ve::y well be able to 

'adjust' for general price-level movements when using 

published financial information for decision making' seems 

justified. 37 

To the extent that the return on cap~tal e~ployed (my 

figure) can be thought of as a proxy for the Le~ income/ 

total assets ratio my results are similar to those just 

described. They differ as regards the return en shareholders' 
, 

funds, or in K, M and T terms, the net income/owners equity 

ratio. Whereas my results indicated a strong association 

between the two bases, RV and HC, the results of K,M and T 

indicated a much weaker relationship. My figures (for the 

three bases) were 0.97, 0.87 and 0.97, whilst the corresp

onding figure for K, M and T (historical cost with current 

value) was only 0.433. 

As stated earlier in connection Kith the other two 

stUdies examined in this section, the high correlations fo'z~ 

between the HC figures and restated figures was to be 

e}...~ected. h 1 -in ~~ne-ir approach was the However, w at was nove .... -- .... 

high degree of overall agreement they found between the 

various income measures and this approach provides a usef'.l~ 
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basis for further research in this area. 

approach is innovative and commendable thei::- study has :'ee::. 

criticised on theoretical, methodological and s~a~~s~~cal 

grounds by Picur and McKeown. These authors cas-: cioubts 0::' 

the results of K, M and T by adjusting one cOJ~~y's :i~es 

for some of the methodological defects; subst~tial differences 

were found between their figures and those of K, !i a.:lJ.. T. In 

view of the controversy and specialised nature of t~e industry 

they examined the most that can be said of this study is that 

it adds to the stock of empirical evidence and suggests how 

the 'coefficient of concordance' (Kensall's) migh~ be used in 

subsequent empirical studies. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Previous empirical studies had shown that the effect of 

price level changes varied substantially amongst companies. 

This was also found to be true of companies included in my 

survey. It was found that the median difference between the 

RC and HC profits was greater in the case of companies only 

partially adopting RCA (Group 2) than for companies who 

published more comprehensive RCA data (Group 1). The media.:J. 

difference between the reported HC and RC figures for profits 

was less than 10% for companies In the latter group (Group 1) 

but substantially more (greater than 20%) in the case of 

companies in the second group. 

Significant differences were found between tie 3C and 

RC figures for all the ratios examined, although there was 

some statistical evidence to the contrary. h high rank 

correlation coefficient was found between the He and RC 
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rankings for four ratios ~~ Group 1 d· ~ an lD::eres-::; c::J~\~e::, ~'1"'1 

Group 2; this implies that if investors decisions a=e basec 

on rankings and if this finding could be gen - . , RCA era ...... l.se:.., _ 

would have little effect on investors' decisio~s. 

were the exception in both groups. 

A comparison between the groups of the ~atios on a He 

basis showed no significant difference for 'gearing', re~ur~ 

on capital employed, interest cover and re~Qrn on equl~y. 

This was also true in the case of the dividend cover on a 

RC basis but not on a HC basis. No conclusive evidence 

could be found, from the annual reports or otherwise, to 

explain this difference. 

The last relationship to be exa.D.ined Kas between eaC':-l 

company's share prlce (as a proxy for economic value) on 

three different dates and shareholders funds. In 821 but one 

case, HC/RC, the null hypothesis of no difference between the 

various combinations could not be rejected. It was also 

found that the mean of the difference between each company's 

share price and shareholders' funds, for both valuatioL bases 

and for each date, was significantly different from zero. 

This finding did not necessarily conflict with the finding that 

there was no difference between a company's price and i~s 

shareholders' funds: this is because the particular test 

that gave this result took no account of scaling differences 

and the samples were affected by ske~~ess and extreme values. 

The only strong correlation found between the varlO~S co~-

binations was between He and RC shareholders' funds. T..'lis 

implies that (for companies included in my sUY\-ey) adj~s~ing 

the accounts made very little difference to their seque~~ia: 

ordering on both bases. 
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Two of the statistical studies wf.ic.i we::--e ::'e~.-:'ewed 

showed similar findings. The strong association between 

the HC and the restated figures was to be expec~ed as a 

uniform scaling factor was applied to the ~c figures. T~e 

third study made a similar finding l~ respect of the 22 

and restated figures, but not between the HC and c~re~t 

value figures. The weak association between the two 

figures conflicted with my results. However, it is Lot 

possible to make a valid comparison between the two studies 

as both studies have statistical and other limitations. 

In the next chapter the main findings of this thesis ~~ll 

be discussed. The emphasis of this discussion will be on 

the survey results and the implications of these res~lts for 

subsequent empirical research in this area. 
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The. main conclusions of this thesis fall into three 

categories. These relate to 

1. The literature review 

2. The empirical results 

3. Future Research 

1. THE LITERATURE REVIEW 

It was clear from this review that the only two systems of 

accounting acceptable to the business community, of which I 

obviously include practising accountants, were either RCA or 

CPP or some hybrid of these two systems. This being the case 

it must be recognised that both these systems (including the 

hybrid) rely on allocations. By this is meant the assignment 

of a total to one or more categories, such as the writing-off of 

a fixed asset over a period of time, usually its estimated life. 

It is likely that no two managers' estimates of the life of a 

particular asset will be the same. This problem is further 

exacerbated by the various depreciation policies that could be 

applied. Although accountants have long realised that many of 

their problems involve how to allocate and that allocations have 

at least an element of arbitrariness in them, it is only recently 

that an argument has been offered which purports to demonstrate 

that allocation is a fallacy which destroys the usefulness of the 

information. 1 

The implication of this analysis is that the determination 

of income is a pointless exercise 2 and m~ recede as a goal of 

financial accounting in the future. At the moment virtually no 

accounting practitioner and only a few academics can conceive of 

such a development. It does, however, highlight the need for 

these problems to be thoroughly researched in order to arrive at 

a satisfactory solution 
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Whilst the allocation problem is common to all accounting 

systems based on input prices it was found that both CPP and RCA 

have a number of advantages and disadvant~es. 

However, RCA or some form of RCA had found favour with three 

government sponsored committees. This implies that in three 

countries it is likely that in the near future most Companies will 

have to publish some form of RC information. The chapter deal-

ing with RCA indicated that the system had no satisfactory answer 

to the problems of technological change and the dichotomy 

between operating profits and holding gains where the firm act-

ively speculated in price changes. The former problem was also 

found to exist in the Dutch theoretical literature on RCA. 

Given the imminence with which some form of RCA is likely to be 

introduced (ED24 in the UK) it is of some urgency that further 

research is carried out in this area. The latter problem is 

more tractable. The Dutch 'normal stock' concept, whilst not 

entirely sati?factory, would reduce some of the distortions 

caused by the rigid dichotomy between COP and holding gains. 

The concept can also be applied to the problem of 'back-log' 

depreciation, a problem that has received very little attention 

in the English speaking literature. The other unresolved 

problem area is where a company changes its product mix: to 

date no satisfactory solution ~as been formulated and further 

research is obviously required. 

2. THE EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

In relation to the questionnaire it was found that RCA was 

used to evaluate both group and divisional performance: and in 

most cases was incorporated in the budgets, standard costs and 

prices. . also found that whilst this information However, l.t was 
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might be of a higher quality than HC informa::'Ju, :rr,.:ci 0:: 

advantage might have been lost because o~ ~he lnacc~~cies 

unreliability of the indices used to est~ate ~e~:ace~e~t 

-"I"""IQ 
'- ---

values. This suggests that further research should be carriec 

out in the UK into the various indices available in o~~er ~o 

ascertain their accuracy and to suggest improvements w~ere 

necessary. The survey also showed that, to some extent, Be 

profits were used by management as a yardstick for assessing 

dividends. The findings for wage negotiations '-Tere more 

ambiguous. Overall, most of the assertions in the Sandilands 

Report as regards the use made of RC information were borne out 

by the companies included In the survey. The survey resu~ts 

in relation to technological change were not helpful and re

inforce the conclusion reached in the theoretical section to 

the effect that further research was needed. 

'me statistical results showed that , with the excep-:::.on 0: 

the dividend cover, there was a high degree of rank correla~ion 

between the two systems for the ratios that were tested. 

However, the results of the Wilcoxon Test showed that t~ere 

were differences between the figures which could not be 

accounted for by scaling factors. This suggests that decisions 

based on rankings would not be very different under both syste=s 

of accounting but that this concl~sion might not be -:7~e if 

decisions were based on the reported figures. 

finding was the absence of any rela~ionship ":Jet~.'ieen 

S ; c:-'" l· -~; C ..., r +-_ ...-.......... -. __ <::l--. v 

holders' funds of each company, on bo-:h bases, a:s.d t~e s~ock 

market price of each company on three separate 8ccas~o~s. 
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3. FUTURE RESEAR:;}I 

The empirical research discussed in sectior: 

is part of a larger proj ect now being pursl1.eci by -::-... :'s ' ... -:,i te:' 

with the aid of a large SSRC grant. On the basis cf 

sample of companies in the United Kingdom it is proposed to 

replicate and extend the empirical work descriDed a80ve by 

examining:-

i) the use these companies make of the RC numbers; 

ii) the relationship between the raru:i~gs of the ratios 

computed in this survey; 

iii) the relationship, on a time-series basis, between the 

standard deviation of HC and RC earnings for each 

iv) 

company; 

the relationship between a company~s share p:'lce 

the reported RC figures for shareholders' :uncis; 

v) the extent to '\,;hich deprecia-:ic::l polic:'es c~a=-ged 

when RCA was introd-·~ced. 

On the basis of a smaller and possibly industry-based 

survey the impact of:-

i) technological changes on the reporting of fixed asse:s; 

ii) foreign operations and how the RC numbers are gene:,a~ed; 

a subject not covered in my Dutch survey. 

It lS hoped that the results of this survey will conside:,at~y 

extend the rather modest findings of the Du.-:ch survey. i:owe;,,-er 

the findi.:lgs of the Dutc~~ survey should not be dismissed -:cc 

lightly as they form the basis for subse~ue~t research work. 
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AF?EHJIX I 

VRAGENLIJST 

Beantwoord alleen die vragen welke van toepas sing zijn op Uw bedrijf. 
Doorhalen wat niet van toepas sing is. 

1. Waarom werd "Vervangingswaarde Accounting (VWA) " 
(a) Dividend uitker ingen 

geintroducee=d? 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 

(b) Salaris onderhandelingen 
(c) Prijs bepaling 
(d) Andere reden{ en) 

Indien -( d) -, gaarne s peciiicatie: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 

Z. Wanneer werd V\VA bij U geintroduceerd? ••..•..•..••... 

3. Wordt VWA gehanteerd in de voortgangsbeoordeling v~~r de groep 
als geheel? ja/neen 

4. 

Indien - ja -, in welke kerngetallen? 
(a) Return op Werkzaam vermogen 
(b) Retu=n op Eigen Vermogen 
(c) Winst als % van de Omzet 
(d) Vreemd vermogen als % van Werkzaam Vermogen 
(e) Andere kerngetallen: ...••...•.........•......... 

. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ja/neen 
ja/nee!1 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 

Gee! hieronder duidelijke definities van de kerngetallen zoals ze in 
Uw bedrijf gehanteerd worden. (B. v. Werkzaam Vermagen = totale 
Aktiva minus vreemd kort vermogen (zander inachtneming van kart 
lapende bankkredieten): ....••.•...•.••..••....................• 
· . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
· . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wordt VWA gehanteerd in de voortgangsbeaordeling van de 
bedrijven binnen Uw groep? 
Indien - ja -; via welke kerngetall en ? 
(a) Return op Werkzaam Vermogen 
(b) Return ap Eigen Vermogen 
(c) Winst als %' van de Omzet 
(d) Lang vreemd Vermogen als % van Werkzaam Verrnogen 
(e) Ar.dere kerngetallen ••.......•.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . 

ind i viduele 
ja/neen 

ja/neer. 
ja/neen 
• I Ja;!1een 

. I Ja,neen 
ja/neen 
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Gee£, ook hier, duidelijke definities van de gebruikte kerngetallen: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . · ....... . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... • • • . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . · . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . . · . . . . . . . . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

W ordt VW A ge bruikt in: 
(a) Budgettering 
(b) Standaard kost systemen en variantie analyse 
(c) Prijs bepaling 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ja/neen 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 

6. In de beoordeling van "prijs variantie", hoe worden de prijsverschillen, 
veroorzaakt door stijgingen van inkoopsprijzen, verwerkt en geanaliseerd? 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ..... . . . . . . 

7. Op welke bas is worden huidige waarden bepaald? 

(a) Voorraden 
(b) Vaste Aktiva 

terreinen en gebouwen 
machines en installaties 

index 

• 

• 

• 

marktwaarde ander 

8. Indien - andere basis- gehanteerd wordt, gaarne definitie: ...•.. • • · 

9. 

10. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . .. . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Indien -indices - gebruikt worden, zijn deze intern ontwikkeld, of 

gebruikt U externe informatiebronnen? 
(a) interne iniormatie 
(b) externe informatie t. w. : •••••. • · · • • · .. 

ja/neen 
ja/neen 

Indien -marktwaarden- gebruikt worden, 
onafhankelijke of door interne taxateurs ? 
(a) interne 
(b) externe 

zip deze vastgestcld door 

ja/neen 
ja/neen 



11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 
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Bevindt Uw bedrij£ zich in een industrietak met: 
(a) snelle groei 
(b) langzame groei 
(c) geen groei 
(d) teruggang 

ja/neen 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 

Indien (a) tIm (d) ni et van toepas s ing zijn, gaarne de reden: •.. . . . .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . · . . · . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• · ...... . . . . 

Hoe worden veranderingen in de gebruikte techniek behandeld In het 
Jaarversl ago (nadruk op de vervangingskosten veer nieuwe machines 
wegens veranderingen in de gebruikte techniek en de a£schrijvings
methediek van de bestaande machines)? .•..•............•....... 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · ... . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . . . . . . . . . . .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · .. . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . .. · . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . 

Werden de waarden veer de Vaste Aktiva' in de Balans aangepast veer 
wijzigingen in de product-mix? ja/neen 

Indien het antweerd is : ja -, gaarne indikatie van gehanteerde 
rn.ethodiek: .................................................. · . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . · .. • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . · . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . 

Ziet U de "Reserve Herwaardering" als veor ve:-deling vatbaa!' ? 
ja /neen 

Indien het antwoord is -neen-, gaarne de reden: .................. . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . ... 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ , . ~ . 4 w • • • • .4. ... ~ I • , . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . . . . . . . · . . . . .. · . . . . . . . . 



15. 

16. 
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Op welke effectenbeurzen staat Uw bedrijf genoteerd? 
(a) Amsterdam 
(b) London 
(c) New York 
( d) Ande re : .•.••.••••....•••....••....... 

ja/neen 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 
ja/neen 

Heeft de notatie op de effectenbeurs invloed gehad op Uw huidige 
financiele rapportage-systeem? ja/neen 

I nd i en - j a -, hoe: .......•................................... 
-· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...................................... . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

17. Hoe groot is het percentage werknemers, dat aangesloten is bij een 
vakvereniging? 

0% 
I 

(markeer de lijn) 

50% 100% 
• 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As financial re~orting ~rocedures l:' l:' are :let as 

as in the UK, certain adjustments had to be made 

in order to make a comparison between the t ' wo Dases. 

appendix wllldescribe these adjustments. Before ~escribing 

these adjustments it is necessary to discuss a few pre~j~~:J..CL~ 
v 

considerations. As no adjustments were made to the accoU:J..~s 

of the Group 2 companies, most of this appendix will de32 wit~ 

Group 1 companies. 

2. TAXATION AND FINANCIAL REPORTING IN THE NETHERLANDS 

The rate of t~x in the Netherlands is 48% ove~ 50,000 

guilders and a provisional tax assessment based on 75% of the 

tax payable for the preceding year is made seven months :rcm 

the beginning of the company's accounting period. This tax 

is payable one month f~om the date the notice aS2eSSTIe~~ lS 

issued. The balance of tax is uavable OLe mo~th after the _ t.I 

final assessment has been issued. Realised capital galns are 

taxed as trading income unless the asset is replaced within 

four years: in this case any galn is deducted from the cost of 

the replacement. 

This affects my study in two ways. One - any provision 

for tax payable is nearly always a curren~ liability; two

when a company revalues its fixed asse-:S to arrive at -:iV a 

tax provision at 48% lS reserved on the ~eva:uation. ~~ ~02~ 

cases the entries in the books are: 

DR Fixed assets 

CR 

CR Deferred tax with the notional tax (~%) on :~e 

revaluation 
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When adjus.J:;ments are made to 

RV similar entries are effected. 

cost of sales ~o re::ec~ 

Where the charge in the profit and loss aCC01]~t 

reciation and or cost of sales is based on RV it is US"'J..a: to 

find the tax charge based on the RV nrofits ... . H .'h owever, ~ .. _e 

tax payable is based on the historic cost f" alt~ pro ~"C S , .. Lough 

in respect of stock, base stock in a form of LIFO is permi~~ed. 

The difference between the tax based on RV and HC pro:i~ is 

then adjusted through deferred tax and tax payable as :ollows:-

CR 

DR 

Tax payable 

Deferred tax 

with the difference between tax 
based on HC and tax based on 
RV profit 

Where no other adjustments are effected through this 
"-

account, the balance represents the difference between the tax 

on the revaluations minus the tax on the extra deprecia~ion 

necessitated by them. In ef~ect the oa~~ce rep~esents ~~e 

unallocated residue of the revaluations. This fact has been 

utilised in adjusting the accounts. Difficulties ~ere 

encountered when it was not clear from the accounts the basis 

on which tax was calculated and when other provisions were 

adjusted through deferred tax. 

When a company also made an adjustment to cost of sa:es in 

order to reflect current costs, the gross adjustment would be 

. credited to a revaluation reserve; this reserve would be d.eb::'ted. 

with the tax e~ement, which would thenbecredited to t~e deferred 

account. This credit would be cancelled by ~he extra ~ount 

of tax payable because ~he charge in the accounts is based o~ 

RV and not HC. As this cancellation would ~ave bee!]. re'::ec:ed 

~n the accounts at the year end, or very shor~ly af~erwar~s, 

as only a small proportion of the tax lia:ili :=.~ OIl the YSa!" S 
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profits remalnS unpaid at the balance sheet date, i -: ::as cee:::l 

assumed unless evidence to the contrary was apparen~, ~~a~ :~e 

deferred tax account represented the unalloca~ed por~:'c~ 0: 
the revaluation increase. In cases where ~he deferrei ~ax 

included tax provisions other than on revaluatio~, it ~as 

assumed arbitrarily, that 50% represented tax on reval~ations 

and the other 50%, other provisions. 

As we shall see, very few companies published both sets 

of figures and it was necessary to make a numbe~ of bold assump-

tions. Before describing the various adjustments it should 

be reiterated again that the definitions of capital employed 

and return on equity are based on Reid and T1yddleton. 1 3a..-:k 

overdrafts and loans have been treated as part of capital 

employed as no distinction is made in the accounts examinee, 

between long and short interest. 

3. THE ADJDSTl".L2NTS 

Two companies, Akzo and Philips, published both sets of 

data. It was found necessary to adjust the accounts of Phi:i~s 

in order to standardise the accounting numbers In line with t~1e 

other companies. No adjustment was necessary to the accounts 

of Akzo. The relevant accounting policies, in respect of the 

various items that have to be taken into account when adjusti~s 

the accounts, either to or from a RV basis, are summarised i~ 

TABLE 1. 

Eight of the 13 companles provided information on cost of 

sales at RV and it has been possible to asce~tain :he curre~: 

cost profit of these companies. 

companies no adjustment was made to reflect t~e i~creased 80S~ 

of goods sold ie stock. It has been assumed tha: ~he stock 
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turnover of these companies was su.fficientl y raT'l;.~ tl... -- ~-'""" .ua ~ no 

adjustment to reflect current cost was necess~~. 2 ~ ~is 

circumstances, this assumption was both reasonable ~d 

inaccurate as:-

i) no in£ormation was provided abou~ cost of goods 

sold and the appropriate indices to apply; 

r:.o~ 

ii) stock turnover, as approximated by turnove~ divided 

by closing stock, was equal to or greater than four 

for four of the five companies: the other company's 

rate was nearly 3.5 

Ten companies provided information about both RV and HC 

depreciation. It has therefore been necessary to make 

estimates for three companies. In two cases the difference 

between the two bases is not substantial as the magnitude of 

the revaluations was small. From the accounts it appeared 

that no company provided 'back-log' depreciatioL. On the 

whole it was felt that for Gro~p 1 companies the res~:ti~~ 

profit and loss figures were fairly accurate. 

Most of the difficulties were encountered In calcu:ating 

the HC capital employed. This was calculated by adjusting 

shareholders' funds for the extra accumulated depreciation 

charged in the RV profit and loss account and where applicable 

the accumulated adjustments to stock. It should be apparent 

from this discussion and TABLE 1 that these ccn:par~ies publish 

primarily RV data and not He data and it is "',72ry di:fic"-.:.: t to 

reconcile the two sets of figures. This is co~?ounded by ~he 

disclosure policies of some of these companles. Ve-::ry few 

companies disclose the original cost of their fi.xed asse'ts ar;j 

the accumulated depreciation (on both bases) ~o da~e, 

movements on fixed assets and as sta~ed above, t~e basis on 
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which taxation has been computed. No adjust~e~t ~as ~ade 

to long-term debt as it was not considered feasible ~i ~ost 

suggested forms of CCA by government CO:i'"Ti t-:ees 3 a.!:c.. -:~;.e 

professional bodies 4 recommend that adjustments ~e onl~ 
v 

made in special situations. Whilst the research gave ~~se 

to difficulties in recalculating the figures, it also tig~

lighted a number of cases where there was a lack of disclosure 

as compared to UK and US companies. 

for each company, are set out at the back of this appendix. 

It must be admitted that a number of figures have been approx-

imated and these temper the conclusions reached on the . . 
caSlS 

of those figures. 

In the case of the companies forming Group 2, no adjustments 

were made in respect of fixed assets and cost of goods sold, 

as insufficient information was available to make the necessary 

adjustments. However, based on the Group 1 companies t~lese 

adjustments are frequently smal~. In additio~ mo~e than half 

(9 companies) the companies had ~ turnover/closing stock rate 

of greater than four. (An adjustment for the change in the 

price of stock was made by one company and this was iLcorporated 

in the adjusted accounts. All the ot~er adjustments were 

effected in order to standardise the accounts.) - ..... ' . ..L!l ,,,,:1e ClrcUID-

stances it was felt not unreasonable to use that ~rofi~ and 

loss figure, based on RV depreciation, as a proxy for C~J2'~ent 

cost profit or loss in the comp~ison of each group's i~~erest 

and dividend cover. Clearly this approach is far from ic..ea: 

and it follows that the conclusion stated above iL connection 

with the Group 1 companies is also applicable to ~his ~ro~p 

and to comparisons between the gro~ps. This approach c~ be 
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justified on the grounds that it makes the mos:- ~se of ::::e 

data available and at the very least is a starting poi~t :Jr 

further research work. The schedules which follow 

outline and justify the various adjustments. 

REFERENCES 

1 • REID' W & MYDDLETON D R The mean:"'::lg of company 
accounts 
GOWER PRESS (1974) 

2. Sandilands took the view that where the stock tur~over 
was in excess of four and the rate of change in the 
price of the stock was not excessively ~ig~ no 
adjustment was necessary. 
Report of the Inflation Accounting Committee 
Cmnd 6225 p 176 

3. ibid. at 2 p 591 

4. ED24: Current cost accounting 
ABse (1979 ) 



Company Data 

Table I I INFORHATIctI SUPPLIED IN TlfE ACCOlWI'S 

Cost of goode sold -RV 

-IIC 

DepeciaUon -RV 

-IIC 

Revaluation surplus - plant and 
lIIachinery 

- inventories 

- no bw~ak down 

Total fixed asset revaluations 

Deferred tax - no 
breakdown 

Fjxed assets - cost 

RV, gross 

RV, net 

Depreciation RV 

Cost 

Fixed ess~t. - not 

Taxation 

Heineken 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

RV 

ACA Wessanen 

x base stock 

x 

x x 

x x 

x 

x N/A 

N/A N/A 

x FA only 

x 

x x 

x 

RV RV 

Hotel by no breakdown is ~ant no analysis as between stock and fixed aS6ets. 

Meneba 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

RV 

J(SH 

approximation 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

not provided 
on revalua-
tiona 

x 

Assumption 
RV 

Oce 

x 

x 

x 

x 

NIA 

NIA 

fixed asseta 
and depre-
eiation only 

x 

x 

x 

RV 

Naarden Elsevier VNU 

x x x 

x mainly mainly 

x 

x fixed assets fixed assets 

NIA NIA 

MIA NIA 

fixed assets 'fixed assets 
and deprecl- & deprecla 
at10n only 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Assumption 
IIC 

tion only 

x 

x 

ASSUlllption 
HC 

NIA 

NIA 

FA 
FA 

x 

x 
Aasumtpion 

HC 

Ganma Tvn 

J'uainlY 0 

x 

x 

x 

fmixture 0 

x 

NIA 

N/A 

x 
FA 
FA x 

x 

x Valuation & 

x Valuation & 

x Vaiullt iOIl & 

Aaaumtpion iAssumption 
HC HV 



Per B/S 
Adjustment p 45 

SF 
Liabilities 

RC CE 

Deferred Tax 

RC profit 
Adjustment 

RC tax 
He tax 

324.8 
191.0 

Non consolidated sub 

Minorities 

Shareholders equity 

Return on equity 

Capital Employed 

Bank overdraft 

Debt 
Gearing 
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PHILIPS 

RC with 
HC tax 

10,046.6 

11,235.4 

21,282.0 

HC with 
HC tax . 

6,939.1 
1,545.2 

8,484.4 
11,235.4 

19,719.7 
1,549.2 

18,170.5 

BC Profit after 
HC tax 

RC Profit after RC Profit after 

666.00 
397.9 

1063.9 

515.8 

548.8 
(15.0) 

533.1 
(107. 7) 

425.4 
8484.3 

5.01 

RC -
21,282 
2,040.2 

23,322.2 
7,138.0 

30.61 

RC tax Be tax 

666.0 

324.8 

341.2 
(15.0) 

326.2 
(107.7) 

218.5 
10,046.6 

2.17 

666.0 

515.8 

150.2 
(15.0) 

135.2 
(107.7) 

27.5 
10,046.6 

HC -
18,170.5 

2,040.2 

20,210. 7 
7138.0 

35.32 

0.27 



Fixed asset revaluations 
Deferred tax 

Increase in revaluation 
account 

Deferred Tax Account 

Opening Balance 
Auditors 

closing balance 

Cummulative charge 
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HElNEKEN 

68,.0 
32.64 

35.36 

28.25 

7.11 

105.22 
25.53 

130.75 
122.29 

8.46 

Gross 
68.0 

(13.67) Stock adjustment 

S4.33 

Extra charge in the P&:l 

(13.67) Stock 

17.63 Extra charge in the P&:l 

3.96 

As there is no breakdown of the revaluation surplus we cannot 
ascertain HC, therefore an assumption must be made. 

Extra Depreciation in P&L = 17.63 = 16.8% 
RV Depreciation in P &L 104 .96 

Extra cummulative depreciation 
Gross 

= 0.168 x 749,921 
= 125,963 

Net IC 65,501 

Stock included in Revaluation Reserves 

Assume: Extra Depreciation in P&L 
RV Depreciation in P&L = 1 

_(He of the fixed assets) 
RV of the fixed assets 

ie. HC of fixed assets = 0.832 x 1,821,200 
= 1,515,238 

Gross Revaluation Surplus 
Net Revaluation Surplus 

= 305,962 
= 159,100 

ie. assume that no part of the Revaluation Reserves 
represents stock 
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He profit after RC profit a£t.er RC profi t after 
HC tax RC tax BC ":.ax 

RC profit 113.32 113.32 113.32 
Adjustments 3.96 

117.96 
Tax 55.27 

1.90 57.17 55.27 57.17 

60.11 58.05 56.15 
Share in non -
consolidated subs 8.71 8.71 8.71 

. -

68.82 66.76 64.86 
Minorities 3.87 3.87 3.87 

64.95 62.89 60.99 

Shareholders funds 635.51 722.44 722.44 
Return on equity 10.22 8.71 8.44 

RC HC 

Capital Employed 1251.64 1042.43 

Long Term debt 298.22 298.22 

Gearing 23.83 28.61 
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ACF 

Revaluation Reserves 

Net 31,145 
Gross •• 100/52 59,894 - (1) 

Deferred Tax 

Net - unexpired 13,016 

•• 100/48 - ( 2) Gross 27,117 

Expired (1) and ( 2) 32,777 gross 
Accumulated depreciation 17,044 net 

stock to add back 20,036 

HC profit after RC profit after RC profit after 
HC tax RC tax He tax 

RC profit 23.13 23.13 23.13 
Adjustment 2.70 

25.83 

Tax 1.30 
10.50 11.80 10.50 11.80 

14.03 12.63 11.33 
Bonuses 0.55 0.55 0.55 

13.48 12.08 10.78 

Shareholders funds 126.799 140.9 140.9 

Return on equity 10.63 8.57 7.65 

Capi tal employed 151,051 197,195 
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WESSANEN 

Revaluation reserves and deferred tax cannot be used to ascer+~n 
accumulated depreciation because tax is based on HC. 

(1) Hc depreciation in P&L account 
Extra depreciation in P&L account 

(2) 

Revaluation surplus - gross 
Assumption - extra depreciation to date is 

in same proportion as P&L charge 

Tax e1e~ent in surplus p32 approx. 31% 

(l~2)100 

%24.8 

therefore proportional tax element in depreciation 

stocks 

Assumptiom - 25% of the amount stated 
in the B/s represents revaluation ie. 
0.25 x 168761 
No tax element necessary - base stock 

Current cost profit 
Extra depreciation + 
stock 

Tax HC 16.23 
RC (2.06) adj 

Shareholders funds 
Return on equity 
Capital employed 
Debt 
Gearing rate 

Revaluations 

Fixed assets revaluations 
Stock 

HC profit after 
BC tax 

26.63 

12.36 

38.99 

16.23 

22.76 
187.97 
12.11 

410.99 
207.26 
50.43 

ME NEB A 

6951 
1927 

8878 

RC profit aft.er 
RC tax 

26.63 

26.63 

14.17 

12.46 
233.96 

5.33 
484. 74 
207.26 
42.76 

14936 
4915 

19851 
88923 

22053 

27761 
6885 

42190 

RC profit 
HC tax 

26.63 

26.63 

16.23 

10.40 
233.96 

4.45 
484.74 

after 
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cummulative charge 

As there is no breakdown of the revaluation surplus we cannot ascertain 
BC therefore, an assumption must be made. 

Extra depreciation in P&L 
RV depreciation in P&L 

Extra cummulative depreciation = 0.1783 x 247050 = 
- Net 

Stock included in revaluation reserves 

Ba1anc~Deferred Tax - unexpired increase 
Gross 
Assumption 1 : add extra cummulative depre

ciation 

Less tax @ 48% 

Rejected: 
Revaluation reserve 

26046 
54263 

44049 

98312 
47190 

51122 

= 4243 = 
23798 

44049 
22905 

17.83 

No stock revaluation would be included in stock =eva1uation reserves. 

Assumption 2 : Suppose 76% of the revaluations are attributable to FA 
+ 22% to stock (these figures are based on the 
revaluations in 1975) 

Revaluation Account 

Balance at 31.12.75 
FA 76% 
Stock 22% 

Gross 
FA 37179 x 100/52 

48920 
37179 
10762 

47941 

71498 

Revaluations of FA = 71498 = 13.5 
RV 529153 

Depreciation provision in B/S 
Extra provision therefore 0.135 x 247050 
Tax (43%) based on average rate for 
revaluations 
Net 

In the circumstances, assumption (2) is more reasonable. 

RC profit 
Adjustments 

He profit after 
HC tax 
11.43 

6.17 

17.60 

RC profit after 
RC tax 
11.43 

247050 
33352 

14341 
19011 

RC profit after 
HC tax 

11.43 



Tax 

Share in non
consolidated subs 

Shareholders funds 

Return on equity 

Capital employed 

Debt 

Gearing rate 
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BC profit after 
HC tax 

17.60 
8.12 

9.48 

2.80 

12.28 
115.63 

10.62 

338.64 

200.33 

59.16 

KSH 

1 Tax policy is not explained 
2 A deferred tax account is no longer kept. 

RC profit after RC profit after 
RC tax HC tax --------

5.16 8.12 

6.27 3.31 

2.80 2.80 

9.07 ~ 
139.41 139.41 

6.51 4.38 

388.46 

200.38 

51.57 

3 Adjustments in P&L taken from the P&L Ale and notes 
4 Tax - relief assumed @ 48\ 
5 Opening Balance on revaluation Ale 

Includes stock revaluation reserve 

Transfer from Deferred tax 

Revaluation - 1975 and study increases 

Total amount of revaluations - gross 

Revaluation Surplus 

Opening Balance (net) 
(gross) 
(tax) 

Balance on deferred tax account 
(net) 

Difference 
Gross 
Tax 

Net 
Add 1975 

114.1 
219.4 
105.3 

13.6 
91.7 

191.04 
99.34 

91.70 
4.50 

96.20 

114.4 
15.9 
98.2 
13.6 

111.8 
8.8 

120.6 

This analysis was rejected because it implies that the fixed assets are 
nearly written off and that the gross value of the fixed assets in the 
balance sheet are nearly eight times the present net book value. 
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Assume, as above, that the surplus is 2:'9.4 and that half has been 
written off ie. 109.70 and that tax has been based on RV. 
Revaluation surplus to add back, 0.52 x 109.70 = 57.04 

Shareholders funds 

Adjustments - deferred tax 

equalisation 

Shareholders funds 
Equalisation 
Deferred Tax 
Debentures and minorities 
Provisions 
Long term loans 

Bank overdrafts 

RC 

296.39 
(13.60) 

282.79 
(16.00) 

266.79 
4.12 

270.91 
16.00 
13.6 
85.32 
32.65 

248.05 

666.53 
27.25 

693.78 

He profi~ after 
HC tax 

RC profit 
adjustments - stock etc 

Less tax 

Shareholders funds 
Return on equity 
Debt 

Gearing 

(21.97) 
12.50 

( 9.47) 
4.55 

~ 4.92) 
225.07 
(2~19) 

360.30 

BC . 

-51.93 

Revaluation account 

Revaluation during the year, net 
gross 
tax 

OCE 

BC -
175.75 

8.28 Stock 

184.03 
(16.00) 

168.03 
57.04 Accumulated depreciation 

225.07 
16.00 

85.32 
32.65 

248.05 

666.53 
27.25 

634.34 

RC profit after RC profit after 
RC tax HC tax 

(21.97) 

10.55 

(11.42) 
270.91 

(4 .22) 
360.30 

RC -58.80 

10.82 
20.81 
9.99 

-------
(21.97) 

4.55 

(17.42) 
270.91 

(6.43) 
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Increa$e in deferred tax account 7.16 
Net increase in deferred tax account 2.83 
Difference between RC and HC depreciation 5.90 

Revaluation account - ignoring exchange 
net 360.52 

rate changes during year 
Prior year exchange rate: 

gross 69.33 net 9.978 
tax 33.28 gross 19.19 

Deferred Tax account 

Adjusted Appropriation from the revaluation account 1974 and 1975, 
46030 ignoring exchange rate changes 

Gross 
Tax 
Net 

88. 52 1 
42.49 

Appropriated to Deferred Tax 
deferred tax A/c 

~2.49 

40.46 
46.03 

Accumulated Depreciation 2.03 

Reject assumption that acumulated depreciation can be calculated through 
Deferred tax account 

Assumption 2 

Increase in Revaluation Gross - 88.52 

P&L HC de~reciation = 16.2 = 73% 
BIS RV depreciation 22.1 

if: Bls HC depreciation = 104403 
Bls RV depreciation 143018 = 73% 

Extra depreciation = 0.27 x 143018 = 38615 
ie. 44% of the total revaluation - a not unreasonable assumption 

Net increase in Depreciation = 20079 
ie. 0.52 38615 
To take account of the fact that deferred tax includes provisions other 
thanlor revaluations, include half in HCSF ie. 20228 

HC profit 
He tax 

RC profit 43.68 
Adjustment 5.9-

49.58 
Tax 18.08 

2.83 20.91 
28.67 

Non consolidated subs 0.40 
29.07 

Minorities 1.19 
27.88 

Shareholders funds 253.32 
Return on equity 11.01 

after RC profit after 
RC tax 

43.68 

18.08 
25.60 
0.40 

26.00 
1.19 

24.81 

273.04 
9.69 

RC profit after 
HC tax 

43.68 

20.91 
22.77 
0.40 

23.17 
1.19 

21.98 

273.04 
8.05 



Capital employed 

Debt 

Gearing 

HC 

450.75 

153.24 

34.01 

-
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ELSEVIER 

RC 

505.92 

153.24 

30.39 

1 Deferred tax provision is not helpful as it has been affected by newly 
acquired foreign companies and domestic point ventures. This factor 
has been ignored and the clOSing balance on this account has been utilised. 

2 Fixed asset values are reported at net RV 
3 Assume RV tax 
4 Ignore exchange rate fains on non-monetary assets 

Revaluation Surplus (reserve) 

Net 
Tax 
Gross 

Deferred tax 

Clos ing balanc e 
Tax from RR 
Difference 
Gross 100/48 
Overprovision Net 

9212 
8503 

17715 

6676 
8503 
1827 
3806 
1979 

The change in the deferred tax are not analysed and the difference between 
the opening and closing figures are large. It is not p::>ssib1e to estimate 
the year's overprovision from this difference. 
Assumption: extra depreciation charge 10% to total ie. 

RC profit 
Adjustment 

Tax 

Shareholders funds 
Return on equity 
Debt 

Capital employed 
Gearing 

0.10 x 844 : this is about one quarter of the 
accumulated extra depreciation 

HC profit after 
HC tax 

29.96 
0.84 

30.80 
12.27 

18.53 
92.05 
20.13 
73.77 

HC 

190.28 
38.77 

RC profit after 
RC tax 

29.96 

11.87 

18.09 
100.01 

18.09 
73.77 

RC 
204.92 

36.00 

RC profit after 
HC tax 

29.96 

12.27 

17.69 
100.01 
17.69 



NAARDEN 

1 The deferred tax and revaluation account could not be reconciled 

2 The P&L accounts stated HC and RV depreciation. 
To ascertain the extra accumulated depreciation provision it was 
assumed that:-

B/s HC depreciation = 
B/s RV depreciation 

P&L HC depreciation 
P&L RV depreciation 

The extra accumulated charge, 12448 was approximately 35% of the 
Rev. surplus 

Hc/RC loss after 
minorities etc 

Shareholders funds 

Return on equity 

Debt 

Capital employed 

Gearing 

HC profit after 
HC tax 

(0.19) 

89.61 

(0.21) 

71.59 

HC 

176.49 

40.56 

RC profit after 
RC tax 

(1.10) 

112.29 

(0.98) 

71.59 

RC 

208.83 

34.28 

RC profi~ after 
HC tax 

(1.93) 

112.29 

(1.72) 
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GAMMA 

1 

2 

It was not possible to calculate the extra accumulated depreciation 
ftom the deferred tax account as tax was computed on HC princi~les 
Assumption: 
HC P&L Depreciation Charge = B/s HC depreciation 
RV P&L Depreciation Charge B/s RV depreciation 

203.29 x 10.1 = B/s HC depreciation 
12.85 

159. 79 = B/s HC 

extra-depreciation. 203.29 - 159.79 

= 43.5 

This must be rejected because the fixed asset revaluation reserve is 
only 13.00 (net). 

Alternative Assumption: 
Revaluation reserve - gross 25.00 
Assume 50% has been charged in the P&L as extra depreciation ie. 12.5 

3 Deferred tax - as this includes provisions other than on-revaluation, 
only half the provision has been deducted from HC capital 
employed. 

HC/RC profit 
Shareholders funds 
Return on equity 

Capital employed 
Debt 
Gearing 

HC profit after 
He tax 

6.01 
133.24 

4.51 

He 
207.9 

41.16 
19.8 

VNM 

1 Fixed assets only stated @ net RVi 24158 
2 Revaluation reserve 56098 
3 Deferred tax 52500 
4 HC net book value stated ; 164708 
5 Hc/RC P&L depreciation = 98.4% 

Accumulated Depreciation Provision 
Assumptions:-

RC profit after 
RC tax 

4.58 
133.74 

3.42 

RC 
221.33 
41.16 
18.6 

HC P&L depreciation = 
RC P&L depreciation 

He B/S Depreciation 
RV B/S Depreciation 

RC profit after 
HC tax 

3.26 
133.74 

2.44 

This assumption was rejected as the extra depreciation is so small compared 
to the disparities in the RV and HC book values. 
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As He net book value = 164 708 = 68% 
RV net book value 241508 

it seems not unreasonable to assume that 35% of the total revaluation 
reserves have been charged in the P&L 

ie. 0.35 x 108598 = 38009 

No adjustment for tax is necessary as He tax has been charged in the 
accounts. 

Hc/Re tax 
Shareholders funds 
Return on equity 
Debt 

Capital employed 
Gearing rate 

Fixed assets - Bls value 
Less cost 

He profit after 
He tax 
17.07 

230.92 
7.39 

116.50 

He 
383.59 

30.37 

NIJVERDAL TEN CATE 

Revaluation surplus 

Revaluation reserve 
Less FA revaluation 

Stock revaluation 
Deferred tax 
Should be: 

RC profit after 
RC tax 

16.84 
249.01 

6.76 
116.50 

Gross 
320.3 
298.1 

22.2 

45.55 
11.50 

net 34.05 
30.47 
42.45 

RC -454.19 
25.65 

Tax 

10.7 

31.45 

RC profit after 
HC tax 
16.63 

249.01 
6.68 

Net -

11.5 
Gross 

65.50 

24.96 

Difference too large to be accumulated depreciation given the small 
difference. Deferred Tax must include other provisions. 

Assumption: 
Profit and Loss 
P&L BC = HC of FA in BIS x P&L A/c Depreciation charge 

RV of FA in Bls. 

= 298.1 x 21.2 = 19.7 
320.3 

Extra depreciation = 21.2 - 19.7 = 1.5 
Balance sheet re Accumulated Depreciation 

Assumotion: . 
HC depreciation in Bls = 
RV depreciation in Bls 

He depreciation in P&L 
RV depreciation in P&L 

Therefore, He depreciation in Bls = 298.1 x 222.1 
320.3 

= 206.7 
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Extra depreciation = 222.1 - 206.7 
= 15.4 

Net of tax = 0.52 x 15.4 
= 8.01 

other Assumptions: 
Stock adjustment - taken from above 
Deferred Tax - in recognition that it includes other items half has 

been included in the capital employed. 

SCiRe Loss after 
minorities 

Shareholders 
Return on equity 

Capital employed 
Debt 
Gearing 

HC profit after 
HC tax 

(27.71) 
138.64 
(19.99) 

HC 

302.14 
118.14 

39.1 

RC profit after RC profit after 
RC tax HC tax 

;;,;;;.;;;;..~~----

(28.97) 
142.12 
(20.38) 

RC 

320.87 
118.14 

36.82 

(30.14) 
142.12 
(21.21) 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THESIS 

CC Current Costs 

CCA Current Cost Accounting 

CFA Cash Flow Accounting 

COCOA Continuously Contemporary Accounting 

COP Current Operating Profit 

CPP Current Purchasing Power Accounting 

EPV Expected Present Value 

HC Historic Cost 

HCA Historic Cost Accounting 

(Or Historical Cost Accounts) 

HGs Holding Gains 

NRV Net Realisable Value 

PVA Present Value Accounting 

RC Replacement Cost 

RCA Replacement Cost Accounting 

RCE Return on Capital Employed 

RV Replacement Value 

RVs Replacement Values 

SH Shareholders 
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LIST OF JOURNAL ABBREVIATIONS USED 

IN THE REFERENCES 

A Accountancy 

AAA American Accountancy Association 

ABR Accounting and Business Research 

AR Accounting Review 

CA Certified Accountant 

IA The Investment Analyst 

JA Journal of Accountancy 

JAR Journal of Accounting Research 

JBF Journal of Business Finance 

JBFA Journal of Business Finance and Accounting 
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